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ABS'rRACT 
The Work Order Scheme was introduced into the 'I'asmanian criminal jus-
' 
tice system in 1972 as an optional alternative to imprisonment. It 
provides for offenders to be sentenced to a maximum of 25 days of work 
on community pLojects, to be completed during normal leisure periods. 
'l'he introduction of the scheme was accompanieq by a reversal of trends 
'from an increasing to a decreasing daily average prison population. 
Although this would appear to be related to t.he introduction of the 
Work Order Scheme, a similar reversal of trends occurred in the other 
Australian States, indicating an Australia-wide change in sentencing 
policy. 
A six-month analysis of the operation of the scheme involving 451 of£-
enders showed an average weekly attendance of 63%, 12~s absent without 
leave and 24% absent with permission. The absconding rate ·,-1as 5. 5% 
and 1.6>;; were breached for non-compliance with their work order instruc-
tions. Significant differences in perforr,1ance were fmmd between the 
five administrative regions as well as the three different types of 
work projects. 
The characteristics of offenders Elentenced to work orders were simi-
lar to those found throughout the criminal justice systems in the ~ 
western world, namely poorly-educated, young, single males working in 
semi-skilled or unskilled jobs with a record of prior offences. 
A comparison of recidivism rates between ·comparable groups of offenders 
sentenced to work orders and those sentenced to three months or less of 
imprisonment, showed that 4490 of the work order group were convicted of 
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subsequent offences compared to 5890 of the short-term prison g:roup 
within a six-to-eighteen-month follow-up period. Similar differences 
were found between the two groups for subsequent imprisonment, with 
18% of the work order group being sentenced to prison for subsequent 
offences compared to 31% of the short-term prison groµp. 
A comparison of the costs of imprisonment and the costs of the Work 
Order Scheme showed the gross cost of imprisor:-ment in 1974/75 to be 
·around $145 per prisoner per week, compared to an estimated gross 
cost of about $4 per work order employee per week. This cost differ-
ential was increased when the value of production was considered. 
Qualitative information in the form of anecdotes high lighting outstand-
ing successes and failures on the scheme were considered, and finally 
a number of suggestions made for improving the scheme. 
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PART 1 
INTRODUCTION AND DESCRIPTION 
of the 
T ft.SMAN IA~I ~~ORK ORDER SCHEME 
2. 
Many different forms of punishment have been imposed for criminal 
activities over the centuries with imprisonment being the most fre-
quently practised for some considerable time. In recent times, 
however, humanitarian, political and economic considerations i1ave 
caused authorities to seek alternatives to tlte costly and often 
ineffective form of punishment which imprisonment has proved to be. 
This thesis describes and evnluates one such alternative - the 
sen~encing of offenders to work in the community - which was in-
troduced in the State of Tasmania and known as the Work Order Scheme. 
BACKGROUND 
The Work Order Scheme was introduced into the Tasmanian criminal 
justice system in 1972 as an optional alternative to a short-term 
prison sentence. 
The number of prisoners received each year and the daily average 
prison population had been increasing annually with no correspond-
ing increase in prison facilities as outlined in the Controller 
of Prisons Annual Reports. 
In 1965 the new Risdon prison had been in use for four years and 
the wooden huts at the Hayes Prison Farm had just been replaced by -
A two-storied building of concrete block construction 
to house 50 prisoners in single-cellular accommodation 
••• In effect, all prisoners in this State are now 
housed in modern single-cellular accommodation which 
is fireproof and every cell is sewered and provided with 
wash basin. _This has completely eliminated the nauseous 
__ud0u:-:- -of tI1e night sanitary pan and the degrading morning 
'slop-out' from our prisons and is an achievement of which 
this State may well be proud. The new buildings have 
3. 
also removed the problem of overcrowding and provided a 
reserve of accommodation which should suffice for at least 
the next decade. 
1965, p 0 2.) 
(Controller of Prisons Annual Report, 
The following year a similar sentiment was expressed 
Th.is State is most for~unate insofar as prisoner accommo-
dation is concerned. At the present rate of population 
increaJe, accommodation should suffice for at least the 
next decade. 
p. l.) 
(Controller of Prisons Annual Report, 1966, 
However, by the following year -
Substantial increases were recorded in the number of con-
victed prisoners received during the year and in the daily 
average of persons held in custody ••• an increase of some 
30% on the previous year's figure. (Controller of Prisons 
Annual Report, 1967, p.2.) 
This was followed in 1968 by -
Further increases were recorded in the prison population 
during the year ••• Overcrowding has not been a problem 
••• but reserve accommodation was reduced to forty-five 
cells in July of this year, an all time low. (Controller 
of Prisons Annual Report, 1968, p.3.) 
The situation improved somewhat in 1969 -
There was some easement during the year of the alarming 
increase,s experienced in prison population during the 
preceding two years. Had the previous rate of (prison) 
population growth continued,·we would by now have reache~ 
saturation point as far as accommodation is concerned. 
Present accommodation facilities are barely adequate to 
meet our needs and urgent consideration must now be given 
4. 
to future. requirements. (Controller of Prisons Annual 
Report, 1969, p. 3.} 
By 1970 these fears were confirmed -
As predicted in rrry report for 1969 the prison population 
continued to rise ••• During the year an all-time high 
of 405 persons were held in custody. This reduced the 
amount of accommodation available at Risdon to seven vac-
' 
ant ceJls. To provide for future requirements, and to 
avoid overcrowding in our institutions in the years ahead, 
is of paramount importance. (Controller of Prisons Annual 
Report, 1970, p.3.} 
By 1971 saturation point was reached -
Available accommodation was a.gain taxed to the limit on a 
number of occasions during t.l-ie year and to avoid over-
crowding at Risdon a number.of prisoners had to be accom-
modated at the Charitable Institution at Hayes. 
troller of Prisons Annual Report, 1971, p.3.) 
(Con-
More prison facilities were urgently needed, or the prison popu-
lation had to be reduced. A proposal to build a new prison was 
being considered by the State Government, but the two-and-a-half 
million dollars required for its construction was not available. 
A reduction in the prison population appeared to be the only option. 
ALTERNATIVES TO IMPRISONMENT 
A number of alternative schemes to imprisonment had been developed 
overseas such as Attendance Centres and Detention Centres in the 
United Kingdom, and Periodic Detention.in New Zealand. For various 
reasons, however, none of these schemes were considered suitable 
for direct introduction into Tasmania. 
j\'l'TENDANCE CENTRES: 
Attendance Centres as developed in the United Kingdom after World 
War II gave the courts a means of dealing with young offenders by 
imposing a loss of leisure for a. certain period of time. The 
scheme applied only to offenders between the ages of ten and 21 
years of age and typically involved weekly attendance at a pre-
scribed centre usually for two hours on several consecutive Satur-
day afternoons. 
The idea, as outlined in the Ingleby Report (1960}, was -
to vindicate the law by imposing loss of leisure, a 
punishment that is generally understood by children: 
to bring the offender for a period under discipline 
and, by teaching him something of the constructive 
use of leisure, to guide him on leaving the centre 
to continue organized recreational activity by joinlnq 
youth clubs or other organizations. (Walker, 1973, 
p .186.) 
The activities carried out varied between centres but usually foll-
owed a basic format involving an inspection for cleanliness and 
tidiness of dress, a physical training prograrome, physical work 
around the centre, and instructions in handicraft or practical sub-
jects such as First Aid. 
A detailed account of the Attendance Centre Scheme is given by 
Walker (1973) -
An attendance centre order can be imposed for an offe~ce 
for which an adult could be sent to prison, for a breach 
of the requirements of a probation order, or for default-
ing in the payment of a fine or similar payment ••• The 
offender himself must be between his 10th and 21st birthdays, 
6. 
and must not have previously been sent to prison, borstal, 
a detention centre, or an approved school •.• Two-thirds of 
the centres are in school premises, lent £or the afternoon 
by the local authority; the remainder are more or less 
evenly distributed between police buildings, youth clubs, 
halls and other places. In Scotland the idea of atten-
dance centres has not found favour, and the innovation 
introduced by post-war legislation aj_d not include them. 
The attendance centre order itself fixes the time of the 
boy's first attendance, and the numJ:.,er of hours for which 
he is to attend, which must normally be twelve. The 
times and number of occasions for his subsequent attend-
ances, however, are fixed by the officer in charge of the 
centre, and he is told of them on his first visit. The 
times must not interfere with school or working hours; 
he cannot be made to attend more than once on any day, or 
for more than three hours at a time. In practice the 
times of attendance are always on Saturday, and usually in 
the afternoons; and while it is not unheard of for the 
normal twelve-hour order to be spread over twelve Saturuays, 
most centres spread it over six. Many of these, however, 
open only on alternate Saturdays, so that in the typical 
case the boy would attend for two hours every second Satur-
day over about three months ••• 
Breaches of discipline are dealt with by admonition, tem-
porary segregation, more disagreeable tasks, extension of 
attendance by reducing the hours from two to one on each 
day, and in extreme cases by bringing the boy back to 
court to, be sentenced for his original offence. If a 
boy fails to attend, the police make enquiries at his home. 
Corporal punishment is not permitted. (p.186). 
A number of elements of the Attendance Centre Scheme made it im-
practical for direct introduction into Tasmania. The age group 
towards which the scheme was geared would have made it appropriate 
for only a limited sector of the prison population and the maximum 
---
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attendance of three hours at any one time was not. s1utable for 
the types of projects which it was intended to ir..corporate into a 
Tasmanian scheme. The nature of the activities carried out at 
attendance centres, necessitating rigid administration and instruc-
tion, also detracted from the scheme•s suitability for Tasmania, 
where the types of supervisors likely to be used required a more 
flexible administrative approach. Lack of staff and financial re-
sources would make it necessary for the Tasmanian scheme to be ad-
ministered largely by volunteers whereas the British scbeme, which 
used paid staff, allowed for closer supervision. 
However, the concept of loss of leisure as o~posed to loss of 
liberty was.incorporated into the Tasmanian Work Order Scheme to-
gether with an emphasis on practical community work rather than the 
less corrununity-oriented exercises of physical training and handi-
crafts. 
DETENTION CENTHES: 
The purpose of detention centres in Britai~ was described in the 
Home Secretary's White Paper of 1959 as being -
intended by Parliament to provide a sanction for those 
who could not be taught to respect the law by such milder 
measures as fines, probation and attendance centres, but 
for whom long-term residential training was not yet neces-
sary or desirable. (Walker, 1973, p.189). 
Like the Attendance Centre Scheme, Detention Centres were designed 
for adolescent offenders considered likely to benefit from some 
form of treatment other than imprisonment. The centres them-
selves were usually converted country mansions, military camps 
or si•nilar establishments which had been modified for security. They 
were typically located in rural oi::- semi-rural areas and owned, staffed 
and administered by the Prisons Department of the Home Office. Once 
again administration was rigid and extensive staff required. 
The British Detention Scheme has also been covered by Walker (1973) 
A stay in a detention centre •.• is meant to be short but 
strenl..'ous. The staff of the. centres feel strongly that 
if they are to achieve the best effect the boys' programme 
must be carefully planned so that they can aim at passing 
through the various stages and grades at roughly the same 
time after admission. The statute r~cognises this to the 
extent of providing a standard sentence of three months 
to juveniles who are sent to detention centres, but i11 Eng-
land (not Scotland) exceptions are allowed • • • Detainees 
can earn remission of one-third of the sentence. 
Aft.er release, the detainee is subject to compulsory super-
vision for twelve months, with the sanction of recall (at 
the Prison Department's discretion) for one month or two 
months if he earns full remission on a six-month sentence. 
Unlike the ex-prisoner • • • he cannot be recalled more than 
ones. (p.190-191). 
Walker also says that the staff of prison officers, assistant gov-
ernors and governors were selected from the prison service as likely 
to be in s:~:mpathy with the educational aims of the detention centre 
regime. But other writers have criticised the scheme. 
A review by West (1974) says -
In spite of the limitation of free conversation between 
inmates to short set periods; and the patrolling of dor-
mitories, the more important contacts were between each 
other rather than between offenders and staff. The 
leadership of the more confident and aggressive, who were 
9. 
somet:imes the !fl\)St delinquent, was shown by me rapid 
assumption of; c::d.rninal slang and verbal bravado by the 
previously unsophisticated. This contamination effect 
is likely to. become increasingly damaging if all kinos 
'and degrees of offender continue to be mixed up together 
in the same detention centre. Detention centres have 
been criticised as retrogra.de institutions, because the 
purpose is more obviously punitive than -remediaL The 
things one ex-detainee recalled were being stripped of 
clothes and possessions, ordered about senselessly, set 
to scrub already clean floors, paraded in the snow, and 
made to shave with blunt blades. He summed it up as 
"three months of blind obedience in digging holes, end-
less P.T. and continual deprivation", and complained that 
the system merely e:h'})Osed the power of the law without 
teaching the offender how to change himself in order not 
to get into trouble again. 
Judging by the reconviction rates of those passing through 
detention centres (more than a half re-convicted in the 
th:eee years following release) the system is not particul-· 
"arly successful in deterring future criminality,· but then 
neither are the approved schools and borstals, which give 
more prominance to reform by education, social training, 
and individual attention. (p.224). 
A similar line is taken by Dunlop and McCabe (1965) -
For most of these youths, the energetic organised programme, 
starting at 6.15 a.m. with long periods of closely super-
vised hard work, and the enforcement of extreme orderliness 
and cleanliness, with frequent changing of clothes, showers, 
kit inspections, floor scrubbing, and parades, came as a 
new experience. Some affected indifference, like the boy 
who commented "It's a lot of shouting, it can't hurt you 
••• ", but most of them expressed resentment at the physical 
hardship, the prohibition of smoking, and other restrict-
ions. (p. 223) • 
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Thus, al though detention centres were supposed to be an alternative 
to imprisonment, in operation they ~·1ere very similar, involving a 
loss of liberty and the use of institutions. Furthe~more, had the 
system been adopted, appropriate buildings woulc'l still have had to be 
found, and the cost of this would have been prohibitive. These 
factors made the direct.implementation of the Detention Centre Scheme 
inappropriate for Tasmania. 
PEPIODIC DETENTION: 
In New Zealand, a system of periodic detention, or weekend imprison-
ment, was introduced in 1963, and was later ac1opted in New South . 
Wales. 
Such a. scheme, which interferes minimally with the normal life of 
the offender, has obvious advantages. Unde:!'.' periodic detention, 
offenders can still work during the week, tln1s providing for the 
maintenance of themselves and families, but report to a weekend 
prison on Friday evening where they .are lockei up for the weekend. 
------
Various comnmil.ity projects are undertaken on Saturdays and offer,,... 
/ ders finally released on the _Sunday afternoon. 
/ 
Although the scheme has a number of points in its favour - such as 
causing less disruption to family life th~n conventional imprison-
1 
ment and, insofar as the offender Gan continue to work, placing fewer 
demands on social welfare services - it has also a number of dis-
advantages. 
If imprisonment of an offender, as opposed to other forms of sane-
tion, is seen as a means to protect the community as well as a 
punishment, then periodic detention only protects the commun.tty 
for two nights of the week. On the other five days and nights 
11. 
the offend8r is allowed to go free. An offender who is considered 
sufficiently dangerous to warrant imprisonment for two nights of 
the week might equally be considered to be too dangerous to go free 
for the remaining five. 
I Periodic detention also presents problems for prison administr"l.tors 
because of the need to separate the "weekend prisoners" from the 
"full-time prisoners". This becomes a necessity because of the 
possibility of trafficking both in contraband and messages to and 
from the outside community. Weekend prisoners are therefore usuaJ.ly 
placed in separate institutions which adds considerably to the cost 
of the scheme. These separate institutions are used for only two 
days a week and extra security staff from the prison system h~ve to 
be rostered for weekend duty typically involving the payment of 
penalty and overtime rates. 
Clearly, periodic detention was not suitable for Tasmania. A 
shortage of funds and overcrowding in prisons had prompted the 
search for an alternative to short-term imprisonment and- this 
scheme could only exacerbate _the situation. But the concevt of 
weekend community work was adopted and developed into a unique and 
original scheme. 
The concept of unpaid community work by minor offenders was also 
suggested for Britain in the Wootten Report, Non-Custodial and Semi-
Custodial Penalties (1970) and no doubt had some influence on the 
Tasmanian decision to develop a scheme of this nature as a means to 
ease the pressure on the prison population. 
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'£HE BEGINNINGS OF 'l'HE TASMANIAN HORK ORDER. SCHEME 
The Tasmanian Probation and Parole Service waE" instructed by the 
Attorney-General in 1970 to co-ordinate with the courts, pol~ce, 
prisons and the corrununity in general to develop a scheme which would 
be -
l. An acceptable alternative to a short-term prison 
sentence. 
2. Flexible in operation. 
3. Suitable for a broad range of offenders of both sexes. 
4. Readily available throughout the State. 
5. Constructive for both the cormnunity and the of£en0.er. 
6. Economical to establish and operale. 
7. Sui table for, and involve, community participation. 
The plan which ultimately emerged was simple jn concept a::1d satis-
fied all the specified conditions. It provided that courts at all 
levels might, instead of sentencing an offender to a term of im-
prisonrnent, order that he should giv~ a portion of bis free time to 
working on certain community projects. The offender would have the 
option of accepting the work order sentence or a term of imprisonment, 
and sanctions would be provided for non-conpliance with the condi-
tions of the order. Citizens and community organizations would be 
invited to submit proposals for vork proiects and, where possible, 
the supervision.of offenders working on projects would be undertaken 
by citizen volunteers. 
TRADES AND LABOUR COUNCIL CONSULTATION: 
.. 
At an early stage of planning it was considered that officials in 
the trade union movernen t should be consulted on the proposal. The 
concept of work without pay is, to say the least, somewhat foreign 
13. 
to the principles of unionism, and a hostile or negative attitude 
on the part of the unions would have effectively prevented the im-
plementation of the scheme or, at least substantially reduced its 
effectiveness. Accordingly, the President and Secretary of the 
Tasmanian Trades and Lahour Council were informed of the plan and 
invited to tak.e part. in the discussions. Extensive discussion 
and consultation followed and there is little doubt that the har-
monious relationship which developed led to the proposal being acc-
epted by the Trades and Labour Council and the trade union movement 
in general. 
However, the Council insisted on certain conditions being in-
corporated into any proposed legislation -
1. No work would be performed by offenders under 
16 years of age. 
2. The scheme would be carried out on a trial basis 
for two years. 
3. A review committee would be set up. 
4. A nominee of the Trades and Labour Council would be 
re pre sen te d on the review committee. 
5. The committee would not function in the absence of 
the Council nominee. 
6. No work projects would be undertaken without the 
approval of the Council nominee. 
FEASIBILITY STUDY: 
In January 1971 a feasibility study was begun by the Probation 
and Parole Service. This involved canvassing m1~nicipal author-
ities, and representatives of community organizations - such as 
church groups, school groups and service groups - throughout the 
State. The views of tqe legal profession, judiciary, magistracy 
------
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and the police force were also sought. Although apprehencion was 
expressed in some quarters, the response was generally favourable 
and the planners felt able to proceed with the knowledge that there 
would be ready co-operation fro~ the greater part of the Tasmanian 
community. 
However the type of work to be carried out by the offenders re-
mained as a major problem yet to be resolved. While some grandi-
ose schemes were suggested, such as the commercial development of 
wilderness areas, or the repair of community facilities damaged 
~-:iy vandals, the most appropriate proposal was that offenders 
carry out work of a charitable nature which would not threaten 
the livelihood of any paid worker. This narro;,.,red the field some-
what, but still left open a considerable variety of pro:)ects which 
could be undertaken. Gardening for the aged and infirm, mainten-
ance of grounds for charitable institutions, house-painting and 
wood-chopping for pensioners were some of the suggestions put for-
ward. 
The principle finally adopted was that no work done by offenders 
would compete with the work of a paid employee, and the initial 
BUidelines included work for the following types of institutions 
(1) non-government institutions, such as homes for the 
aged, infirm, handicapped and children. 
(2) institutions receiving some State support, such as 
,sheltered workshops and orphanages. 
(3) State institutions lacking regular maintenance 
staff, such as Welfare Department Children's Hornes. 
Proposals for certain civic projects were also adopted, such as -
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( 1) The maintenance of parks, gardens and grounds of -
( 
historic buildings not normally maintained 'by paia 
staff. 
( 2) Clearing or making bushwalking tracks and removal 
of fire hazards. 
(3) Improving or building picnic areas and children's 
playgrounds a 
(4) Assisting civic and service groups in the develop-
ment of local amenities including playgrounds and 
barbeque areas for the benefit of the general public. 
Reconunendations were also made relating to cowpensation for injur-
ies, hours and conditions of work, conduct of offenders on work 
projects, and guidelines for work supervisorso 
The final plan was discussed with the Atton1ey-General, approved 
in principle by Cabinet, and passed on to t..~e Solicitor-General's 
Department for drafting into ·legislation. 
THE LEGISLATION: 
Drafting of the necessary legislation was begun early in 1971 and 
the Bill was presented to Parliament in October of that year. The 
BiJ 1 made amendments to the Probation of Offenders Act 1934, and 
introduced a completely new section dealing specifically with Work 
Orders. (Appendix A) • Finally on the 1st of February, 1972, 
the Act was proclaimed for a trial period of two years and sub-
sequently extended as permanent legislation. The Work Order Scheme 
as adopted in Tasmania was apparently t.he first of its kind in the 
Western World. 
Section 7A of the Act is the key to the entire legislation and is 
set out here in full, (No. 82 of 1971) -
~ 
I 
l ( 
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7A (1) Instead of sentencing a person to Ui"1dergo a term 
of in~risonment, the Supreme Court and courts of summ-
ary jurisdiction may, with the person's consent, adjudg-e 
that he for his offence attend at such places and such 
times as shall be notified to him in writing by a pro-
bation officer or a supervisor, on so many Saturdays 
not exceeding twenty-five, as the court may order. and 
thereafter to do such things for such times as may be 
required of him under section seven B. 
(2) A memorandum of an order undt:.r this section in the 
prescribed form and supplemented by the prescribed in-
formation shall be drawn up, be sealed or signed as pre-
scribed, and be given to the person against whom the 
order is made before he is entitled to depart from the 
court by which the order is made. 
(3) A work order shall be made only where it appears 
to the co-:.irt that provisio~ has been or will be made 
for the doing of work by the person against whom it is 
made. 
(4) A copy of a work order shall be sent forthwith to 
the Secretary of the Attorney-General's Department. 
An amendment made in 1973 substituted the word "days" for "Saturdays", 
thus enabling offenders to work on any day of the week. The amend-
ment removed a discriminatory aspect of the legislation which oper-
ated against Jews and Seventh Day Adventists, whose religion may for-
bid working on Saturdays. It also allowed shift workers to parti-
cipate in the scheme without interference to their normal employment. 
In practice, however, most work is still performed.on Saturdays. 
Offenders sentenced to work orders are insured by the State Govern-
ment Insurance Office against injury while completing their work, 
and for this purpose are deemed to be employees of the Crown (albeit 
unpaid) • Hereafter they shall be termed "employees". 
P011al ties may be iml-•osed by a cou.rt if an employee fails to comply 
with the terms 'and conditions of a work order. 
The court may (No. 2 of 1973 and No. 66 of 1973; section 14(2)) -
(a) impose a penalty of one hundred dollars: 
(b) increase the numbe~ of days specified in the 
order by not more than twenty-five more; 
(c) impose a term of imprisonment not exceeding 
three months. 
There are also a number of detailed l'.egulations which govern the 
conduct and activities of the employee. For example, inabiJity to 
work requires a medical certificate, and alcohol is forbidden on 
work order projects. Normal working conai tiuDs apply and an;! 
specified in the regulations which are supplied to the supervisors 
(Appendix B ) • 
'1.1he Attorney-General is given power to appoint supervisor~~, and all 
Probation Officers are so appointed. 
is carried out by citizen volunteers. 
'rHE EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF THE SCHEME: 
In practice most supervision 
As originally devised, the scheme was planned primarily as an 
economic measure. It was envisaged that existing Probation and 
Parole staff would be used, thus avoiding any increases in estab-
lishment, and that there would be a minimum of expenditure on 
equipment. However, it was later _claimed by the Probation and 
Parole Service that while staff and cost restrictions forced the 
scheme's administrators into being more innovative and inventive, 
in many ways they impeded the development_of the scheme. 
t __ 
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'l'he task of finding suitable work projects, and supervisors in 
country areas, proved to be one of the most difficult in the early 
days of the scheme and, in the urban areas, there seemed to be a 
general community apprehension towards having "criminals" working 
around homes. After the initial favourable public response in 
the feasibility study, this attit'..lde was particularly disappointing 
to the work order administrators. 
The first projects to get underway involved work with va::::-ious comm--
unity service groups and with local councils in the developrrent of 
council land reserves. Both types of projects had their problemso 
The cornmuni ty service groups began their projects with much gusto 
and enthusic'-f:3m, but after some months this began to wane. Deing 
volunteer organisations, punctuality was not alwa.ys enforced and 
lat~ starts and early dismissals of the volunteer workers led to 
rather lax supervision of the work order employees, who were still 
required to work an eight-hour day. Council projects were gener-
ally supervised by paid council employees so that this particular 
problem did not arise, but others soon emerged. Work on council 
projects was usually of a very dull and routine nature, such as 
picking up stones from a large 250 hectare reserve, or endless 
clearing of bush usiog a minimum of equipment. Needless to say 
this type of work had little intrinsic reward for the employees. 
Further, the attitude adopted by some of the council supervisors 
was hardly conducive to promoting harmonious relationships. One 
supervisor, who seemed to view the employees as a convict chain 
ga~g' ordered that they wqrk ten feet apart without talking to 
each other, and soon ha·d a rebellion on his hands. The employees 
refused to take any more orders and said they would rather go to 
--· 
'\ 
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gaol than work under his supervision. 
Rapid diplomatic intervention and a certain degree of flexibility 
was required to save the scheme from dismal failure at this stage 
and the search for more suitable projects continued. 
Approaches were made to old people's homes to see if routine main-
tenance work, such as mowing lawns, erecting fences, painting, and 
similar jobs could be done by work order employees. Although the 
matrons and Boards of Management were favourably disposed towards the 
idea, many of the aged residents were more apprehensive and at times 
down-right antagonistic towards the proposal. Fears of being 
bashed and robbed by "criminals" were expressed and many elderly 
ladies of 80 years and more were frightened they might be raped. 
Obviously a great deal of public relations work was still required. 
A small number of carefully selected employees were sent to selected 
Old People's Homes where the scheme seemed to be viewed more favour-
ably. The employees were closely supervised by.Probation Officers 
and gradually the fears and apprehensions diminished as the benefits 
of the scheme were passed on by word of mouth to other aged pension-
ers. The demand for work order enployees began to grow. 
By this time the supervision had been taken over by the actu~l 
residents of the homes - often an old Regimental .Sergeant-Major 
type who had a wealth of experience in working with men and who 
also had a vested interest in getting the best out of the employees 
he had to supervise. This was a major breakthrough in the de-
velopment of the scheme and the benefits which resulted from this. 
type of approach cannot be over-emphasised, particularly in the 
light of earlier problems encountered with the paid council super-
( ' 
visors and the supervision lmdertaken by corrmmni ty service organisa-
tions. 
A Work Order Review Corrmittee had been established and was meeting 
frequently to discuss proposals for projects. It finally adopted 
a policy of giving blanket approval to projects involving unskilled 
work in and around such places as geriatric units, pensioners' 
homes, shelterec workshops, and certain.specified civic projects. 
If the projects came within a basic set of requirements.• they could 
be implemented without first having to be referred to the Review 
Cornmi ttee for approval. The g'.liding principles adopted specified 
that no worker's livelihood was to be threatened, no work was to be 
undertaken which could or would normally be paid for, and projects 
would not involve work which could or would normally be done by 
capable relatives or friends. 
It was_ no longer necessary for the Work Order Review Committee to 
meet so frequently. The Committee now meets three or four times a 
year when progress reports on the operation of the Scheme are 
presented and community attitudes in general are discussed. 
THE SCHEME IN OPERATION 
ADMINISTRAT~VE REGIONS: 
Tasmania is an island of some six-and-a-half million hectares 
(23,000 square miles). It has a population of nearly half a 
million people di"stributed widely throughout the State. Heavier 
concentrations are found around Hobart in the South with approxi-
mately 160,000 persons in the Hobart, Glenorchy and Clarence 
municipalities; Launceston in the No~th with a population of 
FIGURE 1. 
WEST COAST 
REGION 
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Launceston 
REGION 
HOBART REGION 
Regional boundaries and major population centres 
for the administration of the work order scheme. 
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33,000; Burnie with 20,000 and Devonport with 22,00 people on the 
North West Coast; and Queenstown on the West Coast with a population 
of 5,000. (Figure l} • 
For administrative purposes, the State is divided into five regions 
each of which has a regional office of -c.he Probation and Parol<:! Ser-
vice. The Senior Probation- Officer in each region was made res-
ponsible for the administration of the Work Order Scheme in his 
local area. 
THE LEGAL PROCESS: 
A typical example of how the Work Order Scheme operates would be -
A suspect is charged, brought before the court, and found guilty. 
In cases where the Bench is considering a work order sentence, the 
Probation Service is usually asked to supply information as to the 
availability of projects in t.he area, and the suitability of the 
offender for a work order sentence. · The court, at its own dis-
cretion may then, but need not, offer the offender a work order 
sentence instead of a term of imprisonment. In turn, the off-
ender may, but need not, accept a work order sentence or may elect 
a prison term instead. Sentence is then passed for either a 
specific term of imprisonment or a speci~ic number of days to be 
worked. 
order. 
A probation order can also be imposed with the work 
One rather awkward aspect of this process is that although the 
offender is given the choice between a work order and impriso~ment, 
he does not usually know the length of the terms between which he 
has· to choose. 
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Once a work order is accepted, the employee is required to repo:rt to 
the probation office for an interview where an assessment is made as 
to which types of projects would be most suitable. 
must live within seven miles of the work project}. 
(The employee 
After an initial 
assessment, the employee is formally notified in writing of the date 
and time of attendance at an approved project, how to get there, and 
the name of the supervisor. Written instructions outlining the 
obligations of the work order and the penalties which may be imp.;sed 
for non-compliance are also handed to the employee. 
The supervisor receives a list uf the names and addresses of em-
ployees allocated to his project, and is required to complete and 
sign the roll each day on which the project is active. The atteu-
dance, conduct and diligence of every employee present is indicated 
on the rollo A pre-paid return envelope is provided and, upon com-
pletion, the roll is posted back to the Regional Probation Office. 
Both supervisors and employees are notified well in adv~nce when 
projects are suspended for short periods, as at holiday weekends, 
during the Christmas/New Year period, or at Easter. 
Time lost due to sickness, accident, for personal reasons, or im-
prisonment for other offences must be made up. There is, however, 
provision in the Act for an employee to be returned to the court 
upon application to vary the original order. 
If inclement weather prevents work from being carried out, the 
employee is accredited with the day providing he presents himself 
as required. 
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CURRENT OPERATION: 
At the time this study was begun in February 1975, the Nork Order 
Scheme had been operating and c3veloped in Tasmanla for nearly 
three years. The acceptance of the scheme by the courts was appa-
rent in the increasing numbers.being sentenced to work orders so 
that by this stage an average of b&o hundred offenders were work.ing 
on projects throughout the State each week. Similarly, commlL~ity 
acceptance was evident in changes to the types of projects being 
approved and undertaken. From a beginning 0n large group pro-
jects for impersonal institutions such as councils or comrnUi<ity 
service groups, inroads had been made through projects at geria-
tric uni ts, sheltered workshops and Children 1 s Homes, until even-
tually the first employees were placed with in di vi dual pensioners 
in the pensioners' own homes. Placement of work order employees 
with individual pensioners was another major breakthrough for the 
scheme and the first example of individual assistance to a pen-
sioner, as related by the Hobart Administrator of the scheme·, 
demonstrates clearly the benefits of the scheme for both the off-
enders and the community. 
'Doug' was an aged and invalid pensioner who was con-
fined to a wheelchair and partially blind. He and 
his wife had lived in their house for many years when 
his wife died. It seemed 'Old Doug' would have to 
leave his-home. He was not capable of doing the little 
maintenance jobs around the house, nor could he afford to 
pay for the assistance required. But in spite of the 
·obvious difficulties ~n living alone, he was reluctant 
to move into a geriatric unit. It was suggested to him 
that he apply for a work prder employee but he rejected 
the idea. He- didn't want 'a bloody criminal' around the 
J 
house. He persevered on his own for some time, but when 
it finally became obvious that he couldn't cope and would 
have to move, he decided to take up ·the offer as a last 
resort. Needless to say the employee selected for the 
project was hand-picked but 'Old Doug' st.ill had his 
qualms thinking t.hat he might be bashed or robbed. On 
his first day the employee arrived at eight. o'clock in the 
morning accompanied by a Probation Officer who put him to work 
in the garden and then left to attend to his other charges. 
At .ten o'clock the employee disappeared for half an hour and 
'Old Doug' was convinced l}e had gone to fetch his mates 
to help bash and rob him. At midday the wife of the 
employee arrived with two cooked meals. The employee 
had been home to ask his wife to prepare a meal for his 
pensioner supervisor and himself. From that da.y on 
'Old Doug' has been an enthusiastic supporter of the 
scheme. He lives in a pensioner area and now organiz~s 
work order employees for other pensioners living nearby. 
A number of these employees have befriended 'Old Doug', 
paying him visits at evenings or weekends and often 
bringing their girlfriends and a couple of bottles of 
beer with them. From that of a lone!y invalid widower, 
Doug's life has changed. He now has an interest in the 
community and other people, and has even asked for, and 
got, some of the more 'difficult cases' sentenced to work 
orders. 
Doug's case is not an isolated one and any one of a number of work 
order examples could have illustrated the same point - that community 
fear is best overcome by example and once it has been overcome the 
beneficiaries carry out the public relations work much more effec-
tively than any government authorities. 
Word pas~ed "along the grapevine" at the Darby and Joan, and Sixty 
and Over Clubs so that before long pensioners in many parts of the 
State were asking for individual assistance through the Work Order 
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Scheme. At the time of this study in 1975, approximately one-
third of the work. order employees were working for individual pen--
sioners. 
With the wide range of projects now available, an offender can 
readily I:.e matched to a suitablE:: project. If trust is extended 
to him and he betrays it through non-attendance or being unco-opera-
tive, he is transferred to a less desi:r:able project. If tllere is 
some doubt about the reliability of an offender, he is placed on an 
intrinsically less rewarding project and informed that if he performs 
we.~l he may be transferred to ~ more desirable one. 
The ProLation Service is responsible for finding suitable projectsr 
matching offenders to projects, checking on performance and re-
allocating, if necessary. 
No further rebellions have occurred since the early days of the 
scheme, probably because of the improved selection of supervisors 
and projects and the matching of these with offenders. Although 
the work on dll projects is basically the same - manual labour -
the personal interaction which takes place between employees and 
needy pensioners or handicapped children is a reward in itself 
which cannot be found in projects that involve picking up stones 
on a seemingly endless council reserve. 
SUPERVISION: 
Changes in the operation of the Work Order Scheme went hand in 
hand with changes in its supervision. · At first most projects 
were supervised by Probation Officers, members of community ser-
vice organizations or local council employees. Provision was 
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w.ade in th.e legislation for supervisors to be paid a fee of $20 
D. day as well as a mileage allowance where applicable. However, 
once the general community became involved in the scheme, voluntary 
supervisors began to outnumber those who were paid. The important 
asp~ct of this is not the small a111ount o.f money saved, but the 
type of .supervision and degree of personal involvement that a 
voluntary supervisor contributes to the scheme. It would be unfair 
to say that paid supervisors were "only in it for the money" for the 
monetary rewards were small, but the volunteers, who were generally 
tJ.--.e beneficiaries of the scheme, had a vested interest in ensuring 
its smooth operation. Most volunteer supervisors were aged pen-
s:Loners or matrons in charge of institutions who had many yE:ars 1 
experience in extracting the best of their workers, not only in 
tenns of work but also in personal achievement. Considerable 
thought had been given to the question' of training supervisors and 
more particularly to careful screening and selection but eventually 
it was decided to ·simply accept offers of assistance on tlw basis 
of goodwill, with the assumption that the volunteers were decent 
men and women willing to give of their time and effort to\.'rards the 
success of the scheme. To date there have been very few reports 
of supervisors taking advantage of the scheme and in the ~are 
cases where exploitation has been evident the supervisors concerned 
have been rapidly phased out. 
The concept of supervisors working in a voluntary capacity is con-
sidered to be a very important aspect of the Work Order Scheme. 
Without them, the scheme could have become a costly, bureaucratic 
exercise bogged down in adminis tra ti va and procedural matters. The 
volunteers have contributed not only in the supervision of work pro-
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jects, but also in tlLe counselling and guidance they offer offenders. 
Many of the elderly pensioners have taken their your..g employees 
under their wings, while offenders often become personally involved 
iµ the well-·being of their pensioner/supervisors. Cases where an 
ern.ployee continues to work for a pensioner after completion of a 
sentence and before a new employee can take over the project, .:i.re 
not uncommon. '.l""nere are also some examples of employees or ex-· 
employees who maintain regular social contact v"ith their pensioner/ 
supervisors. 
EVALUATION OF 'I'HE SCHEME 
•rhe purpose of this study is to provide an evaluation of the Ho~~ 
Order Scheme. The manifold aims of the schema, however, posed 
problems in the selection of suitable criteria for determining an 
index of success or failure. 
A New Zealand evaluation of periodic detention by Te Punga (1973) 
used subsequent imprisonment for further offences as a basis for 
determining failure, giving a failure rate of 33% in a two-year 
follow-up period. An appraisal of the New South Wales periodic 
detention programme used subsequent convictions while on the pro-
gramme as the criterion for success or failure. 
success rate. 
This gave an 85% 
A study of the English Community Service Order Scheme by Pease 
et. al. (1975) used the number of orders "satisfactorily completed" 
and "unsatisfactorily terminated" as the criterion for eva:)_ua.tion, 
which produced a failure rate of 27%. 
However, simple dichotomies like this are not really suitable for 
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evaluating a complex scheme like the Work Order Scheme which has 
a number of aims capable of being achieved each with varying degrees 
of success. 
The initial purpose of the Work Order Scheme was to reduce the 
prison population in an economical way. To this can be added the 
instructions from the Attorney-General which, it will be recalled, 
were that the scheme be -
1. An acceptable alternative t9 a short-term prison sentence. 
2. Flexible in operation. 
\ 
3. Suitable for a broad range of offenders of both 
sexes. 
4. Readily available throughout the state. 
5. Constructive for both the community and the 
offender. 
6. Economical to establish and operate. 
7. Suitable for, and involve, community participation. 
However, an assessment of t..he scheme on these points alone would 
still be lacking in a fundamental point. 
Although the philosophy of punishment is a problem area in its own 
right, it is generally held that one of the primary aims of pun-
ishment is to reduce the incidence of.crime, either through gener-
al deterrence, individual deterrence, rehabilitation, or educa-
tion. (See particularly Andeneas 1952, 1966, 1970, 1975). 
Most penal sanctions may be considered to fail in this area be-
cause of high rates of reconviction. So that one of the aims of-
the Work Order Scheme - assumed rather than stated - is that it 
will have a recidivism rate which is not worse than that of the 
prison sentence it is replacing. 
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This evaluation deals with the following aspects of the Work Order 
Scheme -
1. The effect of the Work Order Scheme on the size cf the 
prison population. 
2. 'I'he operational success and failure of the scheme. 
That is, the average weekly attendance and absence 
without leave rates; the conduct of the employees 
whi~st on their work order projects; and the rates 
of breaching and absconding. 
3. A description of the types of offenders sentenced to 
Work Orders. 
4. The recidivism rate for work order employees compared 
to the recidivism rate for a comparable prison group. 
5. The cost of the- scheme cowpared to the cost of im-
prisonment. 
each of which will be treated separately in the following sections 
of this thesis. 
PART II 
THE EFFECT 
of the 
V/ORK ORDER SCHEME 
on the size 
of the 
PRISON POPULATION 
'rhis section of the evaluation examines the effect: of the introduction 
of the Work Order Scheme on the size of the prison population in Tas-
mania. 
The Work Order Scheme was introduced into tli.e Tasmanian criminal jus-
tice system in February 1972 through an amendment to the Probation of 
Offender~ Act and t..11.e legislation for the sche!lle specifies in Part IV / 
7A ( 1) that work orders are an optional al terna ti ve to a prison sent-
ence only. No mention is made of any other sanctions for which it 
may be substituted -
Instead of sentencing a person to undergo a term of 
imprisonment, the Supreme Courts and courts of summary 
jurisdiction may, with the person's consent, adjudge 
that he for his offence attend at such places and ti.mes 
as shall be notified to him in writing ••• 
However, it was considered by the administering Probation Service 
that not all offenders sentenced to work orders would have received 
a prison sentence had work orders not been available. Further, 
Varne (1976) claimed that, of-a sample of 30 offenders sentenced to 
work orders, only five, or 17% were likely to have gone to prison 
had the option of a work order not been available. These findings 
not only imply that the introduction of the Work Order Scheme in 
itself made little difference to the size of the prison population 
but would also suggest that the legislation was not being implemented 
as it had been laid down. 
METHOD 
To test the effect of the introduction of the Work Order Scheme on 
the Tasmanian prison population, the annual daily average prison popu-
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lation was recorded for an eqnal period before and af1:er the intro-
duction of the scbeme - from 1966/67 to 1975/76. Regression lines 
were then calcnlated for the daily average prison population for the 
five year period before and after the introduction of the scheme and 
differences between regression co-efficients were testedo 
As the Work Order Scheme was introduced in February 1972, and the 
annual prison figures are based on the financial year, the prison 
figures for 1970/71 are the last available before the introduction 
of the scheme, and the figures for 1971/72 the first which could 
reflect any influence of the new scheme; 
operating for five months at that stage). 
(albeit it had only been 
A similar analysis as that used to test the effect of the scheme on 
the size of the prison population was used to determine the pro-
portion of offenders sentenced to work orders who would not have 
received a prison sentence had work orders not been available. The 
analysis was based on the number of "convicted prisoners received" 
(as distinct from "prisoners received" which includes persons held 
on remand) and covered a five year period before and after the in-
troduction of the scheme. The di~ference between the expected 
number of convicted prisoners received (based on the pre-work-orders 
regression line) and the actual number of convicted prisoners re-
ceived (based on the post-work-orders regression line) shows the 
number of offenders who could be expected to have received a prison 
sentence had work orders not been available. This number can also 
be shown as a proportion of the work order sentences imposed indi-
cating the proportion of of fenders sentenced to work orders who could 
be expected to have gone to prison had work orders not been available 
as well as the proportion of offenders sentenced to work orders who 
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would not be e~pected to have gone to prison. 
Two fr.i.ctors other than the Work Order Scheme itself could have 
accounted for changes in the prison population and these were also 
examined" 
Any differences in the daily average prison population or the num-
ber of convicted prisoners received following the introduction of 
the scheme could have been due to the number o:i: convictions made by 
the courts rather than a change in sentencing policy brought about by 
the introduction of an alternative sanction. To determine whether 
there had been a change in the nurriber of convictions made by the 
courts, a siwilar test to those described above was applied to the 
proportion of convictions resulting in ~ prison sentence befo·ce o.nd 
after the scheme was introduced. This test w01jld indicate whether 
any reduction in th8 daily average prison population or in the uum-
ber of convicted prisoners received could be attributed to a de-
cline in the total nurriber of convictions made rather than a change 
in sentencing policy. 
It may have been that Tasmania's prison population was decreasing 
in line with an Australia~vide trend, and a further comparison was 
made with the trends in prison population in the other Australian 
States. An analysis based on differences between regression co-
efficients, was carried out to determine whether the trends in 
Tasmania's rate of imprisonment differed from th0se in the other 
States - none of which had a Work Order Scheme or its equivalent 
when the Tasmanian Scheme was introduced. Since then, however, 
alternative sanctions such as community service orders, attendance 
centres and weekend detention have been introduced in most of the 
other States. 
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In this analysis, Tasmania's rate o;f imprisonment, based on the 
annual daily average prison population per 100,000 head of State 
population, was compared with the rate of imprisonment in t11e other 
Australian States for a five year period before and after the intro-
duction of. the Work Order Scheme. 
RESULTS 
DAILY AVERAGE PRISON POPULATION: 
The annual daily average prison population, and the annual number of 
convicted prisoners received from 1966/67 to 1975/76 as recorded in 
' the Controller of Prisons Annual Reports, is presented in Table 1. 
The numbers of offenders sentenced to work orders are also given 
where applicable. 
Table 1 shows that in the five years preceding the introduction of 
the Work Order Scheme, the annual daily average prison population 
increased by 32.2% - from 292 in 1966/67 to 386 in 1970/71. In 
the following year, which was the first which could reflect any in-
fluence of the new scheme, the number dropped by 3.4% from 386 in 
1970/71 to 373 in 1971/72. The daily average prison population 
thereafter continued to fall and in 1975/76 the number was 309 - a 
decrease of 20% from the 1970/71 pre-work-order figure. 
A graph of the annual daily average prison population showing the 
regression lines before and after the introduction of the Work Order 
Scheme is shown in Figure 2. It can be seen that the trend.towards 
an increasing daily average prison population was reversed following 
the introduction of the scheme. A test for differences between the 
slopes of the regression lines showed that this difference in trends 
was statistically significant. 
\ 
\ 
Table 1. Annual daily ave~age prison population; number of convicted prisoners received; ,nurrber of offenders 
sentenced to work orders; and conibined number of offenders sentenced to either work orders or irrprison-
ment in Tasmania from 1966/67 to 1975/76. 
Year 1966/67 1967/68 1968/59 1969/70 1970/71 1971/72 1972/73 1973/74 1974/75 1975/76 
Daily average 292 323 333 359 386 373 371 344 342 309 
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FIGURE 2. Regression lines for the annual daily average prison 
population in Tasmania five years before and after the 
introduction of the Work Order Scheme from 1966/67 to 
1975/76. 
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38. 
t = 8. 62 i' d. f. = 6 i p ~. 001 
CONVICTED PRISONERS RECEIVED: 
In the five years prior to the introduction of the Work Order Scheme, 
the number of convicted prisoners received increased by 18.9% from 
714 to 849, as shown in Table 1. In 1971/72, after the Work Order 
Scheme had been in operation for only five months, the number of 
convicted prisoners received had dropped by 10.8% to 757. By 
1975/76, the number of convicted prisoners received had dropped, 
to 618. This was 231 or 27.2% less than the 1970/71 pre-work-order 
figure. 
A graph of the annual number of convicted prisoners received, show·-
ing the regression lines for the five years before and aft.er t:he 
introduction of the Work Order Scheme, is presented in Figure 3. 
Once again it can be seen that the trend of an increasing nurrber of 
convicted prisoners received before the introduction of the scheme 
was reversed to a decreasing trend following the introduction of the 
scheme. 
A test for differences between the slopes of the regression lines 
for the number of convicted prisoners received pre- and post-work-
order was statistically significant. 
t 3.35; d.f. 6; p ...:::. .05 
'rhe projected number of convicted prisoners received (based on the 
pre-work-order regression line) is shown in Figure 3. The difference 
be,tween the expected and actual number of convicted prisopers re-
ceived (again based on the regression lines) .is shown in Table 2. 
In Table 2, it can be seen that the expected number of prisoners 
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FIGURE 3. Regression lines for the numBer of convicted prisoners 
received annually in Tasmania 5 years before and after 
the introduction of the Work Order Scheme from 1966/67 
to 1975/76. Also shown is the regression line for the 
number of offenders sentenced to work orders, based on 
the 4 complete years in which the scheme had been in 
operation. 
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Table 2. 
I 
I 
\ 
Year 
1971/72 
1972/73 
1973/74 
1974/75 
1975/76 
The estimated number and proportion of offenders sentenced to work orders who would not have been sen-
tenced to prison in Tasmania for the years as marked. 
Expected number of Actual number of Difference Number of of fenders Est. number of offen-
convicted prisoners convicted prisoners sentenced to work ders sentenced to work 
received, (based on received, (based on orders (based on orders who would not 
pre-work-order line post-work-order line line of regression have gone to prison 
of regression) of regression) Number Percentage for 4 complete years Number Percentage 
(a-b) c x 100 of scheme's operation) (e-c) f x 100 - -
a e 
(a) (b) ( c) (d) (e) ( f) ( g) 
848.5 744.8 103. 7 12.2% 219 .o 115.3 52.7% 
878.4 716 •. 2 162.2 18.5% 302.9 140.7 46.5% 
908.3 687.6 220.7 24.3% 386.8 166.l 42.9% 
938.2 659.0 279.2 29. 89.; 470. 7 191.5 40. 7% 
968.l 630 .4 337.7 34. 9s-5 554.6 216.9 39 .1% 
~ 
0 
. 
41. 
received in 1971/72 was 848.5, while the actual number was 744.8 - a 
drop of 103.7 or 12.2%. This decreasing trend continued, as shown 
in Figure 3 and Table 2, so that by 1975/76 the actual number of con-
victed prisoners received was 337.7 less than the 986.1 e:xpected. 
This represented a drop of 34.9%. A t test for differences be~-ween 
the means of the projected number of convicted prisoners received 
and the actual number of prisoners received was statistically sig-
nificant. 
t = 6.88; d.f. 8; p < .001 
ES'.i:'IMATED PROPORTION OF OFFENDERS SENTENCED TO WORK ORDERS WHO 
WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN SENTENCED TO PRISON: 
The number of offenders sentenced to work orders rose from 87 during 
the scheme's first five months of operation to 590, for the year 1975/ 
76 (see Table 1) • The number of offenders sentenced to work orders 
for the five years following the introduction of the scheme are 
plotted in Figure 3. The regression line (based on the four com-
plete years in which the scheme had been operating) is also shown 
in Figure 3. 
ffowever, the number of offenders sentenced to work orders was con-
sistently greater than the difference between the e:xpected and actual 
number of convicted prisoners received (see Table 2). The most 
probable explanation for this discrepancy is that not all offenders 
sentenced to work orders would have received a prison sentence had 
work orders not been available. The number of of fenders sentenced 
to work orders who would not have been expected to receive a prison 
sentence can be estimated by subtracting the difference between 
the expected and the actual number of convicted prisoners received 
from the total number of offenders sentenced to the alternative sane-
tio:-1. This number, and the percentage of offenders sentenced to 
work orders that it represents, is shown in Table 2. The proportion 
of offenders sentenced to work orders who would not have rece]ved a 
prison sentence had work orders not been ava.ilable ranges from 5 2. 7% 
i.n 1971/72 to 39.1% in 1975/76. 
Figure 4 illustrates diagramatically the proportion of offenders sen-
tenced to work orders who would and would not be expected to have 
received a prison sentence had work orders not been available. In 
Figure 4, the pre- and post-work-order regression lines for the nTu-n·-
ber of convicted prisoners received have been-plotted. Also plotted 
are the projected number of convicted prisoners received and the re .. 
gression line combining the post-work-order number of convicted 
prisoners received with the number of offenders sentenced to work 
orders. 
The area bounded by the points A B D C represents the propo.ction of ' 
offenders sentenced to work orders who ~ould be expected to have r8-
cei ved a prison sentence had work orders not been available, and the 
area bounded by A B F E represents the proportion of offenders sen-
tenced to work orders who would not be expected to have received a 
prison sentence. 
A test for differences between the slopes.of the regression lines of 
the projected number of convic·ted prisoners received post-work-
orders and the regression line combining the number of convicted 
prisoners received with the number of offenders .sentenced to work 
orders was not statistically significant. 
t 1.37; d.f. 5; p ~.05; not significant 
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Regression lines for the numBer of convicted prisoners 
received before and afte~ the introduction of the Work Order 
Scheme from 1966/67 to 1975/76. Also shown is the regression 
line for the number of offenders sentenced to work orders or 
imprisonment. Proportion of offenders between points A B D C 
would be expected to have received a prison sentence had work 
orders not been available. Proportion of offenders between 
points A B F E would not be expected to have received a prison 
sentence had the Work Order Scheme not been available. 
44. 
However, there was a significant difference between the means of the 
projected nurnber of prisoners received and the combined number of 
offenders sentenced to either imprisonment or work orders. 
t 4.08; d.f. 7; PC:::::::.01 
This finding further supports the suggestion that not all offenders 
sentenced to work orders would have received a prison sentence hau 
the alternative sanction not been available. 
PROPORTION OF CONVIC'rIONS RESULTING IN A PRISON SENTENCE: 
The nurrber of offenders sentenced to imprisonment may have been affec-
ted by the number of convictions made by the courts rather than 
through any change in sentencing policy. Table 3 shows the numl:e c 
. h' h . . . J of cases dealt with by the courts w ic resulted in a conviction, 
the number of convicted prisoners received, and the proportion of con-
victions resulting in a prison sentence. It can be seen that before 
the introduction of the Work Order Scheme, the proportion of convic-
tions which resulted in a prison sentence increased' steadily from 
2.2% in 1966/67 to 2.9% in 1970/71. After the introduction of work 
orders, the proportion dropped back immediately to 2.2% in 1971/72 
and continued to drop until the proportion of convictions resulting 
in a prison sentence was 1.8% in 1975/76. 
1 
Data obtained from the Australian Bureau of Statistics. 
The numbers refer to cases heard resulting in a conviction, not 
the actual number of convictions. This means that a person con-
victed of three offences in the one court sitting is counted once 
only. 
In order to synchronize the court figures, which are based on cal-
endar years, with the prison figures, which are based on financial 
years; the average number of court convictions over the two over-
lapping years was caleulated - i.e. the court fi.gures for 1966 
·plus 1967 divided by two give the number of convictions for the 
1966/67 financial year. 
' 
' \ 
Table 3. The number of convictions a in Magistrates and Hi.gher Courts; the number of convicted prisoners received; 
the percentage of convictions resulting in a prison sentence; L<e number of offenders sentenced to work 
orders or imprisonment; and the percentage of convictions resulting in a work order or prison sentence 
in Tasmania for the years as marked. 
Year 1966/67 1967/68 1968/69 1969/70 .1970/71 1971/72 1972/73 1973/74 1974/75 
Number of convictions a 
in Magistrates and 32, 198 31,061 28,575 26,858 29,670 34' 130 34,444 33,339 34,376 
Higher Courts 
Number of convicted 
714 724 754 753 849 757 709 653 701 prisoners received rel 
<J) 
() 
;:l 
rel Percentage of convic- 0 
H tions resulting in a 2.2% 2.3% 2.6% 2.8% 2.9% .µ 2.2% 2.1% 2.0% ~.0% s:: prison sentence ·rl 
Ul 
H 
Number of offenders sen- Q) rel 
H 
tenced to either work 0 844 1,048 1,003 1,137 
orders or imprisonment .!.:! 
H 
0 
Percentage of convic- ~ 
tions resulting in 
either a work order 2. 59.; 3.0% 3.0% 3. 3>'.; 
or prison sentence 
a A person convicted on several counts at the one hearing ;i.s included only once. This is the 
same with the number of convicted prisoners received, an offender sentenced to several terms 
of imprisonment at the one hearing is included only o:i.ce in the number of convicted prisoners 
received. Number of convictions obtained from the Australian Bureau of Statistics. 
1975/76 
34 ,42.3 
618 
1.8% 
1,208 
3.5% 
,t::. 
t..n 
46. 
The regression lines for the proport~on of convictions resulting in 
a prison sentence pre- and post-work·-orders are shown in Figure 5. 
A test for the differences between the slopes of the regression 
lines for the proportion of convictions resulting in a prison sent-
ence pre- and post-work-order was statistically significant. 
t ::: 6.33; d.f. 6; p,.001 
The difference between the means of the proportions of convictions 
resulting in a prison sentence pre- and post-work-order was also 
statistically significant. 
t ::: 10 • 12 ; d. f. 8; p <.001 
However, there was no significant difference in either the slopes of 
the regression lines, or the means, between th~ expected proportion 
of convictions resulting in a prison sentence pre-work-order (based 
on the pre-work-order regression line) and the_ corrbined flroportion 
of convictions resulting in either a prison or work order se~tence 
post-work-order. 
Testing for differences in the slopes of the regression lines -
t L42; d.f. 6; p :::>.05; not significant 
Testing for differences between the means -
t 1.77; d.f. 8; p ;;:..05; not significant 
This finding indicates that the trend in sentencing prior to the 
availability of work orders followed a similar pattern to the sen-
tencing trend,after work orders became available. Before the Work 
Order Scheme, an increasing proportion of convictions resulted in a 
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48. 
prison sentence. After the introduction of the scheme, a similar 
trend was found in the proportion of convictions resulting in either 
a prison or work order sentence. 
A test for differences beb'1een the means of the number of convictions 
made by the courts pre- and post-work-order showed a significan~ 
increase in the number of convictions made following the introduction 
of the scheme. 
t 4.67; d.f. - 8; P< .01 
For the five years prior to the introduction of the Work Order Scheme, 
the average number of convictions per year was 29,672. This in-
creased to an average of 34,142 per year for the five year pey-iod 
following the scheme's introduction. 
However, a test for differences between the pre- and post-work-orc1er 
slopes of the regression- lines for the number of convictions made by 
the courts showed no significant difference. 
t 1. 37; d. f. "' 6; p > .05; not significant 
This means that the trend in the number of convictions made by the 
courts did not change significantly before and 'after the introduc-
tion of the Work Order Scheme. There was, _however, a significant 
change in the sentencing policy of the courts before and after the 
introduction of work orders which was apparent in the decreasing 
proportion of convictions resulting in a prison sentence. 
TASMANIA'S IMPRISONMENT RATE COMPARED TO THE OTHER AUSTRALIAN STATES: 
Reference has been made earlier to the possibility that the reduction 
in the size of the Tasmanian prison population following the intro-
\ 
\ 
" 
f~ 
Table 4. Imprisonment rates based on daily average prison population per 100,000 head of population for the States 
a 
as marked. 
Year 1966/67 1967/68 1968/69 1969/70 1970/71 1971/72 1972/73 1973/74 1974/75 1975/76 
Tasmania 
New South Wales 
(includes A.C.T.)b 
Victoria 
Queensland 
South Australia 
Western Australia 
All States 
except Tasmania 
77.5 84.8 
79.5 80.8 
64.1 66.7 
63.6 61.3 
80.4 86.5 
114.9 128.9 
76. 2 79.0 
86.2 92.3 
80.0 81.1 
67.9 65.7 
60.1 63.4 
88.0 79.6 
140.l 129. 7 
80.0 78.8 
Work 
98.5 orders 94.8 
intro-
duced 
82.1 85.0 
67.5 65.9 
66.9 68.6 
76.3 76.7 
137 .8 141.3 
80.7 82 .1 
93.6 
83.8 
57.9 
76.9 
71.2 
129.9 
79.2 
86.0 84.4 75.9 
68.0 67.0 63.6 
50.8 44.4 42.8 
73.5 73.4 67.9 
60.4 58.4 56.5 
100.6 89.5 85 .1 
67.0 63.7 60.6 
a. Annual daily average prison populations obtained from the respective Prisons/Corrections Departments 
Annual Reports • State populations obtained from the Australian Bureau of Statistics. 
b. A.C.T. prisoners held in N.s.w. prisons. To compensate for this A.C.T. population included in 
New South Wales for determining imprisonment rate. 
~ 
"° 
50. 
auction of t.hs Wcc..k Oruer Schemt:: could have been due to an Australia -
wide trend which happer;ed to be reflected in 'l'asrr.ania at that Ume. 
~rhe imprisonment rates in Tasmania were therefore compared with the 
rates in each of the other Australian States, Table 4 shows the im-
prisonment rate (based on the annual daily average prison population 
per 100,000 head of State population) of each oi the Australian St.ates 
for a five year period before and after the introduction of the Work 
Order Scheme in Tasmania. 2 
In that time imprisonment rates were found to differ markedly between 
the States with the highest in Western Australia in 1971/72 (.141.3) 
and the lowest in Victod a in 1975/76 (42.8). 
Tasmanic:i' s imprisonment rcli:e is compared to the imprisomnen t. ;::ate for 
the rest of Australia (excluding the Northern Te1_-ritory3) in Figure 6. 
It can be seen that al t..hough Tasmania's imprisonment rate was increas-
ing considerably faster than for t..l-ic ot.11er Austra.1.ian States prior to 
the introduction of the Work Order Scheme, after its introduction, the 
rate of imprisonment in Tasmania decreased at almost .the same rate 
(but at a higher level) as the- imprisonment rate of the other States. 
Tests for differences in the pre-work-order rate of imprisonment in 
Tasmania and the rest of Australia showed significant differences 
between both th~ slopes of the regression lines -
2 
3 
t 5.30; d.f. 6; p-<:::::::::. 01 
Annual daily average prison population figlircs obtained from the 
annual reports of the respective Prisons/Corrections Departments. 
Annual State population 'figures from the Ausi:ralian Bureau of 
Statistics. 
Annual daily average prison population figures not available for 
the Northern Territory during this period. 
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FIGURE 6. Regression lines for imprisonment rates in Tasmania 
and the combined other Australian States from 1966/67 
to 1975/76 (based on daily aver~ge prison po~ulation per 
100,000 head of State population). Regression lines 
calculated 5 years before ~nd after the introduction of 
work orders in Tasmania. 
52. 
and the means 
t 2.45; d.f. 8; p c:.::. .05 
Differences between the slopes of the regression lines for the post-
work-order rate of imprisonment were not significant. 
t .80; d.f. 6; p ;,...05; not significant 
\ 
The.re ·were significant diffe'.j'.."ences, however, between the post-work-
order mean rates of imprisonment. 
t 2.99; d.f. = 8; p «:::: .05 
'I'hese findings indicate that the decreasing rate of imprisonment in 
'Tasmania following the introduction of the Work Order Scheme was 
similar to the trends in tile other Australian States which did not 
Jiave a comparable scheme. 
Tasmania's imprisonment rate is compared with each of the Australian 
States in Figures 7 and 8. The results of tests for differences 
between the regression co-efficients and the means pre- and post-
work-order are shown in Table 5. 
For the five years prior to the introduction of the Work Order Scheme, 
'l'asmania had a higher rate of imprisonment than either Queensland or 
Victoria and a lower rate of imprisonment than Western Australia. 
There were no significant differences between the rates of imprison-
ment in Tasmania, New South Wales or South Australia. 
Both Tasmania and Western Australia did however, experience similar 
trends in "the rapid increase of their prison populations in the five 
years before the introduction of the Work Order Scheme. The rates 
of increase in all other States were significantly lower than for 
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FIGURE 7. Regression lines for imprisonment rates in Western 
Australia, Tasmania, New· S-outh Wales and Yi.ctoria from 
1966/67 to 1975/76 (Eased on daily average prison popu-
lation per 100, 000 of State popul~tion). Regression 
lines calculated 5 years before and after the introduc-
tion of work orders in Tasmania. 
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FIGURE 8. Regression lines for imprisonment rates in Tasmania, 
South Australia and Queensland from 1966/67 to 1975/76 
(based on daily average prison population per 100,000 
of State population). Regression lines calculated 
5 years before and after the introduction of work 
orders in Tasmania. 
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Table 5. Results of tests between slopes of the regressi-on lines and 
di££eren¢es between means on the imprisonment rates between 
Tasmania and the other Australian States before and after 
the introduction of the Work Order Scheme in Tasmania. 
Pre work order 
B = 4.97; r = .98; N 
x = 87.85; s = 7.12 
5 
B = 0.56; 
t = 6.49; 
x 80. 71; 
t "" 1.99; 
B 0.57; 
t = 5.24; 
-x = 66.38; 
t 5.92; 
B = 0.81; 
t = 4.61; 
x = 63.04; 
t llC 6.62; 
B -1.52; 
t = 3.15; 
x 82 .15; 
t 1.36; 
B - 4.65; 
t 0.10; 
-
r = .86; 
d.£. = 6; 
s = 1.04 
.N = 5 
p..:;::.001 
d.f. = 8; p ;::..05 
not significant 
r = .59; N = 5 
d.f. - 6; }?c:::.01 
s = 1.53 
d.f. = 8; p<;.001 
r = .53; N = 5 
d.f. = 6; p<:.01 
s = 2.60 
d.f. = 8; Pc::::.001 
r = -.49; N 5 
d.f. = 6; pc:::::-.05 
s = 4.92 
d. f. = 8; P> • 05 
not significant 
r = .74; N = 5 
d.f. = 6; p.::>' .05 
not significant 
x = 130.26; s = 9.87 
t - 7.48; d.f. = 8; p..::::.001 
UJ B = 0.89; 
2l .µ -~ t 5 • 30 ; 
ctl p., i::: 
r = .82; N = 5 
d.f. = 6; p<.01 
~ ~ ~ x [/] 
.-1 (IJ ctl 
H 8 
~ 
x = 78.93; 
t = 2.45; 
s = 1. 73 
d.f. = 8; p <:.05 
Post work order 
B 
x 
-4.70; 
86.93; 
B = -5.98; 
t 0.68; 
x :;:: 73.47; 
t = 2.37; 
B = -5.96; 
t = o.3a; 
x = 52.33; 
t = 6.29; 
B -0.49: 
t 3.45; 
-x = 72.03; 
t = 3.90; 
B -5.31; 
t 0.64; 
-x = 64.63; 
t = 4.27; 
r = -.97; N = 5 
s 7.67 
r -.93; N = 5 
d.f. = 6; p;:»- .05 
not .significant 
s - 10.14 
d.£. = 8; p<.05 
r = -.98; N = 5 
d.f .. c: 6; p> .05 
not significant 
s = 9.62 
d.f. = 8; P<:: .901 
r = -.20 
d.f. = 6; 
s = 3. 77 
d.f. = 8; 
P<·05 
p-c:::: .01 
r = -.95; N = 5 
d.f.'= 6; p.:>.05 
not significant 
s = 8.81 
d.f. = 8; p<.01 
B = -15.26; r = -.96; N = 5 
t = 3 .• 36; d.f. = 6; p<:::.05 
x = 109.28; s = 24.97 
t = 1.91; d.f. = 8; p;:=.05 
not significant 
B = -5.85; 
t = 0.80; 
-x 70.50; 
t = 2.99; 
r = -.96; 
d.f. = 6; 
N = 5 
p~.05 
not significant 
s = 9.58 
d.f. = 8; p<(.05 
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Tasmania and Western Australia during that time. 
'I'he trend of a decreasing prison population in Tasmania in the five 
years after the introduction of work orders coincided with similar 
trends in New South Wales, Victoria and South Australia. Queensland 
had a slower rate of decrease and Western Austra.lia a more rapidly 
decieasing prison population. Al though Tasmania's rate of imprison-
ment was decreasing, the actual size of the prison population was 
still higher than all other States except Western Australia. 
Thus, Tasmania's decreasing prison population after thP. introduction 
of work orders was generally similar to t.11.e trends in the other Aus~ 
tralian States where no such scheme existed. Moreover, even after 
the introduction of the Work· Order Scheme, Tusmania still had d 
higher imprisonment rate than all the other States except Western 
Australia. The difference between the imprisonrr.ent rates in Tas-
mania and Western Australia was not, however, statistically signifi-
cant. 
DISCUSSION 
Given that the Work Order Scheme was introduced in Tasmania primarily 
as a means of reducing the size of the prison population, and the 
fact that the prison population did decrease after the scheme's in-
troduction, it would be tempting to say that there was a direct 
causal relationship between the two. 
The facts are that Tasmania's daily average prison population had 
been increasing before the introduction of the Work Order Scheme and 
that it began to decrease and continued to decrease following its 
introduction (Figure 2) • Similarly there was a reversal in trends 
from an increasing to a decreasing number of convicted prisoners re-
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ceived in Tasmanic:i. which coincided with the introduc-tion of work 
orders (Figure 3), which rules out the possibility of the same number 
of prisoners being sentenced to shorter terms of i~prisonment. 
The reversal in trends could not be account~d for by a decline in 
the number of convictions made by the courts and indeed the number 
of court convictions continued to increase. (The trend in the nu__rn-
ber of convictions made by the· courts was not, however, statistically 
significant) • Furthermore, the proportion of· convictions resulting 
in a prison sentence did decrease significantly after the scheme 
was introduced showing that a definite change in sentencing policy 
had occurred, rather than a decrease in crime, police activity or 
court activity. 
'l'hese findings point towards a strong connection betwe~n the intro-
duction of the Work Order Scheme and the reversal of past trends in 
court and prison activity in Tasmania. However, the fact that simi-
lar trends were experienced in the other Australian States which at 
that time did not have a comparable scheme, weakens the c~se that the 
new scheme was responsible for this reversal. Rather it would 
appear that there was an Australia·-wide change in sentencing policy 
which just happened to coincide with the introduction of the Work 
Order Scheme in Tasmania. 
Any of a number of different hypotheses could be offered to explain 
the relationship between the change in sentencing policy in Tasmania 
and the rest of Australia: 
* that Tasmania was simply moving in line with the chang-
ing sentencing policies in the other Australian States 
and that this hctd nothing to do with the Work Order Scheme; 
* 
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that the introduction of the Work Order Scheme provided 
the means fo-c a change of sentencing policy in Tasmania 
wh:Lch coincided with similar pollcy changes in the other 
Australian States; 
that the introduction of the Work Order Scheme provided 
the means for a change ir1 sentencing policy in Tasmania 
and i...hat this was followed by the other Australian States. 
There is no clear "''aY of resolving this issue without having access 
to Government documents in the other States. However, it does seem 
reasonable to conclude from the facts available that although sen-
tencing poll cies were ch2mgi11g throughout Australia, the Work Order 
Scheme acted as a catalyst for this change in Tasmania in that i.t 
provided an alternative means to the courts for the disposal of off-
enders. 
Given that an Australia-wide chiinge in sentencing policy seemed to 
have occl.J.rred, the individual contributions made by this apparent 
national change in sentencing policy and the introduction of the 
Work Order Scheme in reducing Tasmania's prison population cannot 
readily be determined. On the basis of the evidence reviewed, 
however, it would appear that the introduction of the Work Order 
Scheme at. least played some significant part. 
Support f9r this view is 'found in the Controller of Prisons Annual 
Reports of 1972 and 1973 -
Two factors are considered respon~ible for the decrease' 
in prison population:-
(a) An increase in remissior. for good behaviour; and 
(b) The introduction of new legislation providing for 
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Saturday work attendance in lieu 0£ a prison sentence 
in certain cases. 
(Controller of Prisons Annual Report 1 1972, p.3) 
In the following year -
This is the second successive year in which a decrease in the 
daily average of prisoners held has been recorded and this 
has almost certainly resulted because of the introduction of 
the Saturday work attendance leg~slation. 
(Controller of Prisons Annual Report, 1973, p.3) 
A reduction in the size of the prison population had been achieved 
and this was, rightly or wrongly, held to be due to the introduction 
of the Work Order Scheme. If, however, the scheme had proved too 
expensive or troublesome to operate its continued existence might 
have been thrown into some doubt. 
The next section of this evaluation deals with the operation of the 
Work Order Scheme. 
--
PART III 
ANALYSIS OF THE OPERATION 
of the 
WORK ORDER SCHEME 
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.Limited resources in terms of finance anc1. manpower had an important 
influence on the manner in which the Work Order Scheme was formulated. 
Given these liwitations, flexibility in the operation of the scheme 
became almost a necessityo The scheme was nevextheless an alterna-
tive to imprisonment and, as such, certain operational standards had 
to be maintained if work orders were to be seen by the courts and the 
community as a viable alternative sanction. 
This section of the evaluation examines the operational aspects of 
the Work. Order Scheme in terms of the performance of offenders on the 
scheme and the factors within the scheme itself which affected per-
formance. 
There are few precedents as to the acceptable levels of operation for 
schemes of this natureo 
'11he British Cornmuni ty Service Order Scheme, introduced experirr.entally 
in six COlu1ties in 1973, operates bn a very flexible attendance sys-
tern whereby of fenders sentenced to the scheme arrange their periods 
of work in consultation with their supervisor. The maximum sentence 
of 240 hours (30 eight-hour days) must however be completed within a 
12-month periodo This flexible attendance arrangement makes atten-
dance rates an inappropriate measure in relation to the operation of 
the scheme. 
-
An evaluation by Pease, et. al. (1975) used as ,a criterion of ope.r-
ational success or failure "unsatisfactorily terminated" which, in 
the study referred to, represented 27ol% of the 421 orders completed. 
The fact that "unsatisfactorily terminated" was not defined makes it 
difficult to guage the actual performance of offenders on the scheme 
and the reasons for breakdown. Presumably the term was used in 
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reference; to persons taken back to court and breached for failure to 
carry out the requirements 0£ their order. However, it may also 
have referred to persons on orders who cormni tted further offences v 
The meaning of the term remains unclear. 
In contrast to t.he British Community Service Order Scheme, the Vic-
torian Attendance Centre programme, which was introduced in 1976, 
operates on an extremely rigid attendance system. Of fenders are re-
quired to attend two evening sessions per week as well as tmdertake 
community work every Saturday. 
I 
Attendance at each session is com-
pulsOJ:y and only illness is accepted as a legitimate reason for ab-
sence. In such cases, a medical certificate must be produced. 
The Victorian l-.ttendance Centre programme is based on an elapsed time 
' rather than days-worked sentence whereby an offender may be sentenced 
,by the courts for a minimum of one month up to a maximum of 12 months. 
The programme does not allow for any flexibility in the times in 
which an offender may complete the requirements of his order. 'l'he 
times specified by the supervisor, which are the same for all attcn-
dees, must be adhered to and there is no provision for absence wi L'i. 
permission nor any way in which time lost can be made up. 
An unpublished report by Forster on the first year of operation of 
the Attendance Centre programme in Victoria indicates that 19, or 
10.4%, of the 1~2 offenders placed on the programme during the first 
12 months of its operation were breached for non-cowpliance. The 
incidence of breaching forms the basis of the "breakdown" rate. No 
figures for average weekly attendance nor measure of conduct are 
given in the report. However, the inflexibility of the attendance 
requirements would no doubt have affected the attendance figures -
presumably making them fairly high. 
The p.r.ograrnme of Periodfc Detention introduced into New South Wales 
in 1971 cannot really be considered as an alternative to imprison-
ment and is more a modification of imprisonment involvinc; weel~end im-
prisonment from Friday evenings "'.:.o Sunday afternoons. As .such, the 
programme bears little resemblance to the Tasmanian Work Order Scheme. 
The levels of breakdown considered acceptable for such a scheme may, 
however, give some indication as to the acceptable limits for break-
downs. 
A report prepared by the New South Wales Departm=nt of Corrective 
Services (1974) showed that 13, or 15.3%, of the 85 offenders sen-
tenced to periodic detention failed on the programme in one of three 
ways -
8 persons (9.4%) were convicted of further offences 
committed while on the programme; 
3 persons ( 3 .5%) breached house rules which resulted in 
a court conviction; 
2 persons (2.4%) committed further offences and breached 
breached house rules. 
Inherent differences in the correctional programmes mentioned above 
make any direct comparisons in operational success or failure some-
what unreliable. Similarities between the programmes do, however, 
allow for loose comparisons in an attempt to guage levels of per-
formance which are considered to be operationally acceptable. 
The nature of the Work Order Scheme, flexible in operation and in-
volving a loss of leisure rather than liberty, brings to light a 
number of different criteria on which the ope:r:ation of the scheme 
may be assessed. These include the at~endance of bffenders on the 
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scheme, their diligence at work, and breakdowns resul-t!ing in the 
offender being returned to court for failing to comply with his in--
structions. 
In this section of the evaluation, the performance of work order 
employees as related to each of the variables listed above is exa-
mined over a six~rnonth period. The analysis is based on the atten-
dance and conduct of the employees in a variety of conditions. It 
examines differences in attendance and conduct· be1..-ween the various 
administrative regions; differences i~ attendance and conduct be-
tween the various types of projects; the effect of the weather on 
attendance; and the effect of breaching an employee for non-·compli-
ance with work order instructions on the attendance cf the other em-· 
ployees in the region. 
By analysing the effect of different conditions on attendance ana 
conduct, the means by which these conditions can be varied to im-
prove performance can be determined and, on the basis of this 1 re-
commendations can be ma-de to improve the future operation of the 
scheme. 
METHOD 
The operation of the Work Order Scheme.was studied over a period of 
six rnonths from the first week in April 1975, up to and includinq 
the last week in September 1975. This involved a weekly review 
of the various projects within each of the five regions, and an 
assessment of the performance of each of the employees assigned to 
the different projects within each region. The length of the study 
period was based on the maximum' number of 25 days' work that can be 
given for any one offence. Taking into account that work order 
employees usually completed one day of work per week, a s.ix ~onths 1 
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observation period would allow for a complete coverage of those given 
the maximum 25 days of work, and others given a lesser number from 
the time they were sentenced until the time they completed the sent:.-
ence. This complete coverage was not possible, however, for all, the 
work order employees observed. At the time the study began, some had 
already partially completed their order, other3 were sentenced during 
the observation period, some finished their sentence, and some were 
still current at the end of the observation period. 
Weekly or fortnightly reports were forwarded from the Regional Off-
ices by the Senior Probation Officers, who were the work order ad-
ministrators for each region. 
Every work order employee was accounted for each week accordL1g to 
the project to which he was allocated, his attendance or reason fo.c 
absence, and his conduct while on the project. 
Any employee who absconded was classified as absent without leave 
while efforts were made to contact him. Once it was established 
that he had, in fact, absconded, he was classified as such, and 
dropped from further weekly analyses. Employees wh_o were remanded 
in custody were classified as being in custody each week until sen-
tenced, and an employee sentenced to a term of imP,risonment was 
classified as being in custody during the week in which he was sen-
tenced then dropped from subsequent weekly analyses. If an employee 
-
who had been sentenced to prison completed tlte sentence during the 
observation period and returned to finish his work order, he was 
again included in the analyses. 
Only male employees were included in the study. It was considered 
that the small number of females involved, 3 out of 454, together 
with the difficulty of finding sui"lable work for them would cloud 
rather than clarify the issue. 
'Ine study involved a total of 451 male work order employees working 
on 30 projects in five regions throughout the State o 
VARIABLES CONSlDERED: 
Attendance -
All work order employees were accounted for each week as either 
present, absent with permission or absent without leave. 
The classification of absent with permisslon \'las further sub-
divided to include the various reasons where permission was gr1nt0d 
for absence from a project. The sub-categories used 1·;ere ~ working 
for employer, sickness, personal reasons, project suspended, adminis-
trative error, and other. 
(a) Working for employer: An arrangement could be made 
between the work order employee, his usual employer, and 
the regional administrator to allow for the employee to be 
stood down for one or more weeks in order to carry out 
additional work at his usual occupation. ~his was particu-
larly relevant for seasonal workers such as fruit-pickers 
and farm labourers, a~d workers on construction sites where 
.contract deadlines had to be met. 
(b} Sickness: In cases of sickness, a doctor's medical 
certificate was generally required. 
(c) Personal reasons: Permission was generally granted 
for absence from a project if an employee was experiencing 
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domS!s tic problems, such as when the wife had deserted and left 
the children behind, or the wife was ill or hospitalised. 
Other examples of the types of personal reasons given were 
the imi.·ninent birth of another child, attendance at funerals 
or weddings, etc. 
{d) Project suspended: The suspension of a project could 
have been due to a public holiday, lac!~ of materials, or 
unsuitable weather for a particular type of work project. 
In some cases, the supervisor was ill, had gone to hospital, 
or was otherwise unavailable for the day. The cri tei. ion 
used for a project suspended classification was that the sus-
pension had to be initiated by ej_ther the administrator o:r 
supervisor rather tha.n by the work order employee h::.mself. 
(e) Administrative error: Errors of a.n adi11inistratlve 
nature included cases where the ins i.:ructions for attendance 
were not delivered, arrived too late, or were incorrect. 
(f) Other: A sub-category of "other" covered any residual 
reason for absence with permission. These included em-
ployees being stood down while taking annual leave from their 
usual occupation, _attendance at an intensive training course 
in another region, and absence due to transport dL:ficul ties. 
The latter was particularly relevant to the Hobart region, 
where the collapse of the Tasman Bridge added a burden to 
travelling across the Derwent River. 
The classification of absent without leave was sub-divided to give a 
more detailed analysis of the reasons for absence with.out permission. 
The sub-categories used wer~: absconding, in custody, non-compliance, 
r 
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and other. 
Conduct 
(a) Absconding: Contact could be lost with a work ordeI 
employee after he shifted residence and failed to notify or 
maintain contact with the P:!'.'obation Service. The move was 
usually inter-State. 
(b) In custody: This classification was used where an 
employee was being held in legal custody either on remand 
pending a Court appearance or sentenced for an offence. 
Cc) Non-compliance: Employees who did not at-C:end, and 
could give no satisfactory reason for failing to do so wexe 
included in this classification. 
(d} Other: A sub-category of "other" covered any :r.:esi:dual 
reason for absence without leave - usually where some rea-
son unacceptable to the administrator was given for non-
attendance. 
The conduct of each wcrk order employee who attended his project 
was rated each week as either excellent, satisfactory, or poor. 
(a} Excellent: An excellent conduct rating was given in 
cases where the employee received- a high commendation from 
the supervisor. 
(b} Satisfactory: If the employee received neither an W1-
favourable nor an excellent rep'ort from the supervisor, his 
conduct was classified as being satisfactory. 
(c} Poor: The conduct of an employee was classified as 
---
poor for- such reasons as late arrival, early departure, lack 
of diligence j n the work performed, insolence towards the 
supenrisor, returning to work drunk after the lunch break, 
or for any other unfavourable comment made by the sup<=>rvisor. 
The Projects -
The work order projects throughout the State were classified into 
one of three cat~gories. 
(a) Individual Assistance Projects: This project classi-
' 
fication covered projects where wor.k order employees worked 
on a one-to-one/basis for a pensioner. Because of the very 
large number of Individual Assistance Projects undertaken 
throughout the State (about 60-70 each week) and the fact 
that each involved only one offender, all projects of this 
type were grouped in a geographic area and countea as a 
single project. This gave a total of seven Individual 
-Assistance Projects for the State. 
(b) Personal Group Projects: Projects of this nature 
involved two or more work order employees working for a 
group of people, such as at geriatric units, sheltered 
workshops, hospitals, or children's homes. 
(c) III\Personal Group Projects: Jhis classification was 
used where two or more work order employees worked on a 
project which was not directly invo~ved with other people. 
Projects in this category included cleaning vegetation from 
pioneer cemetries, working on Council reserves, cleaning 
Canine Defence League kennels, and the construction of a 
railway museum. 
r 
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The project type i:hus classified, was used as a variable to check 
for c1ifferences in attendance and conduct. 
The Weather -
The weather was monitored to i:est for any effect it may have had 
on attendance. It had been suggested by the administrators and 
others involved in the scheme that, contrary to what may be ex-
pected, unfavourab]e weather conditions resulted in higher atten-
dances. The reason for the higher attendances was considered to 
lie in the usual practice of dismissing the employees after ha]f 
an hour to an hour when the weather was unsuitable for work. Those 
employees who reported for duty were r however, still credited for 
a full day' s work. 
Court Breaches -
Court breaches for non- compliance wi t.i.11. work order instructions 
were also monitored to check for any influence on the attendance 
of other work order employees in the region. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Due to the many inter-related points which warranted detailed de-
velopment in this section of the evaluation, the results and dis-
cussion have been combined for ease of reference. 
REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF WORK ORDER SENTENCES: 
Work order sentences were not distributed between the regions in the 
same proportions as the State population, as shown in Table 6. 
Whereas the Hobart region contained 47.3% of the State population, 
it had 57.2% of the work-order employees. On the· other hand, 27.1% 
/ 
Table 6. 
Region 
Hobart 
Launceston 
Devonport 
Burnie 
West Coast 
Total 
71. 
Regional distribution of the work order employees and 
Tasmania's population. 
Non-work-orders 
Nurnner 
189,642 
108,882 
47,289 
42,601 
12,735 
401,149 
Per-
centage 
47.3 
27.1 
11.8 
10.6 
3.2 
34.80; d.f. 
Work orders 
Number Per-
centage Number 
Total 
Per-
centage 
258 5 7 • 2 ' 189 f 900 47.3 
68 15.1 108,950 27.1 
61 13.5 47,350 11.8 
49 10.9 42,650 10.6 
15 3.3 12,750 3.2 
451 401,600 
= 4; p. <..001 
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of the State population was livii;ig in the Launceston region,· but 
the region had only 15. 1% of the work order employees. In the 
other regions, the proportion of work order employees reJative to ( 
the proportion of the State population was fairly evenly balanced. 
A test for differences in the regional distribution of offenders 
sentenced to work orders showed that this filfference was statistic-
ally significant. 
2 
x = 34.80; d.f. = 4; p <:.001 
STATE OVERVIEW: 
Two types of analyses were used to examine the performance of em-
ployees on the scheme with regard to attendance and conduct. 
The first analysis dealt ,with the nuniber of work order employees 
who defaulted in any way during the observation period. It in-
valved an examination of how many and what proportion of the em-
ployees defaulted through absconding, non-attendance, or were in 
custody; thus providing a general overview of the proportion of 
breakdowns and the performance of individuals on the scheme during 
the period of observation. The second analysis dealt with the 
average weekly performance of the employees on the scheme over the 
26-week observation period. , 
Proportion of breakdowns -
In ti.~e first analysis, an account is given of the number of in-
dividuals who defaulted in any one of a number of categories •. If 
an individual defaulted, he was counted only one~ in the appro-
priate category, irrespective of the number of times he defaulted 
in this manner. 
" 
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Table 7. 'Ib.e percentage and number of employees involved in the 
26-week work order study who began, completed, were AWOL, 
absconded, returned from absconding, spent time in custody, 
were breached for failing to comply with their work order 
instructions, and received excellent and poor conduct 
reports. 'Ib.e figures for the five Regions and the State 
as a whole are shown. 
Region Hobart Launces- Devoh-ton port 
Number (258) (68) ( 6 1 ) involved 
Began wo;r:k 62 .. 8% 60.3% 39.3% 
orders ( 162) ( 4 1 ) (24) 
Completed 41.1% 38.2% 41.0% 
work orders ( 10 6) (26) (25) 
AWOL 42.3% 45.6% 59.0% ( 109) ( 31 ) (36) 
Absconded 6.2% 2.9% 8.2% ( 16) ( 2) ( 5 ) 
Returned 2.3% 1.5% ( 6) ( 1 ) 
Custody 9.7% 16.2% 4.9% (25) ( 1 1 ) ( 3) 
Breached 4.4% 1.6% ( 3) ( 1) 
Excellent 29.5% 33.8% 
conduct (76) (2 3) 
Poor 19.4% 23.5% 14.8% 
conduct ( 50) ( 1 6 ) ( 9 ) 
,._ 
Burnie 
(49) 
53.1% ( 26) 
42.9% 
( 2 1 ) 
28.6% 
( 1 4 ) 
4.1% 
(2) 
4.1% 
( 2) 
4.1% 
( 2 ) 
4.1% 
( 2 ) 
32.7% 
( 16) 
12.2% 
( 6 ) 
West 
Coast 
( 1 5 ) 
20.0% ( 3) 
60.0% 
( 9 ) 
26.7% 
( 4 ) 
6.7% 
( 1 ) 
13.3% 
( 2 ) 
6.7% 
( 1 ) 
State 
total 
( 4 5 1 ) 
56.8% 
(256) 
41.5% 
( 187) 
43.0% 
( 194) 
5.5% 
( 2 5 ) 
2.0% 
( 9 ) 
9.1% 
( 41) 
1. 6% 
( 7) 
25.9% 
( 1 1 7) 
18.2% 
(82) 
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The results of this analysis are shown in Table 7. During 
the observation period, ·a total of 451 employees were invol-
ved in the scheme, aDd of that numher, 56.8% began, and 
' 41. Si completed their work orders. Five-point-five per-
cent absconded, while 2% returned from absconding. (It 
should be noted that ~hose who returned from absconding may 
not.have absconded during the period of observation, and 
indeed, most had absconded a considerable time beforehand) • 
Forty-three percent were absent without leave at least, 
once, 9.J.% spent some time in custody :- either on remand, 
o:i:: after sentencing, and 1. 6% were taken back to Court and 
I 
convicted for breaching t..t-ieir work order instructions. Of 
' the total number of employees, 25.9% received at least one 
excellent conduct report, and 18.2% received at least one 
poor conduct report. . The results of each of 'the perform-
ance categories listed above are also shown for the five 
separate regions. 
Averag_~ weekly performance -
The second analysis involved an examination of the average 
weekly performance of the work order employees, and weekly 
attendance and conduct graphs are shown in Figure 9. 
Weekly attendance and conduct ratings are plotted, as a 
percentage, for all work order employees in the State. 
Percen~ages were used because of the weekly fluctuations 
in the numbers involved. 
During the period of observation, an average of 201 in-
dividuals were involved in the scheme each week - with an 
average weekly attendance of 63. 3%. Of the 36.7% not in 
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FIGURE 9. Weekly attendance and conduct graph, shown as a percentage, for work order 
employees in Tasmania during the 26 week observation period. Proportion 
present, absent without leave and issue of excellent and poor conduct re-
ports are shown. Xn = 201. 
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attendance, 24.4% were absent with permission, and 12.3% 
without permission. Excellent conduct reports were issm~d 
to an average of 5.5% of the employees per week or nearly 
twice the issue of poor conduct reports at 2.8% per week. 
The reasons for absence, together with the average weekly 
proportion of individuals who were,absent for any of the 
listed reason~, are presented in Table 8. For any absence, 
either. with or without permission, the employee was re-
quired to return to his work project as soon as possible 
afte:rwards and was still obliged to complete the number of 
days work to which he had originally been sentenced. 
Of those who were absent with permission, one-t-1'ir0. or 9.1%-
of the average weekly total were unable to work because their 
project had been suspended. Project suspension ranks high-
est in the six sub-categories of reasons for absence with 
permission. 
Illness also accounted for an average of almos~ one-third' 
of the number who were absent with permission and represen-
ted 7.8% of the average number of employees each week. 
However, this figure is loaded with the inclusion of acci-
den~ victims under the illness sub-category. Some of the 
younger employees seemed particularly susceptible to motor 
. vehicle accidents, which often resulted in maj'or ~njuries 
and made the employees unfit to carry out their work orders 
for extended periods .• In most cases of illness, medical 
certificates were produced, and the employee was required to 
resume work when he recovered. 
/ 
Table 8. 
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Mean. percentage attendance and reasons for absence 
-for all work order employees in Tasmania during a 
six-month period. 
-Xn = 201 
PRESENT 
ABSENT WITH PERMISSION 
project suspended 
sick 
working for employer 
personal reason 
administrative error 
other 
Total 
ABSENT WITHOUT LEAVE 
non-compliance 
custody 
abscond 
other 
Total 
63. 3 % 
7.8 % 
s.o % 
o.s % 
0.4 % 
24.4 % 
10.3 % 
1.4 % 
o.s % 
0.1 % 
l2.3 % 
100.0 % 
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An average of 5% of the total working group were absent with 
permission each week while working .for their usual employer. 
In cases where the employee was required'to work overtime 
at his usual occupation, his employer had to contact the 
Regional Administrator to request leave of absence on the 
employee's behalf. Permission was generally granted with 
due consideration given to the financial standing of the 
employee, which was often far from healthy. 
Absence for personal reasons made up a small component of the 
number absent with permission each week - an average of 1.6% 
of the total working group. 
Administrative errors, resulting in absenteeism, accou.~ted 
·for an average of 0.5% of the employees each ;veek, and 0.49;; 
of the employees were absent with permission for some reason 
other than those a-1.ready listed. 
Most employees who were absent without leave were unable to 
give a reason for-failing to report as required, and these 
accounted for an average of 10.3% of the employees each week. 
In such cases, the employee was reprimanded and warned of 
the-consequences of continued non-compliance with the work 
order instructions. Any employee who repeatedly failed to 
comply with his instructions was taken back to Court, where 
he was liable to a maximum penalty of three months' imprison-
ment, as well as a further term of imprisonment for the ori-
ginal offence. (See legislation, Appendix A). 
An average of 1.4% ·of the work order employees were in cust-
ody each week. This included those remanded in custody as 
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well as those sentenced to a tt~rm of imprisonment. Employees 
sentenced to a term of impr.i.sonmen·c were dropped from further 
weekly analyses. 
An average of 0. s~s of the employees absconded ea.ch week, usually 
inter-State, and O.l% were absent for some reason other than 
those listed - ~Jenerally where an 1m.acceptable excuse was 
offered. 
REGIONAL COMPARISONS: 
Comparisons were made between the regions in three ways: 
* ThE! five variables of average weekly attendance, 
abse11ce with permission, absence without permission, 
excellent conduct, and poor condl,lct reports, we:i:e com-· 
pared between the regions. 
* Percentages for the above variables were combined 
to ·derive a composite figure for easier, direct com-
parison. 
* The overall proportion of employees who defaulted in one 
way or another during the observation period were com-
pared between the regions. 
On the basis of information gained from the.above methods of compar-
ison, performance was analysed in an overall sense region by region. 
Average Weekly Performance -
Weekly attendance and conduct graphs for each of the five regions 
Hobart, Launceston, Devenport, Burnie and the West Coast - are 
shown in Figures 10 (a) - 10 (e) resp'ecti vely. Table 9 shows the 
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Table 9. Means and standard deviations for work order attendance 
and conduct for the five administrative regions and the 
State as a whole. 
~~ 
-Hobart region x 
s 
Launceston region X 
s 
Devenport region X 
s 
-Burnie region x 
s 
West Coast Region X 
s 
State total x 
s 
Attendance 
Present 
66.8 
14.5 
52.6 
13.5 
54.8 
15. 7 
76.7 
18.2 
64.8 
22.0 
63.3 
13.6 
Absent 
with per-
mission 
23.7 
17.0 
23.5 
16.0 
33.3 
18.6 
16.5 
18.5 
:n.8 
24.2 
24.4 
16.0 
AWOL 
9.5 
3.5 
23.9 
9.2 
11.9 
7.0 
6.8 
5.8 
7.4 
7.9 
12.3 
3.6 
Conduct 
Excellent 
6.7 
5.2 
10.-4 
11.4 
4.3 
7.0 
1.4 
4.1 
5.5 
4.3 
Poor 
3.6 
2.6 
3.2 
4.4 
1.1 
2.3 
2.3 
4.5 
0.5 
2.8 
2.8 
1.8 
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means and standard deviations of each of t:.he variables for each 
region. In Figure 11,. the five variables <;Jf attendance, absence 
with permission, absence without leave, excellent conduct and poor 
conduct are shown in rel{>.tion to the State mean., 
The Burnie region, wl th the highest weekly average attendance at 
76.7%, exceeded the State average by 13.4%, while the Launceston 
region had the lowest average weekly attendance at 52.6%, which was 
10.7% below the State average. Between the two extremes, the Hob-
art region had a weekly attendance of 66.8% (3.5% above), the West 
Coast 64.8% (l.5% above) and Devqnport 54.8% (8.5% below). 
A similar pattern was found with regard to absence wit,hout leave 
(AWOL}. The Burnie region had the lowest proportion of employees 
P.WOL at 6.8% or 5.5% below the State average, while the Launceston 
region had the highest average proportion AWOL at 23.9% or 11.6% 
above the State average. In the remaining three regions, the pro-
portion of employees AWOL was consistently below the State average 
with the West Coast at 7.4% (4.9% below}, Hobart 9.5% (2.8% below), 
and Devonport 11.9% (0.4% below). 
The propor~ion absent with permission was relatively stable between 
the Hobart, West Coast and Launceston regions with a range above 
and be low the State mean of about 3%. As could be expected from the 
high.attendance figures in the Burnie region, the proportion of 
employee's absent with permission was again below the State average 
at 16.5% or 7.9% below. The Devonport region had the highest pro-
portion of employees absent with permission at 33.3% or 8.9% above 
the State average. 
Excellent conduct reports were issued to an average of 5.5% of the 
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employees throughout the State each week, and poor conduct rep'or·ts to 
an average of 2.8%. 
An examination of the differences between regi?ns in the issue of 
excellent and poor conduct reports however, shows some seeming in-
consistencies in relation to attendance. Taking both conduct and 
attenda'nce as an indication of performance, it could be expected 
that'there would be some positive relationship between the issue of 
excellent conduct reports and high attendances.. But the Launceston 
region, which had the lowest average attendance and the h_ighest 
average incidence of AWOL, also had the highest issue of excellent 
conduct reports to 10.4% of the employees or almost double the 
State average. On the other hand, the Burnie region, which hQd the 
highest average attendance and the lowest incidence of AWOL, ~cored 
less than the State average for excellent conduct reports and only 
slightly less than L'i.e· State average for poor conduct reports. Ex-
cellent conduct reports were issued to an average of 4.3% of the 
employees in the Burnie region COTIY?ared to the State average of 5.5% 
and poor conduct reports were issued to an average of 2. 3% compared 
to the State average of 2.8%. 
'rhe discrepancies between a-t;.tendance levels and the issue of con-
duct reports for the Launceston and Burnie regions may be explained 
with reference to objective and subjective measures. Whereas 
attendance is an objective measure - either the employee is prese~t 
or he is not - the frequency with which excellent and poor conduct 
reports are issued is dependent on the at~itude of the person who 
issues them. It may be that the Regional Administrator for the 
Burnie region expected the work order employees to co-operate and 
did not give either good pr poor conduct reports lightly. And in-
deed the high attendance together with the low incidence of AWOL 
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would seem to indicate that a fairly strict regime Wi:lS practised. 
In comparison, the attitude of the Launceston Administrator may 
have been more lenient, making him more generous with the issue of 
good conduct reports. This "generosity" could also have been re-
lated to the relatively poor attendance for the region. When an 
employee turned up for a project, and with an average weekly atten-
dance of 52.8%, it was only slightly more than every other person 
who did so, the corrparative rarity of the event may have put the 
errployee in a favourable position to earn a good conduct repOJ~t. 
Any relationship bebNeen the issue of good conduct reports and poor 
attenaance is not however evident in the Devonport region which, like 
the Launceston region, had attendance levels considerably below the 
State average. Out of a weekly average of 37 employees working on 
projects in the Devonport region, not one was issued with a good 
conduct report. Reassuringly, only 1.1% were issued with poor 
conduct reports. 
Notable in the issue of conduct reports was a marked increase in the 
number of excellent conduct reports issued in the Hobart, Launceston 
and Bu.rnie regions after the 14th week of observation. This in-
crease was apparent for about six weeks and could well have been due 
to the effect of an interim report given by the researcher at a Con-
ference of State Probation Officers which was attended by the Region-
1 
al Administrators. The interim report included regional compari-
sons and appears to have boosted morale and, at the same time, in-
creased regional competition. Each Regional Administrator seemed 
keen to have his region "look good" in relation to the others. 
Attendance of course is not as easily influenced by increased moti-
vation but the subjective conduct reports can be more readily in-
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fluenced and apparently were. Only one region recorded a signi-
ficant increase in attendance following the interim report and this 
was after a thre2-to-four week delay. The increase, of about 10% 
in the Launceston region, was matched by a decrease in the proportion 
of employees AWOL and both levels remained fairly constant for the 
rest of the observation period. Taking into account Launceston's 
poor performance in relation to +:he other regions, the interim 
report may well have led the Regional Administrator to take steps 
to improve attendance in t~e region. The three-to-four week delay 
may be explained in terms of the time it took to implement these 
measures. 
Direct Regional Comparisons -
Using the five variables listed as a measure of the operation of the 
scheme in each region assures accuracy in specific details bm: does 
not make for ease of comparison in an overall sense. While per-
formance on each of the variables can be itemised, difficulties 
arise when ranking the different regions with regard to operational 
"success" thereby guaging which region is "best", which is "worst" 
and possible explanations for this success or lack of it. 
To facilitate such comparisons, each region was given a "rating" based 
on the average weekly attendance minus the average weekly AWOL over the 
26-week study period. The regional rate thus derived provided a means 
by which the regions could be corrpared directly. It provided a figure 
which balanced the defaulters with the non-defaulters. 
The rates, calculated on the basis of the above formula, are shown 
in Table 10, and range from 69.9 for the Burnie region to 28.7 for 
the Launceston region. An analysis of variance testing for regional 
differences is significant at the .05 level. 
----
Table 10. 
Region 
Burnie 
West Coast 
Hobart 
STATE MEAN 
Devon port 
Launceston 
F 
d.f. 
p. 
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The rank order of administrative work order regions 
according to their Rate (% attendance minus % AWOL) 
and the result.of the analysis of variance. 
Percentage attendance and AWOL and the Score (% atten-
dance minus % AWOL plus % excellent conduct minus % 
poor conduct) and the result of the respective analy-
ses of variance are also shown. For comparison pur-
poses the State mean is also presented. 
Rate Attendance AWOL Score 
69.9 76.7 6.8 70.6 
57.4 64.8 7.4 58.3 
57.3 66.8 9.5 60.4 
50.9 63.3 12..3 52.8 
42.9 54.8 11.9 39.8 
28.7 52.6 23.9 31. l 
3.11 3.41. 2. 71 2.28 
4/29 4/29 4/29 4/29 
<.OS .c(.05 ..( .05 >.as 
n.s. 
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F = 3.11; d.f. = 4/29; p ~.OS 
Table 10 also gives the regional figures for percentage attendance 
and percentage P.WOL, and the results of an analysj s of variance for 
the two variables both of which are significant at the .OS level. 
Attendance: 
F = 3.41; d.f. 
AWOL: 
4/29; p ,Gos 
F = 2.71; d.f. = 4/29; p<:::.OS 
A regional "score" was calculated to provide another means of direct 
comparison. The formula used for the regional score coml?ined the 
objective attendance figures and the subjective conduct figures in 
the following way : percentage attendance, minus percentage AWOL, 
plus percentage excellent conduct, minus percentage poor conduct. 
However, uneven assessment of conduct together with the subjective 
nature of the conduct reports generally and the extraneous factors 
which influenced their issue, throws considerable doubt on the re-
liability of this measure. 
The use of the regional score as a means of comparison made little 
difference to the rank ordering of the regions but it did compress 
some of the inter-regional differences so ::hat the analysis of 
variance was not·statistically significant. 
F 2.28; d.f. = 4/29; p ;:::,.OS; not significant 
Defaulting -
The third method of comparison between the regions was based on the 
proportion of employees who defaulted in one way or another during 
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the observation period. 'I'he r.esul ts of this comparison a.i::e shown 
in •rable 7. In most measures f the West Coast region had the lowest 
proportion of employees who defaulted. The small numbers involved, 
- howi=wer (15), tend to make the West Coast figures somewhat unreliable 
for comparative purposes. Bearing this in mind, the West Coast 
had the lowest proportion of employees who defaulted through absence 
without leave (26.7%} while the Devenport region had the highest 
proportion of employees AWOL at one time or another (59%). The 
proportion of employees AWOL at one time or another in Burnie, Hob-
art and Launceston was 28.6% 1 42.3% and 45.6% respectively. 
compares with a figure of 4390 for the State as a whole. 
None of the 15 employees in the West Coast region absconded. 
This 
In 
the other regions, 2.9% absconded in Launceston, 4.1% in Burnie, 6.2% 
in Hobart and 8.2% in Devonport. The figure for the State as a 
whole was 5.5%. 
Similarly none of the err~loyees in the West Coast region spent time 
in custody while completing their work orders. This compares with 
4 .1% in Burnie, 4. 9% in Devenport, 9. 7% in Hobart and 16. 2% in Lai.m-
ceston. The proportion of employees who spent time in custody_ 
throughout the State was 9.1%. 
Once again, the small number of employees involved in the West Coast 
region meant that although only one person was breached for non-
compliance with work order instructions the proportionate weight-
ing of that one person gave the highest breaching rate of all the 
regions at 6.7%. 'The Hobart region, which was responsible for more 
than half the work order employees throughout the State, had no 
breaches and in the Devenport region, l.6i of employees were breached. 
In the Burnie and Launceston regions, the proportion of employees 
breached was 4.1% and 4o4% resJ:.>ectively. Th<: proportion of em-
ployees breached for the State as a whole was 1.6%. 
Overall Regional Performance -
The regions have so far been compared in terms of the average weekly 
performance; in a direct sense on the basis of a derived formula; 
and in terms of the incidence of defaulting. Although not consis-
tent throughout, the measures of performance de, appear to show some 
regions as having higher levels of performance than others. 
Burnie and the West Coast: . 
In Table 10 it can be seen that the Burnie and West Coast regions 
scored the highest and second highest levels of attendance. It is 
therefore hardly surprising that these two regions had the highest 
and second highest rates (percentage present minus percentage AWOL) • 
Not only was the average weekly performance better in the two region:=:~ 
but, as shown in Table 7, the proportion of employees whose perform-
ance was unsatisfactory at one time or another, was also generally 
lower than for the State as a whole. Combining the two regions 
into the one unit, the proportion AWOL was 28.1% compared to 43% 
for the State; the proportion of employees who absconded was 3.1% 
compared to 5.5% for the State; the propo~tion of employees who 
spent time in custody was 3.1% compared to 9.1% for the State; and 
the proportion of employees who received poor conduct reports was 
10.9% comp~red to 18.2% for the State. Further, the proportion of 
employees who received excellent conduct reports was 28.1% compared 
to 25.9% for the State. 
On only one count, in the matter of breaching, was performance con-
siderably poorer than in the other regions. Combining the breach-
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ing figures for the two regions, 4.7% of the employees were breached 
for failing to comply with their work orde:r instruct.ions compared 
to 1.6% for the State as a whole. 
Hobart: 
The Hobart region - third in rank order as measured by the rate -
had the largest proportion of the work order force at 57.2% or 259 
of the employees. 
In Table 10, it can be seen that the average weekly attendance of 
66.8% in the Hobart region was above ~he State average, and the aver-
age weekly incidence of AWOL at 9.5% was below the State average. 
As a result., Hobart's rate at 57.3 was 6.4 ahove the figure for the 
State as a whole. 
When performance is examined in an overall sense as shown in Table 7, 
the performance of employees_in the Hobart region uas fairly con-
sistent with the State average, no doubt partly due to the dispro-
portionate influence of the region on the State mean due to the 
number of employees involved. The proportion of employees AWOL 
at one time or another at 42.3% was marginally less than the State's 
43.0% and on the other measures: 6.2% absconded compared to 5.5% for 
the State; 9.7% spent some time in custody compared to 9.1% for the 
State; 19.4% received good conduct reports compared to 18.2% for 
the State; and 29.5% received excellent conduct reports compared to 
25.9% for the State. It is worth noting that not one employee in 
the Hobart region was breached for failing to comply with his work 
order instructions compared to 1. 6% for the State as a whole. 
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Devonport: 
1 The rate as an indicator of performance was second lowest in the 
Devonport region at 42.9 or eight points below the State mean. 
Notable in the' Devonport region was the high level of absence with 
permission runnir,g at a weekly average of 3396 or 9% above the State 
average. This high level of absence with permission can be attri-
buted to two unit_:ue factors operating in the region: 
(a) the number of employees who were involved in motor 
vehicle accidents which resulted in serious injuries. 
Motor accidents were fairly common amongst employees 
I 
in the Devonport region a.nd the injuries sustained made 
a number of the employees unfit for work for extended 
periods; 
(b) The number of labour intensive projects in the area. 
Many of the projects in the region were of this type 
and in cases where the supervisor was not available, 
the project had to be suspended. This resulted in a 
large proportion of the work force being stood down 
until the supervisor was once again available. 
The combination of these two factors produced the seemingly contra-
dietary attendance figures for the region. On the one hand, as 
shown in Table 10, the average weekly level of AWOL at 11.9% was 
0.4% below the State mean, but on the other hand, the weekly atten-
dance at 54.8% was also below the State mean. In the latter case 
by a much larger amount (8.5% below). It could be expected that a 
relatively low level of AWOL would lead to high,er attendance figures 
in the region but this was not the case arid Devonport' s low rate 
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was largely attributable to lrn-: attendances. As e:zplained above 
these low attendances were, ln many cases, apparently unavoidable. 
The results in Table 7 show that a fairly large proportion of the 
employees in the region (59%) were AWOL at least once during the 
obsc,rvation period compared to 43s-o for the State. It should be 
noted however that many of the employees who absented themselves 
without leave did so relatively infrequently and this is borne out 
in a comparison of the proportion of employees AWOL at one time or 
another (59% or 16% above the State as a whole) compared to the 
average weekly level of AWOL (11.9% or 0.4% below the State average). 
Only one person (1.6% of the employees) was breached for failing to 
comply with his work order instructions, and only 4. 9?o spent some 
time in custody compared to 9 .1% for the State as a whole. However, 
the proportion of employees who absconded in the Devonport region 
was considerably higher than for the State (8.2% compared to 5.5%). 
No excellent conduct reports were given and 14.8% of the employees 
received poor conduct reports. 
Launceston: 
The Launceston region, with its low weekly attendance (52.6%) and 
high weekly level of AWOL (23.9%) had the lowest rate of all five 
regions at 28.7. The average weekly attendance for the State as 
a whole was 63.3% and the average weekly level of AWOL for the State 
was 12. 3%. 
Despite Launceston's high weekly level of AWOL however, the pro-
portion of employees AWOL throughout the observation period at 
45.6% was only 2.6% above the figure for the State as a whole. This 
would imply tha~ the relatively low proportion of errployees who did 
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go AWOL remained absent for extended periods. 
In other aspects of performance, the proportion of employees in 
custody at one time or another in the Launceston region at 16.2% was 
almost dorlble the figure for the State as a whole at 9.1%. Further, 
the proportion of employees breached in the region at 4.4% was two-
and-a-half times t..11at for the State as a whole at 1. 690. 
On the positive side however, Launceston had both a high proportion 
of excellent conduct reports and a high weekly average of excellent 
conduct reports, But this was offset by a similarly high proportion 
of poor conduct reports and a high weekly average of poor conduct 
reports. The proportion of employees who absconded in the Launces-
ton region at 2.9% was about half the figure for the State as a 
whole at 5.5%. 
The reliability of the subjective conduct reports has been dealt 
with earlier, so that on most objective measures other than abscond-
ing, performance in the Launceston region was consistently below 
the performance for the State as a whole. 
Possible Reasons for Di£ferences in Performance -
The marked differences in performance in the different regions, and 
particularly in terms of the operating rates (percentage present 
.minus percentage AWOL) warrant some explanation. 
Paid Supervisor: 
In some regions a paid s1Ipeivisor visited the various projects once 
or twice each working day checking on progress and dealing with any 
problems that had arisen! It may be that this paid roving super-
visor had a positive effect on morale and subsequently on attendance. 
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This in turn may hc;.ve resulted in a higher rate being achievel] in 
t.h.at region. 
The Burnie region, which had the highest rate, dld have such a paid 
supervisor, but while Launceston also had a paid supervisor, it 
ranked lowest of all the regions in terms of its rdte. The West 
Coast, with the second highest rate had no such supervisor, an0 the· 
size of the Hobart region, togeL'ler with the large numbers involved, 
meant that only some sub-regions or specific projects were under 
the control of a paid supervisor. Devonport, which had the' second 
lowest rate, did not have a paid supervisor. It would therefore 
appear that there was no direct relationship between the employment 
of a paid roving supervisor and the regional differences as measuced . 
by the rates. 
Types of Offenders: 
It could be argued that the types of offenders sentenced to work 
orders differed between the regions, and that the regions achieving 
the lowest rates had received a disproportionate number of troub::i..e-
some cases. As outlined in Part IV, this was not the case and the 
differing types of offenders were fairly evenly distributed through-
out the State. Further, transferring from one region to another 
was not uncommon as an employee shifted residence and employment,or 
was convicted in a region other than that in which he lived. 
The major influence on the differing performance between the regions 
appears to have been the type of regime established by the adminis-
trators. 
The Regional Administrators: 
It was considered that the attitude of the Regional Administrators 
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had an important bearing en the performance of employees within each 
region. 
On the one hand, some administrators could be seen to actively snpp-
ort the scheme while others seemed somewhat less enthusiastic. 
Assessments of the at.ti tudes of the Regional Administrators .are 
based on intermittent contact anc discussions over the 18-month 
evaluation period. In all cases they are subjective judgements. 
In a more objective sense however, there were definite differences 
in the types of regimes developed in the regions and these give 
some indication of how individual administrators saw the scheme. 
During the evaluation period the administration of the Burnie and 
West Coast regions was handled by the one person who had an unoffic-
ial policy of giving one day's remission for every ten days 1 work 
satisfactorily completed. 
The fact that these two regions ,had the highest and second highest 
rates and that performance on most variables compared more than 
favourably with the other regions, seems to indicate that this 
policy was effective in extracting a high performance from employees 
in the regions. 
The unofficial policy of remissions would further seem to indicate 
that a more flexible and tolerant "softer-line" approach was adopted 
towards' the employees. However, this view is not borne out by the 
high incidence of breaching which, combining the figures for the 
two regions, was 4.7% compared to only 1.6% for the State as a whole. 
It would therefore appear that the administration in the two regions 
was in 'fact more rigid and strict than in some of the others. Em-
ployees were encouraged to co-operate and were rewarded if they did 
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so with unofficia'l remisslons. On the other ha.nd, it would appear 
that little tolerance was shown to those who did not co-operate in 
that they were taken back to Court and breached for failing to 
COiifllY with their instructions. 
On first impressions i. t might appear that the scii.eme was operating 
most successfully in the Burnie and West Coast regions but the high 
proportion of employees who were breached tends to indicate that 
little attempi: was· made to coax some of the less willing and more 
rebellious employees through their work orders. 
Whether a flexible or rigid approach is preferable can be debated. 
Some administrators saw their role in the field of counselling a_nd 
assisting the employees in a flexible and tolerant way at the same 
time exacting the Court-imposed penalty. Others took the view 
that the Court-imposed penalty should be enforced to the exact 
letter of the law and with a minimum of variation from it. Argu-
ments were and still are being raised in support of both atti-
tudes. 
The Hobart administrator was an example of the former approach and 
the fact that none of the 259 employees in the region was breached 
is evidence of his attitude. 
'Ihe region had its own unique problems as' a result of the large 
numbers of employees involved. Despite the fact that more than half. 
the work order employees were- contained in the region, there was 
only one paid supervisor, apart from the administrator, to act as 
overseer for an average of 107 employees a week. A shortage of 
funds contributed to the lack of adequate staffing in the region 
and undoubtedly t.~e large number of work order employees involved 
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would have warranted the employment of several paid supervisors to 
maintain proper supervision. Given the staff shortage, it is per-
haps a little surprising that performance in the Hobart region was 
no;_ much worse and here the personal involvement and dedication of 
the administrator must be considered. 
As well as interviewing and assessing employees, locating and Ge-
veloping suitable projects and project supervisors, and administer-
ing the day-to-day opera ti.on of the scheme 1 the Hobart Regional 
Administrator acted as a roving supervisor on the Eastern Shore 
where 30 to 40 employees were involved on projects. There were, 
however, no roving supervisors working on the Western Shore, New 
Norfolk or Channel areas, each of which involved more than 10 work 
order employees. 
The Hobart administrator tended to coax rather than force reluctant 
employees through their orders relying more on persuasion than co-
ercion by emphasising the value to others of the work being carried 
out. 
Where persuasion failed, the administrator would persevere with the 
defaulter but would in this case adopt a firmer ~anner pointing out 
the consequences of continued non-compliance.· These methods 
appear to have been relatively effective resulting in the loss of 
only a few employees through absconding and none through breaching. 
In an overall sense, performance in the Hobart region compared favour-
ably with the other regions and on most measures was close to the 
State average. The regional rate of 57.3 was, furthermore, 6.4 
above the State average • 
Like the Hobart region, the administration of the Work Order Scheme 
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in the Devonport region suffered from a lack of staff. The Regional 
Probation Office 'rlas staffed by two probation officers whd - ,as well 
as maintaining their normal case load, were responsible for the work 
oruer employees in their region. This heavy work commitment meant 
that little time could be given over to the development and' adminis-
tration of the scheme. 
The inability of staff to properly administer the scheme could well 
accotmt for the high proportion of employees who were AWOL at one 
time or another and the low breaching seems to indicate that the 
rigorous administration of the Burnie region was not practised in 
Devenport. 
Because of under-sta:(:fing in the region, projects could not be de-
veloped to the same extent as they were in other regions and less 
time was available for the matching 0£ employees to projects and for 
the administrative checking of performance. The staffing p:cob1em 
was further compounded by the lack of a roving supervisor for the 
region. Administrative difficulties no doubt had some bearing on 
Devonport's poor rate which a~ 42.8 was eight points below the State 
mean and the second lowest of all the regions. 
The administrator who seemed to have the most negative attitude to-
wards the Work Order Scheme was in charge of employees in the Laun-
ceston region and it is worth bearing in mind that Launceston's rate 
was the lowest of all the regions. 
The Launceston administrator, who was soon to retire, seemed to re-
sent the imposition of this new scheme on his established routine. 
He showed little imagination or initiative in the selection and im-
plementation of projects, had little contact with the community and 
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displayed a denigrating attitude towards the scheme a's a whole. 
On most objective measures, other than absconding, performance in the 
Launceston reglon was, consistently below the performance for the State 
as a whole and it seems that basically the Launceston Regional Adminis-
trator was neither in favour of the scheme, nor with promot~ng its 
succE.!ss. He claimed that it took up too much time, time that was 
needed for the noi::ID:ll administration duties of the Regional Probation 
Of:'." ice. 1'he Jatter,point was a valid one arrd the Launceston office, 
w:i'th six stipendiary probation officers, was second only in size to 
the Robar t office. , 'l'he Launceston office was considerably larger 
than the probation offices in Burnie and the West Coast, which had 
three probation officers, and the Devonport office which had two. 
However, the small number of work order employees in the region - a 
weekly average of 27, was less than in the Devonport region, where 
two probation officers cater~d for an average of 37 employees a week. 
Taking into account that Launceston is the second most populous 
region in the State, the low number of employees on the sche_me rela-
ti~e to the regional population as shown in Table 6, could also re-
flect the degree of enthusiasm with which the scheme was presented 
to the Court as an alternative sanction. 
The quality of the administration seems to be a major factor in-
fluencing the poor performance of the Launceston region in relation 
to the other regions. If steps were taken to boost morale, includ-
ing the proper development of new projects and the recruitment of 
honorary supervisors, it coul,d be expected that the performance of 
employees in the region would improve. 
The power of the administration to affect the operational success 
or failure of a scheme as illustrated in the Launceston and other 
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regions, is borne out by the findings of .Martinson (.1974) who, in an 
exhaustive -analysis of more than 200 correctional and rehabilitation-
al prograrrunes, concluded that no one system could be shown to work 
any better or worse than other schemes. In some cases where signi-
ficant differences were found, these differences could just as well 
ce explained in terms of the quality of the people administering the 
.::;chemes than the inherent qualities of the schemes themselves. It 
appeared that a system operated by "good" and. "dedicated" persons had 
a higher success rate than those that were not. The problem here 
of course is.a functional definition of "good" and "dedicated". Be 
that as it may, the denigrating, unenthusiastic attitude of the Laun-
ceston administrator, did seem to have a pronounced negative effect 
on the operation of the Work Order Scheme in that region. 
Differing conditions in the different regions and their bearing on the 
scheme's operation have been considered, but they only go part way in 
the overall analysis of the factors affecting the scheme. 
of projects undertaken also had a bearing on performance. 
The types 
PROJECT TYPE COMPARISONS: 
Analyses, .similar to those used in determining differences between 
the regfons, were carried out on the three types of projects. 
* The five variables of average weekly attendance, absence 
with permission, absence without permission, excellent 
conduct and poor conduct reports were compared between the 
types of projects. 
* Percentages for the above were combi~ed to derive a 
single rreasure for easier comparison. 
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* The overall proportion of errployee:s who defaulted in one 
way or ano th.er during the observation period were compared 
behreen the projects. 
Average \veekly· Performance -
The weekly attendance and conduct graphs for Individual Assistance, 
Personal Group and Impersonal Group Projects, are shown in Figures 
12(a) - 12(c) respectively. The means and standard deviations are 
shown in Table 11 and a comparison of the mean results, with pro-
.ject differences eh.1?ressed as a percentage above and below the State 
mean is shown in Figure 13. 
Attendance on Individual Assistance Projects was considerably hig·her 
than on the other types of projects. An a•Jerage of 72 .5?o of er.ip1oyees 
as0igned to Individual Assistance Projects were present each week 
compared to 65. 2% for Personal Group Projects and 5 7. 3% for Imper-
sonal Group Projects. The State mean was 63.3%. 
Similarly, the incidence of AWOL was lower on Individual Assistance 
Projects than on the other project types. An average of 6.2% Indi-
vidual Assistance employees were AWOL each week ( 6 .1% below the 
State mean) cowpared to 11.8% for Personal Group Projects (.05% below) 
and 15.8% for Impersonal Group Projects (3.5% above). 
Differences in the levels of absence with permission between the 
project types were not as marked and ranged from 21.3% for Individual 
Assistance Projects (3.1% below) to 26.9% for Impersonal Group Pro-
jects (2.5% above). 
'rhese findings indicate that differences in the levels of AWOL be-
tween the three types of projects had a greater influence on the 
,' 
Table 11. 
Individual 
Assistance 
Projects 
Personal 
Group 
Projects 
Impersonal 
Group 
Projects 
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Means and standard deviations for work order attendance 
·and conduct for the three types of projects as marked. 
-x 
s 
-x 
s 
-x 
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Attendance 
Absent 
Present with per-
mission 
72.5 21.3 
14.7 16.l 
65.3 22.9 
14.5 18.9 
57.3 26.9 
14.2 16.4 
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differences in :;i.ttendance thar.. the proportion of employees absent 
with permission. 
The issue of excellent conduct reports was fairly consistent between 
the "three project types with a range of 1.1% below the State mean to 
1.2% above the State mean. Excellent conduct reports were, however, 
issued to a higher proportion of Personal Group employees each '.veek 
(6.7%) than to employees on the other project types. 
In all aspects other than the issue of poor conduct reports, average 
weekly performance on Impersonal Group Projects was poorer than on 
either Personal Group Projects or Individual Assistance Projects. 
Fewer employees working on Impersonal Group Projects received poOJ: 
conduct reports than on Personal Group Projects or Individual PBsis-
tance Projects. The highest proportion of employees to receive 
poor conduct reports each.week worked on Personal Group Projects 
(6.6%) followed by Individual Assistance Projects (4.8%) a~d Imper-
sonal Group Projects (2.8%). This seeming inconsistency between, 
on the one hand, the poor attendances for Impersonal Group Pyojects 
and on the other, the relatively low issue of poor conduct reports 
may have been due to less personal contact and supervision, and lower 
expectations for the employees on these types of projects. The 
differences between subjective and objective measures must also be 
borne in mind. 
On all objective measures, performance was best on Individual Assis-
tance Projects with the highest average attendance, and the lowest 
average levels of AWOL and absence with permission. 
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Table 12. The rank order of ty~es of work order projects 
according to their Rate (% attendance minus % AWOL} 
and the result of the analysis of variance. 
Also shown are percentage attendance, percentage 
AWOL and the Score (% attendance minus % AWOL plus 
% excellent conduct minus % poor conduct) and the 
result of the respective analyses of variance. For 
COII'!l?arison purposes the State mean is also presented. 
Project Type Rate Attendance AWOL Score 
Individual 
·Assistance 
Personal 
Group 
STATE MEAN 
Impersonal 
Group 
F 
d. f. 
p. 
66.4 
53.5 
50.9 
41.5 
3.38 
2/27 
<.o5 
72.5 6.2 71.5 
65.3 11.8 53.6 
63.3 12.3 52.8 
57.3 15.8 42.9 
4.13 1.92 3.15 
2/27 2/27 2/27 
<.·05 > .05 _>.05 
n.s. n.s. 
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Direct Project Type Comparisons -
To facilitate comparison of performance on the projects in an overall 
sense, each project type was given a ''.ratinq" based on the formula-
percentage present minus percentage AWOLo Table 12 shows the rank 
ordering of the project types according to their rate value. ~7he 
rates vary from 66. 4 for Individual Assistance Projects to 41.5 for 
Impersonal Group Projects. k\11 analysis of variance comparing the 
rates between the project types is significant at'the 0.05 level. 
F = 3.38; d.f. 2/27; p -.::::;:-.05 
The results indicate that from a performance point .of view, Indivi-
dual Assistance Projects appear to be by far the most successful with 
a rate of 66.4 which is 15.5 above the State mean. Personal Group 
projects rank second with a rate of 53.5 (2.6 above the State mean) 
and lastly, the rate for Impersonal Group Projects at 41.5 is 9.4 
below the State mean. 
Proportion of Breakdowns -
The number of employees who defaulted in each of the project cate-
gories is shown in Table 134 • It can be seen that in an overall 
sense, the lowest proportion of employees who defaulted worked on 
Individual Assistance Projects. Of the number working on t..~is type 
of project, only 28.1% were AWOL at one time or another compared to 
46.2% for Impersonal Group Projects; 47.7% for Personal Group Pro-
4. The totals in this Table do not correspond with those for the 
regions listed in Table 7. This is due to the transfer of em-
ployees from one project type to another. 
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Table 13. The percentage and numbera of employees involved in the 
26-week work order study who began, completed, were AWOL, 
absconded, returned from absconding, spent time in cust-
,ody, were breached for failing to comply with their work 
order instructions, and received excellent and poor con-
duct reports. The figures for the three project types 
and the State as a whole, are shown. 
Project Type 
Number 
involved 
Began or 
transferred 
Completed or 
transferred 
AWOL 
Absconded 
Returned from 
absconding 
Custody 
Breached 
Excellent 
conduct 
Poor 
conduct 
Individual 
assistance 
33.3%-
( 164) 
66.5% 
( 109) 
49.4% ( 81) 
28.1% (46) 
1.2% 
(2) 
1.2% (2) 
6.7% ( 11) 
1.2% 
(2) 
28.7% (47) 
6.7% ( 11) 
Personal 
group 
34.6% 
( 170) 
" 61.8% ( 105) 
42.9% 
(73) 
47.7% 
(81) 
7.1% 
( 12) 
1.8% 
( 3) 
10.6% ( 18) 
1.2% 
(2) 
26.5% 
(45) 
23.5% 
(40) 
Impersonal 
group 
32.1% ( 158) 
56.3% 
(89) 
51.3% (81) 
46.2% 
(73) 
7.0% 
'( 11 ) 
2.5% (4) 
7.6% ( 12) 
1.9% 
(3) 
18,L~% 
(29) 
19.6% ( 31 ) 
TOTAL 
(492) 
61.6% 
(303) 
47.8% (235) 
40.7% 
(200) 
5.1% (25) 
1.8% 
(9) 
8.3% ( 41 ) 
1.4% 
(7) 
24.6% ( 121) 
16.7% ( 82) 
~e number of employees involved for the State as a whole 
does not correspond with those in Table 7 due to trans-
~ 
fers of employees between the different types of projects. 
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jects; and 41. '7% for the State as a wbole., The proportion of 
ew,ployees working on Individual Assistance Projects who spent time in 
custody was 6. 7% compared to 7 .5% for Irrpersonal Group Projects; 
10.5% for Personal Group Projects; and 8.3% for the State as a whole. 
The i.ssue of poor conduct reports to employees working on Individual 
Assistance Projec·<~s was also less than for the other types of pro-
jects - 6. 7% compared to 19.6% for Impersonal Group Projects; 23.5% 
for Personal Group Projects; and 16. 7% tor th~' State. There was 
however little difference between the types of projects in the inci·-
dence of breaching and all three project types ranged be.tween 1.2% 
and 1.9%. 
Although a higher proportion of employees defaulted on Personal 
Group Projects than on Impersonal Group Projects, the latter had <'t 
higher average incidence of defaulting on a weekly basis. This 
would indicate that the employees "'ho defaulted on Personal Group 
Projects did so for shorter periods of time than those who defaulted 
on Impersonal Group Projects. 
Allocation of Offenders to Projects -
Before drawing any conclusions from performance on different project 
types, the process of allocating employees to projects, and indivi-
dual preferences amongst the employees, must be taken into account. 
In placing an employee on a project, some pre-selection must obviously 
take place. This pre-selection relates to matching the employee 
with a particular project. For example, it would be unreasonable 
and unfair to all concerned to place a foul-mouthed youth on an In-
dividual Assistance Project with an elderly, religious widow. Crimes 
associated with certain types of dishonesty and alcoholism also re-
strict placement to particular types of projects. From the employ-
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ees' point of view, some people prefer to work on Impersonal Group 
Projects where there is no demand for involvement with retarded 
children or elderly people, while others actively seek the personal 
involvement which t11ese types of projects entail. 
In the early stages of the scheme, there was a marked apprehension 
on the part of pensioners towards having "criminals" working around 
their homes. This was to be expected, and can easily be understood. 
Few aged people who have already experienced the problems of rais-
ing a family according to their own moral standards would seek to 
become involved in any way whatsoever with the "criminal" elements 
of society - a section of the community about which they know very 
little apart from the hardly re-assuring reports in the news rr~dia. 
Careful matching of offenders to supervisors, to a great extent, 
overcame some of this apprehension and instilled confidence among 
pensioners in their ability to "cope" with these young offenders. 
The effectiveness of the matching programme and its importance in 
developing a scheme o~ this nature is borne out by the fact that 
some pensioners eventually felt confident enough to ask specifically 
for "problem cases". 
There are also examples of social relationships developing between 
pensione~s and work order employees, where employees visited pen-
sioners. on Friday nights or at weekends, taking a few bottles of 
beer and their girlfriends with them; cases where offenders have 
continued to work for a pensioner after they have completed their 
prescribed number of days and until someone else could take over 
the project; and instances where pensioners have appeared in Court 
on behalf of work order employees who have been charged with further 
offences. 
) 
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No project type has completely escaped a certain munber of breakdowns, 
but in an overall sense the Individual Assistance Projects seem to 
have allowed for greater scope in 'bringing out the best in people -
both the Pensioner/Supervisor, and the work order employee. 
Project Success or Failure -
Successful as the Individual Assistance Projects might have been, 
it was an Impersonal Group Project that had the highest rate of all 
the projects. The rank order of the projects according to their 
rate is shown in Table 14. On the basis of these rate values, the 
projects fall naturally into three distinct categories - a small 
number of highly successful projects; a large nurnb~r of what could 
loosely be termed mediocre projects; and a small group of' very un-
successful projects. 
Six projects ranging in rate value from 70.3 to 84.2 
were considered to be the·most successful; 
The next group of "mediocre" ·projects had a range in 
rate value from 36 to 62.9. 
were included in this group. 
A total of 20 projects 
The least successful group consisted of five projects 
ranging in rate value from minus 14.6 to plus 17.1. 
As mentioned earlier, Individual Assistance Projects in each natural 
geographical area were counted as the one project giving a total of 
seven Individual Assistance Projects in all. 
Comparing Table 14 with Tables 10 and 12, some anomalies are immedi-
ately apparent. The .rank ordering shown in Tables 10 and 12 would 
imply that Burnie projects and/or Individual Assistance Projects 
Region 
Hobart 
Hobart 
Launceston 
Burnie 
Burnie 
Hobart 
Hobart 
Hobart 
Burnie 
West Coast 
Hobart 
Hobart 
Hobart 
Hobart 
Hobart 
Launceston 
Uobart 
Devon port 
Hobart 
Launceston 
Hobart 
STATE MEAN 
Hobart 
Devonport 
Hobart 
Devonport 
Devonport 
Hobart 
Launceston 
Launceston 
Launceston 
F. 
p. 
/ 
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Table 14. Rank order of Work Order projects according to Rate (% Attendance -
% AWOL) and result of analysis of Variance testing for significant 
differences. Also shown are % Attendance, % AUOL, and Score (% 
Attendance - AWOL + % Excellent Conduct - % Poor Conduct) and the 
result of the respective Analyses of Variance. 
Type Project 
Impersonal Group Eastern Shore 
Individual Assistance Country pensioners 
Individual Assistance Launceston pensioners 
Individual Assistance Burnie pensioners 
Impersonal Group Burnie Park 
Individual Assistance Eastern Shore 
pensioners 
Impersonal Group Country areas 
Personal Group Eastern Shore 
Individual Assistance Circular Head 
pensioners 
Impersonal Group West Coast projects 
Personal Group Walkabout Workshops 
Personal Group Western Shore 
Personal Group Lady Clark 
Personal Group Yalambee 
Personal Group Lillian Martin 
Personal Group Launceston projects 
Impersonal Group ·Poimena 
Individual Assistance Devonport pensioners 
Individual Assistance Western Shore 
Impersonal Group 
Personal Group 
Impersonal Group 
Impersonal Group 
Impersonal Group 
Impersonal Group 
Impersonal Group 
Personal Group 
Impersonal Group 
Impersonal Group 
Impersonal Group 
pensioners 
VDL Railway 
Country areas 
Mt Stuart 
Pioneer Cemetery 
University 
Don Railway 
Latrobe 
Corumbene 
Launceston projects 
St Oswalds 
Canine Defence 
Rate 
84.2 
77.1 
76.9 
75.9 
71.1 
70.3 
62.9 
62.1 
61.3 
60.7 
60.4 
59.9 
58,5 
58,2 
57 .6 
56.5 
55.3 
54.9 
54. 5 
53.3 
51,8 
51.0 
44.7 
43,4 
42,3 
36.0 
17.1 
14.2 
14.1 
-5.4 
-14.6 
10.72 
<,01 
Attendance 
85.9 
77.1 
76.9 
80.0 
78.4 
71.2 
71.5 
76.4 
73.5 
68.4 
69.4 
68.3 
67.6 
69,9 
67.1 
67,2 
62.3 
66,6 
66.0 
61.7 
61.2 
63.3 
56.7 
50.0 
56,3 
47.2 
36.1 
42.2 
41.9 
37.8 
34.9 
6.41 
<,01 
AWOL 
1.7 
o.o 
o.o 
4.1 
7.2 
0.9 
8,6 
14.2 
12.2 
7.7 
9.0 
8,5 
9,1 
n.1 
9.4 
10.7 
7.o 
11,6 
11.5 
8,5 
9.4 
12.3 
12.0 
6.6 
14.o 
11.2 
19.0 
28.0 
27.8 
43.2 
49.5 
11.42 
<.01 
Score 
80. 7 
112.1 
61.5 
62.0 
43.4 
89.5 
61.l 
60.2 
63.3 
58.7 
60.4 
32.6 
53.2 
-24.1 
1.6 
75.5 
20.6 
43.4 
31.2 
49.9 
24.5 
53.7 
46.9 
43.4 
57.0 
28.0 
-16.2 
-39.6 
6.7 
-21.11 
-10.a 
6.89 
<.01 
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should fill the top positions for the most successful projects and 
that t..he projects undertaken in the Launceston region and/or Im-
personal Group Projects would be amongst the'1east successful. 
' However, the most successful project according to its rate, was 
undsrtaken in the Hobart region and was followec by a project from 
the Launceston region. - Further, although four of the top six 
projects were Individual Assistance Projects, two Impersonal Gyoup 
Projects were among the most successful - one from Hobart and one 
from Burnie. The Hobart Impersonal Group Project - renovating a 
Scout Hall - ranked highest of them all. It would therefore appear 
that factors other than differences between regions and the project 
types had a bearing on performance. 
Given that particular types of offenders are matched to particular 
types of projects, a~ornalies in the success or other#ise of differ-
ent projects in different regions can best be explained with _cefer-
ence to differences between the administrators and supervisors. 
The importance of individual differences between employees, in 
accounting for these anomalies, in many cases is diluted by the 
large numbers involved in each region. A comparison of the most 
successful and least successful projects, moreover, shows that the 
success of a project seems to relate more to the personal character-
istics of the supervisor than to the pro,ject type itself. Of course, 
these personal characteristics are not readily measured and have 
been guaged purely on a subjective basis. 
The Most Successful Projects -
Assessments of the enthusiasm or otherwise of supervisors in this 
section are based on personal contact with the people and the pro-
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jects concerned. Even before the l'.eJ.at:ive success or failure of 
projects was calculated, the effect of the attitude of the super-
visor on the motivaticn of the employees wa~ appnrent. 
'I'he enthusiasm of the supervisor in charge of the most successful 
p1:oject in this s t.udy an Irrpersonal Group Project on Hobart's 
Eastern shore involving the renovating and re-decorating of a 
local Scout Hall, is reflected in the performance of employees 
working on the project. The supervisor took part in the wol'.k with 
the other volunteers and the work order employees promoting a team 
spir~t among all t,~e workers. In such a way, the project becamer 
if not a pleasure to work on, - then at least not a tedious obligation 
to be faced each week. 
Similarly, before this evaluation began, an Imperso:rial Group Pro-
ject involving the C.evelopment of a children's adventure playground 
proved to be particularly successful. Members of t.he supervising 
community service group, Rotary, worked alongside the work order 
employees and a team spirit developed towards the project. No 
discrimination was practised in the work undertaken by the vol lm-
teers and the employees, and the barbeque held at the completion 
of the project was enjoyed equally by all. 
The supervisor of the other most successful Impersonal Group Pro-
ject in this study also worked alongside the \lark order employees 
under his supervision. The project, at Burnie Park, was super--
vised by the Council Park gardener who, with his love of the park, 
his enthusiasm for gardening, and his willingness to teach the 
work order employees about plants and gardening; instilled a simi.-
lar enthusiasm amongst his charges to such an extent t.hat they actu-
ally "enjoyed" the work they were doing. 
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It should be remembered t.hat most employees working on Impersonal 
Group Projects such as those described above were considered un-· 
suitable for placement wi t-11 pensioners on Iridi vi dual Assistance Pro-
jects because 0£ their dubious character or unreliable nature.· 
As has been mentioned earlier, the employees selected for Individual 
Assistance Projects were generally the "bet-cer" types of offenders -
those who were considered to be the most reliable, least aggressjve, 
and the least likely to present any threat or problem to the Pen-
sioner/Supervisor. The fact that in most cases the Pensioner/ 
Supervisor was also the beneficiary of the work being done gave him 
a vested interest in getting the most out of the employees under him, 
and this should also be taken into accour1t when comparing the rela-
tive success of different project types. On the basis of these 
factors alone, it is small wonder that Individual Assistance Pro-
jects were by and large, the most successful undertaken. 
The success of this type of project was not, however, unjversal, 
and three Individual Assistance Projects fall into the mediocre 
group of project success categories. The large number of Individual 
Assistance Pensioner/Supervisors, and the varying degrees ,of rapport 
they had with their charges could account for this seeming inconsis-
tency. While most pensioners took an interest in the work being 
done for them, and established a good relationship with the employees, 
some were of a rather cantankerous disposition who were never satis-
fied with the work being done, claiming that they could have done the 
job better themselves had they "still felt up to it". Supervisors 
of this type had a predictable effect on the employees under them, 
and, in th~ rare cases where supervisors proved too difficult to 
please, it usually became necessary to tr~nsfer the employee to an-
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other project, in the best interest of alJ concerned. Most Pen-
sio!ler/Supervisors did in fact take an interest in their charges 
and were appreciative of the work done for them. 
The Least Successful Projects -
The Canine Defence League project in the Launceston region was the 
least successful of all the projects - and understandably so. The 
work entailed cleaning the compounds in which stray and unwanted 
dogs were kept, a rather dirty, smelly job at the best of times. 
To make matters worse, the dogs - up to 50 of them at a time, con-
tinually barked or howled wh.en anyone came near the corripound. 'Ihis 
would surely be enough to dampen the enthusiasm of even the most 
av~d dog lover! 
The Latrobe and St. Oswalds projects were among the least successful, 
and although no causal relationship is implied, were both supervised 
by Minis'ters of religion. The Latrobe Minister felt obliged to do 
his utmost to convert t..t-ie work order employees into accepting Christ 
as their personal Saviour, and employees who took advantage of his 
offer of free lunch were expected to stay for the Bible reading 
sessions as well. Thus, although his good intentions could not be 
doubted, and it was obvious that he to.ok a personal interest in his 
charges, it was not the type of interest that most of the employees 
appreciated. 
The Minister supervising the St. Oswald's project had rather un-
realistic aims and expectations as far as the scheme was concerned. 
He did no~ attempt to establish personal relationships with his 
charges but rather expected them to show a high degree of initiative 
in carrying out the work- around the church and adjoining cemetery" 
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Many of t-he employees simply lacked tne ability to show initiative. 
The St. Oswald's Minister was rather an aloof and ,detached gentleman, 
and would possibly have been better suited to dealing with law-abiding 
citizens in more conventional social situations rather than super-
vising the work of a group of individuals who had broken the law. 
Once again, it was apparent that the Minister mecmt well, but liis 
aloof nature and unrealistic expectations alienated him from the work 
order employees working under him. 
The Corumbene project in the Hobart region entailed the maintenance 
of grounds at geriatric units and was supervised by the Matron-in-
Charge. The lady was satisfied with little short of perfection, 
and proved generally dj fficul t to please, which did nothing to enhance 
the desirability of the project or the development of any sort of 
group cohesiveness. 
The four projects outlined above illustrate the adverse effect that 
some of the supervisors had on the success of a project. Similarly, 
, the overall quality of the superyisors of the most spccessful pro-
jects seemed to have had a considerable impact on the performance of 
employees. 
THE EFFECT OF THE WEATHER: 
It was considered by the Regional Administrators and some of the 
supervisors that increased attendance during wet weather was due to 
the fact'that employees were usually dismissed early while still 
being credited with a full day's work. On this reasoning,· the 
policy of dismissing employees during inclement weather had the un-
desirable effect of attracting employees to a project simply because 
they wanted to be credited with a day's work without having to put 
in any effort for it. 
In order to.test whether this was in fact happening, a rather crude 
record was kept of weather conditions in each region for every Satur-
day during the study period. In each case, the administrator re-
corded the weather as being either fair or foul - foul being defined 
as wet and cold, and anything else being regarded as fair. No 
attempt was made to record a more objective measure, such as rainfall, 
as this could vary greatly even within a region, and would lead to 
complications in t.~e corrparison. 
The supervisors were responsible for deciding whether or not the 
I 
employees should be dismissed early in bad weather conditions, but 
in cases where the employees were dismi~sed, the administrators 
were informed - a safeguard against the over-generosity of any one 
supervisor. 
However, moni taring weather conditions and resultant early dismissals 
was not clear-cut throughout the regions, and not all employees in 
any one region were necessarily dismissed a~ any one time. Differ-
ing criteria used by the supervisors, differences in weather within 
a region, the nature of the work project - where some work was done 
indoors - and the fact that not all the employees worked on Saturdays 
had some bearing on the results. 
Given these limitations, the effect of the weather on work order 
attendance is shown in Table 15. Using the same four variabl~s of 
attendance, AWOL, rate and score, t tests were conducted to test• for 
significant differences. 
In Table 15, it can be seen that incleme~t weather did affect atten-
dance and that more err~loyees attended in poor weather than in good 
\ __ 
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Table 15. Results of t tests for the effect of the weather on work 
order attendance. 
No. of 
Weather project x t. d.f. p. 
weeks 
ATTENDANCE 
Fair 506 60.8 
3.15 682 <.01 
Foul 178 68.7 
AWOL 
Fair 506 13.l 
0.01 682 > .05 
Foul 178 13.l n.s. 
RATE (% attendance - % AWOL) 
Fair 506 47.7 
2.16 682 <-05 
. 
Foul 178 55.6 
SCORE ( % attendance - % AWOL + % excellent conduct - % poor conduct) 
Fair 506 34.5 
1.36 682 >.o5 
Foul 178 43.4 n.s. 
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weather. This was significe.nt at the oOl level. 
t 3 • 15 ; a 0 f. = 6 s 2 ; p <::::, • o i 
But rather surprisingly, the AWOL rate remained the same in both good 
and bad weather, and wa~ seemingly not affected by the weather at all. 
t 0.01; d.L 683; p /'·OS; not significant 
If the attendance ~ncreased in poor weather, but the AWOL level re-
mained constantr then the higher numbers of employees attending must 
have come from the group who would normally have been absent with 
permission - most likely those who would have claimed sickness or 
been working for their usual employer. 
A weekly average of 7.8% of employees gave their reason for non-
attendance as sickness, ahd in such cases a doctor's medical certifi-
cate wus generally required. Some of these would no doubt have 
been "sickies" and employees who might normally have taken a "sickie" 
to get out of work could see that by presenting themselves 1n bad 
weather they w0uld not be required to work but would still be cre-
dited with having done so. 
It w~s considered however, that the bulk of the extra employees 
who turned Ul-' for work in bad weather were those who would normally 
have been required to work overtime at the;ir usual job. About two-
thirds 0£ offenders sentenced to work orders were unskilled workers 
{See Part IV) who were, in most cases, required to work out-of-doors 
in the course of their normal employment. Each week an average of 
5% of the work order employees were absent with permission from their 
project because they were required to work overtime at their job. 
In most cases, such overtime was not generally requested of employees 
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in bad weaL'ie:c when rain would have hampered outside work. When 
this happened, the employees then became available for their work pro-
ject instead. 
The belief that the scheme was being abused by employees with regard 
to early dismissals during inclement weather would therefore seem to 
be questionable. The level of absence without leave was not affected 
by the weather anCi good reasons can be offered to explain why more 
employees were available to work on their projects in poor \veather 
conditions • 
THE EFFECT OF COURT BREACHES ON A'l'TENDANCE: 
It was widely held by the Regional Administrators that when a work 
order employee was breached (i.e. taken back to Court and co£1victed 
fqr not complying with his work order instructions), the resultant 
press publicity had the effect of increasing the attendance and 
diligence of the other employees in the regio~. 
To test for this, a comparison was made of the attendance within 
each region before and after a breach took place. It was considered 
thcit changes in attendance, if any, could best be shown on a one-
week-before, and one-week-after basis, rather than comparing atten-
dance after a breach with attendance at all other times. Because 
the number of breaches in all regions was small, it was expected 
that any increase in attendance would also be small, and a comparison 
with attendance over the entire study period would dilute the strength 
of the effect. Only the attendance within a region affected by a 
breach was considered because of the wide area covered by- the scheme, 
and the localised coverage of breaches in regional newspapers. A 
Chi-square analysis was used in the comparison. 2 The X table, as 
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Table 16. Attendance of work order employees within the 
Regions affected,on the week before and after 
a Court conviction for non-compliance with 
work order instructions. 
Attendance Week before 
breaching 
Week after 
breaching 
Total 
Present 
Absent with 
permission 
AWOL 
Total 
x2 = 0.61; 
82 
20 
17 
119 
d. f. = 
82 164 
15 35 
17 34 
114 233 
2· 
' 
p = <.OS not significant 
9 
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shown in Table 16, is not significanto 
x
2 0.61; d.f. = 2;, p 7.05; not significant 
There was, t.herefore, no change in attendance within a region be-
b..,-een the week before and the week after an employee was convicted 
for failure to comply with his work order instructions. 
CONCLUSIONS 
There appear to be no comrronly accepted operational standards for 
schemes like the Work Order Scheme which provide an alternative to 
conventional imprisonment through a loss of leisure-time. This is 
probably because such schemes are a relatively new innovation and 
there is no comprehensive body of data available to which perform--
ance on one scheme or another can be compared. It is also true to 
say that the Tasmanian Work Order Scheme, reputed_ly t.he first of its 
kJnd in the Western World, is unique in its manner of operation. 
The cor:ibination of these factors make it difficult to critically 
assess the operation of-the scheme and ·to make comparative statements 
about performance • 
In view of the paucity of comparative data available, this evalu1_ 
ation of the operation of the Work Order Scheme must necessarily 
stand in relative isolation. It can be said however that the scheme 
appears to be operating reasonably well with no major abuses either 
on t.he part of the offenders or the supervisors. 
The criteria used to assess the operation of the Work Order Scheme 
were the attendance of offenders on the scheme, their diligence at 
work, and breakdowns resulting in the offender being returned to 
Court for failing to comply with his instructions. '111.ese criteria 
'/' 
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diffe_r from those used in studies of schemes which operate .on 
similar principles, further compounding the difficulties in making 
comparisons. It is possible however to make some rather loose 
comparisons. 
In the matter of attendance, the Work Order Shceme has an average 
weeY-ly attendance of 63% which does not seem very high. This 
seemingly low attendance figure is mitigated somewha_,t by the flex-
ible nature of the scheme and the resultant high numbers of em-
ployees who are absent with permission. It should also be remembered 
that errployees are obliged to make up any time lost and, except for 
the few offenders who are taken off the scheme, or abscond, ~ost 
complete the required number of days to which they are originally 
sentenced·. 
•An average of about 12% of employees are absent without leave (AWOL) 
each week and once again this figure seems fairly high. The in-
cidence of AWOL could no.doubt be reduced somewhat by a more strin-
gent enforcement of the order or by rewarding attendance and dili-
gence through "remissions" as was the practice in the Burnie and 
West Coast regions. The flexible nature of the scheme together 
with the current policy of remissions on prison sentences; the accep-
tance of positive reinforcement as a more effective behaviour modi-
fication technique than negative reinforcem~nt; and the proven re-
" sults in the Burnie and West Coast regions make the latter alterna-
tive a more attractive line to follow. 
No comparable information on average attendance and AWOL rates is 
available for the English Community Service Order Scheme, the Vic-
torian Attendance \:entre Pr~gramme or the New South Wales Periodic 
Detention Programme. 'rhe inflexible attendance requirements of the 
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latter two programmes would no doubt ensure excellent attendance fig-
ures. 
The breaching rate on the Tasmanian Work Order Scheme at J'..6% is con-
siderably lower than the 5. 9% of offenders who breached house rules 
res 1.1lting in a Court conviction on the New South Wa.les Periodic 
Detention Prograrmne and the Victorian Attendance Centre Progranune 
breaching rate of 10.4%. Differences between the schemes may how-
ever make it more appropriate to include the absconders on the Tas-
manian scheme in deriving a comparable breaching rate. This pro-
duces a breaching/absconding rate of 7.1% for the Tasmanian scheme 
compared to a breaching rate of 5 .9% for the New South Wales Deten-
tion Programme and 10. 4% fo~ the Victorian Attendance Centre Programme, 
'I'he 27 .1% of offenders referred to in a study of the English Comm-
unity Service Order Scheme by Pease, et. al. as having their sent-· 
ences "unsatisfactorily" terminated, alt.'1.ough not clearly defined, 
is assumed to refer to something similar to the combined breaching/ 
absconding/custody rates on the Tasmar:ian scheme. In this case the 
Tasmanian rate of 16.2% compares to the 27.1% on the English Scheme 
and to 15.3% for the New South Wales Periodic Detention Programme. 
On the basis of the figures quoted above it is apparent that the 
Tasmanian scheme compares favourably with other similar schemes. 
The comparisons made should not be taken as absolute and only serve 
as a guide to performance and what may be considered to be operation-
ally acceptable. Differences in the administrative and legal as-
pects of 1:he schemes reviewed affect the criteria selected to assess 
performance and should be borne in mind. 
However well the Tasmanian scheme may be overating. in a comparative 
sense, it is usually the negative aspects of a scheme which attract 
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most ptiblic at.tention. Depending on the aims of the scheme, the 
levels of breakdown con.side:rc;d accep ta.ble inay vary. The criteria 
used to determine what types 0£ offenders will be placed on the scheme 
will obviously affect the likel:..:l.ood of breakdowns. 
'rh.e next section of this evaluation looks at -che characteristj cs of 
o.ffsnders sentenced to work orders and the relatj onship beb-lcen these 
characteristics and breakdowns on the scheme. 
PART IV 
CHARACTERISTICS OF 
OFFENDERS AND BREAKDOWNS 
on the 
WORK ORDER SCHH1E 
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'!'here a:r:c a irnITber of ways in which the incidence of breakciowns 0;1 
the Wo1::"k Order Scheme could be minimised aDd these 'i.'Wuld. include the 
implementation of stringenL selection methods. While such selection 
rne:Jthods may ens11re a fairly low rate of -br'2akdown on t·J:ie scheme, 
they may also exclude many offenders who may not have defaulted at 
all. In the early stages of the scheme, information on the r-harac-
teristics of those offenders least likely to default was not avail-
able and, even with this information, the value of ensuring a high 
success rate to the detriment of t.~ose offenders who nay have bene-
fitted from being given a work order sentence ~ather than a prison 
sentence is questionable. 
'l'his section of the evaluation deals with the charcwte:::-istics of off-
enders sentenced to work orders and th::= relationship be'0t1een these 
characteristics and breakdowns on the scheme, r:amely the incidence 
of defaulting in attendance, and the recidivism rates. 
ME'l'HOD 
The characteristics of all males sentenced to work orders jn 1974, 
broken down into 19 variablel?, were analysed. (Females were not 
included as it ·was considered that the small number involved - app-
roximately one in one hundred - would only confuse t.~e issue). 'l~!e 
data was collected from the files of the Probation and Parole Service 
of the Attorney-General's Department; the Cri1ninal Investigation 
Branch of the Police Department; and the prison records of the Pri-
sons Department. 
The incidence of defaulting was recorded for each offender for the 
duration of his order and a maximum of 18 months/minimum of six 
months, depending on when the offender was sentenced, was allowed 
for the recording of subsequent offences. 
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VARI~BIES CONSIDBRED: 
The 1974 work order group consisted of 340 cases - four cases Here 
discarded due to inadequate information. A total of 19 variables 
relating to offenders sentenced to wo'rk: orders were conside:r.ed, 
being: 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
The regional office under whose jurisdictio11 the offender 
c2_me. 
The man th of conviction. 
The offender's age at the time of conviction. 
The offender's occupational status -according to the Con·-
galton Scale (1969). 
The offender's stability of work re.:::ord. 'l'he criterion 
used for an TuJ.stable work record was four or more changes 
of employment within the 12 months pr2ceding conviction. 
* The marital status of the offender. The only Lwo cate--
gories used were married and single. Offenders who were 
separated, divorced or who had never been married and were 
not living in a defacto relationship, were classifiecl. as 
single. Offenders who were married or living in a de£a.cto 
relationship were classified as married. 
* The offender's family backgrou.11d was classified as either 
* 
* 
regular or irregular. The classification irregular was 
used for any irregularity in the family relationships suc!J. 
as loss of one or both parents through death, separation or 
divorce; and/or loss of the wife through death, separation 
or divorce. 
Educational levels were based on the highest class attained 
at school. 
Intelligence was classified as ei t11er below, average, aver-
age or above average. Unless an IQ sco.re was recorded on 
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the individual's file, the classification was based on the 
estimate provided by the supervising Probation Officer. In-
variably the scores recorded on individual files were of a 
below-average intelligence. 
* Known illiterates and sub-literates were classified as such. 
This information was supplied by the supervising Prc·bation 
Officer on the basis of those offenders who could not, or 
claimed they could not, fill out normal government forms 
such a.s applications for unemployment benefitsr learner 
driver permits, etc. 
* Whether or not the offender was represented in court by 
counsel. 
* ~~1ether alcohol played a part in the offence. 'lnis infoJ::-
mation was usually included in the Police Prosecution Brief 
and recorded by the supervising Probation Officer. In 
some cases the information was given to the Prcbat.i.on Off··· 
icer by the offender himself. 
* The type of primary offence for which the offender was con-
victed. It is not uncommon for an offender to be conv~~-
ted of a number of o.Efences at the one court sitting. In 
such cases, the primary offence is regarded as the main con·-
viction, or the conviction given the heaviest penalty. The 
categories used were crimes against person (such as assault); 
crimes against property (such as breaking and entering, and 
stealing); conduct offences (such as drunk and disorderly, 
disturbing the peace); and other which, in this study, was 
comprised entirely 0£ traffic offences. This method of 
classification is the same as that used by the Australian 
Bureau of Statistics. 
* The number of work order days to which the offender was 
sentenced by the court. Although, for recording pur-
poses, only one offence is listed in the type of primary 
"offence category, the offender can be convicted of rrDre than 
one offence in the one court sitting. This means that 
while 25 work order days is the maximum which can be given 
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for any one offence, some work orde:c sentences ca11 be in 
excess of that nurriber .. 
* Whether or not the offender defaulted. If an offender ab-
sconded during his work order sentence, he was classified 
as such. If he missed more than one in ten days without a 
proper excuse, he was classified as having defaulted. 
* Whether or ,not the offender had a previous record. The 
number and types of previous primary offences were obtained 
* 
from the CIB records. The offences were classified as: 
those dealt with in the Children's Court; crimes against 
I 
the person; crimes against property, conduct offences and 
other. Each court hea.ring was counted only once accord-
ing to tlte primary offence. 'rhe 'number of charges and 
convictions at each court hearing was not counted. 
The number of prison sentences previously served was re-
corded. Con.current and cumulative prison sentences were 
counted once only and wholly suspended prison sentences 
were not counted at all. The resultant number indicated 
how many times the offender had been in prison rather than 
how many prison sentences he had served. 
* The frequency and type of subsequent offences were recorded 
as an index of recidivism. Offenders who had been sentenced 
to work orders during the 1974 calendar year and whq were 
convicted of subsequent offences before 30th June 1975, were 
classified as recidivists. This allowed a maximum of 18 
months and a minimum of six months in which further offences 
could be recorded. The types of sentences· imposed for sub-
sequent offences, and frequency of each, were classified as 
either a fine, probation order, work order, or imprisonment. 
The variables listed above represent a fairly comprehensive coverage 
of available and relevant information. The variables selected fur-
thermore are generally regarded as having some bearing on criminality 
(Walker, 1973; West, 1972; Sutherland and Creasey, 19741 West and 
:Farrington, 1975). 
_ _.--
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Ot11.er factors such as gang membership; parental/sibling conflict with 
the law; poverty; the .degree of parental· in-vol vement in upbringing; 
and abnormal EBG patterns, hormones, or chromosomes al though featuring 
p;::ominently in criminological theories, could not be included as vari-
ables because of a lack of available information. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
-----·----------
Cf-IARZ-l..CTERISTICS OF OFFENDERS SENTENCED 'fO WORK ORDERS: 
1'he characteristics of those offenders sente'nced to work orders in 
1974 a:r.e shown proportionately in Figures ·14-3L Where information 
was available, comparisons were made with the State d.istrii:>ut:Lon of 
the appropriate variable. 
T'ne proportionate distribution of work order employees between the 
five regions is shown in Figure 140 A cowparison between the pro-
portionate distribution of work o:r.der employees relative to the pro-
0
portionate regional population shows , that the two were not evenly 
baJ a.need. 
Region 
Hobart 
Launceston 
Devonport 
Burnie 
West Coast 
Percentage 
State pop. 
47 .3% 
27.1% 
11.8% 
10.6% 
3.2% 
Percentage 
work order pop. 
53.8% 
21.8% 
10.0% 
12.6% 
1.89.:; 
A Chi-square test for differences between the number of work order 
employees in each region and the population of the region was stat-
istically significant. 
2 
x 11.03; d.f. 
__ ... -
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' The. Burnie and Hobart regions had a disproportionat.e nu.uber of off-
enders sentenced to work orders relative to the regional population, 
while employees in the West Coast, Devonport and Launceston regions 
were under-represented. Note the differences in regional di~tribu-
tion between the offenders sentenced to work orders in 1974 in re-
' 
lation to the number of offenders on the scheme in each region during 
the six-month observation perlod from 1.1.pril to September 1975 (p.71). 
Possible explanations for these differences could include: the grad-
ual development and acceptance of the scheme in the different regions; 
differences in sentencing policies in the vario~s regional courts; 
and the degree of enthusiasm or otherwise with which the- Regional 
Adrnlnistrators recorrunended a work order sentence to the court as vn 
alternative sanction. 
The monthly distribution of work order sentences is shown in Figure 
15. The low level of work order sentences imposed in January re-
fleets the closure of the courts during the Christmas holiday period, 
while the high levels in October/November and in March reflect the 
increased court activity both before and after the Christmas recess. 
The propor~ionate age distribution of work order employees is shown 
in Figure 16 • It can pe seen that most work order employees were 
young offenders with nearly two-thirds being between 16 and 20 years 
of age and only one-third over ~he age of.21. In addition, only 
one in six offenders were over 25 years of age. 
Percentage Tas- Percentage Age 
manian male pop. work order pop. 
16-20 13.5% 65.0% 
21-25 11.9% 18.8% 
26-30 10.1% 8.8% 
31-40 17.1% 4.7% 
41+ 47.4% 2.6% 
---
J.35. 
A Chi-square analysis c0rnparing the age distribution of work order 
employees to the age distributio:'.1 of males in the Tasmanian popula--
tion was statisticcilly significant. An over-representation of work 
order errployees was found in the 16-25 age group and an under-
representation in the 31 and over age groupo 
82. 71; d. L 4; p <. .001 
'I'hese findings are in l.Lne with most criminological studies which 
show that male offenders 1mder 25 years of age n.re grossly over-
represented throughout the various facets of the criminal justice 
system whether in police, court or corrections statistics. Off-
enders over 30 years of 'age are, on tbe other hand, usually found 
to be under-represented. (See Walker, 1973; West, 1972i Suther·-
land and Cressey, 1974; Hood and Sparks, 1972}. 
The cr...aracteristics of offenders sentenced to work orders on the 
other variables were as follows: 
* Two-thirds were unskilled. 
~igure was available. 
No comparable State 
(Figure 17) 
* More than one-half had an unstable work record. (Figure 18) 
* More than two-thirds were single, divorced or separated. 
A Chi-square analysis comparing 'the number of single and 
married offenders with the number of single and married 
men over 15 years of age throughout the State was statis-
tically significant. 
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Percentage State I!'.ah~ 
pop. over 15 years 
Percentage 
work order pop. 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Single 
.Married 
35 .1% 
64.% 
2 
x = 24.99; d.f. = l; p <::"·001 
One-half had regular family backgrounds. 
Two-thirds did not complete fourth year high 
school. 
Four in every five were assessed as having 
average or below-average intelligence with 
only 8% being assessed as having above-average 
intelligence. 
Eight percent were known illiterate or sub-
li terate·. 
One-half of the offenders were not represented 
in court by counsel , one in five were rep re-
sented, and in slightly more than one-quarter 
of the cases it was not known whether or not 
the offender was represented by counsel. 
i• At least 55% of the offenders were affected by 
alcohol at the time_0f the offence; 27% of the 
offenders were not affected by alcohol; and in 
18% of the cases it was not known whether or 
not alcohol was involved. 
* Nearly one-half, or 47% of the offenders had 
committed property offences; 34% traffic 
offences; 14% crimes against the person; 
and 5% had committed conduct offences. 
* The average length of sentence was 16 work 
order days, with 57% of the offenders being 
sentenced to a period of between 6 and 15 
days - usually taking a similar number of 
weeks to complete. Eight percent of the 
29 .6% 
(Figure 19) 
(Figure 20) 
(Figure 21) 
(Fiyure 22) 
(Flgure 2:3) 
(F'igure 24) . 
(Figure 25) 
(Figure 26) 
* 
* 
* 
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offenders were sentenced to more than the 
maximum number of days which can be given for 
any one offence (25 work order days) indicat-
ing that more than one offence was involved. 
Nine out of every ten offenders had a prior 
conviction and almost one in five had pre-
viously served a prison sentence. 
Thirty-nine percent completed their work 
orders satisfactorily and were not convicted 
of any subsequent offences during the follow-
up period; 14~ defaulted in attendance by 
missing more than one in ten days ·withouc. 
a proper excuse while serving their sent-
ence; and 23% were convicted of subsequent 
offences during the follow-up period and 
defaulted in attendance. A further 24% 
did not default in ai:tendance but were con-
victed of subsequent offences during the 
follow-up period.' In sum, a total of 37% 
defaulted in attendance while serving their 
sentence and a total of 4 7%. were convicted 
of subsequen~ offences. 
Just under one-fifth_ ( 19%) of the work order 
group were sentenced to a term of imprison-
ment for subsequent convictions and 28%, al-
though convicted of subsequent offences, were 
not sentenced to a term of imprisonment. The 
remain~ng 53% were not convicted of any sub-
sequent offences. 
* Although the follow-up period was relatively 
short (from a minimum of six months to a maxi-
mum of 18 months), almost 4% of the offenders 
sentenced to work orders were sentenced to 
three or more terms of imprisonment for sub-
sequent offences. One offender even managed 
to earn himself six separate prison sentences 
within this brief follow-up period, and yet 
another, five! 
(Figure 27) 
(Figure 28) 
(Figure 29) 
(Figure 30) 
(Figure 31) 
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BREAKDOWNS IN T:ill WORK ORDER GROllP: 
Breakdowns in the work order group were analysed in terms of those 
offenders who; 
-
a) defauli-ed in ati:endance; 
b) committed further offences" 
Employees who missed more than one in ten days' work without a pro-
per excuse and employees who absconded were classified as r1aving :!.e-
faulted in attendance. On this basis·, 27% of the employees nissE;d 
more than the required number of days without a proper excuse and 
10% of the employees absconded. The combined total of employees 
who defaulted in attendance was thus 3 79<>. 
Comparing these figures to the defaulting rates in the operational 
analysis (Part III), it would appear that between, 1974 and 1975, 
the absconding rate decreased and the level of absence without leave 
increased. In the case of ab~conding the same criterion was used 
in the 1974 analysis as in the 1975 analysis" Thus the 5.5% who 
absconded in J.975 represents a 4.5% drop .on the 10% who absconded 
in 2-974. However, different criteria were used to determine de-
faulting in attendance in this analysis and the incidence of absence / 
without leave (AWOL) in the operational analysis. In the former 
case, employees who missed more than one in ten days' work without 
a proper excuse were considered to have defaulted~ whereas in the 
latter case any lmexcused absence was classified as defaulting. The 
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43% (including absconders) who defaulted in attendan'ce in the l':J'J5 
work order group cannot therefore be validly compared to the 37% 
who defaulted in attendance in the 1974 work order group. 
Eight of the 19 variables considered were statistically related to 
de£aulting. The "Lelationship between these vaciables and defaulting 
is shown in Figures 32-39. The Chi-square fJ:eguency tables are 
also shown below each Figure. Generally speaking it was found that. 
t.h.ose offenders with what could be considered the more negatl ve 
characteristics such as unstable work record, irregular family 
relationships and prior criminal record, were I'lO:re likely to default. 
The characteristic which had one of the most statistically signifi-
cant relationships to defaulting in attenda.nce wa.s an un3 table work 
record (earlier defined as four or more changes of emp10yment du7:ii~~r -
the 12 months preceding conviction) . 
* 'I'wo-thirds of defaulters had an unstable work 
record compared to one-third of the non-
de£aul ters -
2 . 
x = 25.59; d.f. = 2; p ~.001 
However, almost one-half of the offenders with 
unstable work records did not default in atten-, 
dance. Thus, although defaulters were more 
likely to have an unstable work record than a 
stable one, having an unstable work record in 
itself does not necessarily mean, that an off-
ender will default. 
:A Similarly, two-thirds of the defaulters had 
irregular family backgrounds compared to just 
' 
over one-third of the non-defaulters -
x
2 
2 2 • 2 9 ; d. f. = 2 ; p < . o o 1 
Once again, however, one-half of the offenders 
·(Figure 32) 
* 
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with irregular family backgrounds did not 
default -in attendance. Thus an irregular 
family background in itself does not mean c>.n 
offender is more likely to default nut those 
offenders who do default are more likely' to 
have an irregular family background than a 
regular one. 
Three-quarters of the offenders represented by 
counsel did not default in attendance while 
completing their work order sentence compared 
to 58% of those,not represented by counsel 
who did not default -
2 
x := 7.71; d.f. 2 1; p " .05 
On th8 other hand, two-thirds of the offenders 
not represented by ·counsel completed thej_r 
work orders satisfacto'rily. Representation 
in court, although statistically related to 
defaulting, does not therefore provide a prac-
tical guide to the likelihood of an offender 
defaulting on the Work Order Scheme. 
* Offenders with a prior Children's Court record 
were more likely to default than ~hose who did 
not have a Child,ren "s Court record (58r.; coropared 
to 44%) -
2 
x := 7.79; d.f. 2: P< .GS 
However, almost one-half of the employees who 
did not default also had a prior Children's 
Court record. 
* Apart from previous offences dealt with by the 
Children's Court, the only other types of prior 
offences significantly related to defaulting 
were property offences. More than one-half 
the defaulters had prior convictions for pro-
perty offences compared to slightly more than 
(Figure 33) 
(Figu:;:·E: 34) 
(Figure 35) 
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one-thix d of the non-·defaul te:rs -
9.04; d.f. 2; P<·05 
Nore than half the offenders with a piior con-
viction for property offences did, however r 
comp,lete their work order sentence satistac-
torily. 
One in four defaulters had previously served 
a term 0£ imprisonment compared to o'le in ten 
for the non-defaulters 
x
2 
= s.16; d.f, - 2: p <:_".os 
However, almost one-half of the offend2rs who 
had served a prior prison sentence did not 
default. 
* There was a close relationship between the two 
types of breakdowns - defaulting and red.di vism. 
Almost two~thirds of those who defaulted in 
attendance were convicted of subsequent offences 
compared to one-third of those who did not de-
fault 
x
2 
= 19.80; d.f. = fi p <C".001 
'l'his information is however of little predictive 
value inasmuch as it is based on behaviour after 
sentencing rather than before it. 
* Of all· the variables considered, subsequent 
imprisonment had the' strongest relationship 
to defaulting in attendance. One-third of the 
defaulters subsequently went to prison com-
pared to less than one in ten of the non-
defaul ters -
2 
x 33.96; d.f. 2; p <.001 
Whereas on all other variables statistically 
__ ..--
(Figure 36) 
(Figure 37) 
(Figure 38) 
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related to defaulting, the characteristic was 
found in similar numbers (but lower proportions) 
of non-defaulters. This was not the case for 
subsequent imprisonment. Of those sentenced to 
a subsequent term of imprisonment more than two-
thirds had defaulted in attendance while complet-
ing their work orders. Only one-third of those 
sentenced to a subsequent term of imprisonment had 
not defaulted in attendance on their work order 
sentence. Like recidivism however, this informa-
tion is of little use in predicting the likelihood 
of defaulting because it is based on subsequent 
behaviour. (Figure 39) 
It is apparent that the single variable comparisons above are of 
limited predictive value in determining those offenders most likely 
to default. In all cases except subsequent imprisonment, variables 
which were statistically related to defaulting were found in com-
parable numbers (although smaller proportions) among those offenders 
who did not default. Given the inappropriateness of single variable 
comparisons for making valid predictions on defaulting, a multiple 
contingency table was compiled to determine whether combinations of 
those variables most statistically related to defaulting could be 
used for predictive purposes. 
The variables used were: unstable work record, irregular family 
background, prior Children's Court record and prior prison record. 
-The multiple contingency table compiled is shown in Table 17. 
* Of those offenders who had all four characteristics, 
namely an unstable work record, irregular family background, 
prior Children's Court record and a prior prison record, 
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Table 17. Multiple contingency table showing the relationship be-
tween defaulting in attendance and the various combina-
tions of unstable work record, irregular family background, 
prior Children's Court convictions, and prior imprisonment, 
for offenders sentenced to work orders in 1974. Note: 
Some combinations did not include any cases. These are 
not shown. 
Non-defaulters Defaulters 
Variable (s) Number Percentage Number Percentage 
Nil (65) 86. 7% (10) 13.3% 
Unstable work record (9) 47.4% (10) 52.6% 
Irregular family background (18) 58.1% (13) 41.9% 
Prior Children's Court record (32) 78.0% (9) 22.0% 
Prior imprisonment (5) 83.3% ( 1) 16. 7% 
Work and family (12) 63.2% (7) 36.8% 
Work and Children's Court (16) 55.2% (13) 44. 896 
Family and Children's Court ( 17) 65.4% (9)' 34.6% 
Family and prison (5) 50.0% (5) 50.0% 
Children's Court and prison (2) 66.7% ( 1) 33.3% 
Work and family and Children's 
Court (18) 42.9% (24) 57 .1% 
Work and Children's Court 
and prison (5) 71.4% (2) 28.6% 
Work and family and prison (5) 50.0% (5) 50.0% 
Family and Children's Court 
and prison (4) 44.4% (5) 55.6% 
All (1) 7.7% (12) 92.3% 
Total (214) 62.9% (126) 37.1% 
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92.3% defaulted in attendance, while 7.7% of offenders 
with all four characteristics did not default. 
* Of the offenders who had none of the above characteristics, 
only 13.3% defaulted while 86.7% did not default. 
* When an unstable work record only is considered, 52.6% of 
the offenders defaulted, and 47.4% did not default. 
* When an irregular family background only is considered, 
41.9% of offenders defaulted while 58.1% did not default. 
* When a prior Children's Court record only is considered 
22.0% defaulted, while 78.0% did not default. That is, 
offenders with a prior Children's Court record only, 
have a low rate of defaulting. 
* Similarly, when prior imprisonment only is considered 
16.7% defaulted while 83.3% did not default. 
* In the intermediate cases with two or three of the 
characteristics present,the percentage of defaulters 
ranged from 28.6% to 57.1%. 
* Clearly, the best single variable indicators for identifying 
defaulters in the multiple contingency table were unstable 
work record and irregular family background. The combined 
e£fectof these variables is shown in the summary table below. 
Variables 
Stable work record & 
Regular family background 
Unstable work record &/or 
Irregular family background 
Non-defaulters 
Number Percentage 
104 83.2% 
llO 
Defaulters 
Number Percentage 
21 16.8% 
105 48.8% 
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This shows that only 16.8% of offenders with a stable 
work record and a regular family background defaulted, 
compared to 48.8% of offenders with unstable work 
records and/or irregular family backgrounds. That is, 
nearly half of the offenders with an unstable work 
record or irregular family background defaulted. 
Further, offenders with unstable work records and/or 
irregular family backgrounds accounted for 105 of 
the 126 defaulters, or 83.3% of all the defaulters. 
This is the most dominant factor in defaulting. 
However, as over half of the offenders with unstable 
work records and/or irregular family backgrounds 
did not default, this is of little practical use 
in predicting and identifying potential defaulters 
from a sentencing point of view, but in an admini-
strative sense, it does help identify where problems 
are most likely to occur. 
The four variables used in the multiple contingency table were found 
to be significantly related to defaulting in the earlier exploratory 
analysis, and the strength of the relationship between these variables 
and defaulting was the basis fer their inclusion in the multiple 
contingency table. 
The characteristics analysed, however, were also found to be 
distributed among comparable numbers of offenders, although in 
lesser proportions, in the non-defaulting group. This makes 
such variables taken alone unreliable as indicators for predicting 
defaulting. Similarly, combinations of two and three variables 
proved to be unreliable in making predictions about defaulting 
and it is only when combinations of four variables are considered 
that a reliable indicator begins to emerge. In this analysis, the 
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four-variable combination provided a 92.3% level of accuracy in 
predicting those offenders likely to default but the fact that 
this accounted for only 9.5% of all the defaulters makes it of 
limited value. 
The multiple contingency table has also shown that certain character-
istics when considered alone (i.e. offenders to whom one variable 
may be applied and none of the others) may in fact be less likely 
to default. Thus, in this analysis, offenders who had a prior 
Children's Court record or a prior prison record but had a stable 
work record and regular family background had a very low rate of 
defaulting. Of the offenders who had a prior prison record alone, 
83.3% did not default and of the offenders who had a prior Children's 
Court record alone, 78.0% did not default. It is therefore likely 
that offenders in both categories, contrary to what may be expected, 
could be placed on the scheme with a high degree of success at 
least in terms of defaulting in attendance. 
Undoubtedly the levels of breakdown on the Work Order Scheme could 
be minimised with the use of stringent selection methods. It has 
been shown that fairly high proportions of offenders who default 
have such characteristics as an unstable work record, irregular 
family background, prior Children's Court record, and prior prison 
record. It has also been shown that in many cases offenders with 
such characteristics do not default. Thus while the implementation 
of stringent selection methods may minimise defaulting on the scheme, 
they would also exclude from the scheme many offenders who would 
have completed their work orders satisfactorily. The poor predictive 
value of variables considered independently and in combinations of 
twos and threes has been discussed earlier, and while combinations 
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of four variables may provide a reliable indicator they only account 
for a small number of the total defaulting group. On an intuitive 
level moreover, any offender who had all four characteristics in 
combination would undoubtedly be considered a "poor bet" for a work 
order sentence and in such a case a more objective indicator would 
appear to be unnecessary. 
Thus, on the basis of the findings of this analysis, a worthwhile and 
useful predictive table for identifyingthoseoffenders most likely to 
default is difficult to devise with a high degree of accuracy. If 
such a table was devised it would without doubt result in an "over-
kill" situation at the expense of those offenders who, given the chance, 
would not default. In view of the reasonably successful operation of 
the scheme, as outlined in Part III, such a predictive table would not 
seem to be warranted at this stage. Nevertheless, it may be useful in 
the placement of offenders to note that only 17% of those offenders with 
stable work records and regular family backgrounds are likely to default. 
Recidivism -
Although the rates of recidivism of offenders sentenced to work orders, 
unlike defaulting, have no impact on the operation of the Work Order 
Scheme in an immediate sense, they do reflect on the overall success 
of the scheme as a form of punishment. Recidivism was therefore con-
sidered to be one of the two major areas in which breakdowns could occur. 
During the follow-up period (6-18 months depending on the date on 
which the offender was sentenced), 47.1% of the work order employees 
were convicted of further offences. 
Of the 19 variables considered, nine were significantly related to 
recidivism and these were:-
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age 
work record 
marital status 
farnil~r background 
intelligence 
type of offence 
prior Children's Court record 
defaulting in attendance 
subsequent imprisonment 
The relationship between, each of these variables and recidivism is 
sho-wn in Figures 40-46 except il} the case 0£ defaulting in attend-·' 
ance which has been dealt with earlier and subsequent imprisonment 
which, naturally enough, is in all cases related to recidivism. Chi~ 
square frequency tables and levels 0£ si<:_1nificance are also shown. 
* Of the work order employees who committed 
further offences, 92 90 were under 26 years 
of age -
24.63; d.f. 5; p <.001 
The large number of young offenders who 
cornrn2..tted further.offences is also related 
to the disproportionate weighting of young 
offenders on the scheme. On a proportion-
ate basis, 52% of offenders under 26 years 
of age were convicted of further offences 
compared to 24% of the offenders over the 
age of 26. 
*" More than half the recidivists had an unstable 
work record compared to one1 third of the non-
recidi vists -
17.49; d.f. l; p <.001 
* Three-quarters of the recidivists were single 
. ( 
compared to two-thirds of the non-recidivists -
(Figure 40) 
(Figure 41) 
.I 
I ~ 
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x2 = 7.59; d.f. l; ,p,.01 
* Offenders with irregular family backgrounds were 
* 
more likely to be convicted, of further offences 
than those witl1 regulaL family backgrounds (56% 
compared to 42%) 
2 
x = 5.52; d.f. :::: l; p <: .01 
Offenders with average intelligence were less 
likely to recidivate than those with either 
above or below average intelligence -
x
2 
= 6 • 7 3; d. f. = 2 ; p '(": o 5 
* Almast two-thirds of the recidivists had a 
prior Children's Court record compared to 
one-third of the non-recidivists -
16 .16; d. f. l; p < .001 
* Less than one-third of the offenders sentenced 
to work orders for traffic offences were con-
victed of subsequent offences, while between 
51% and 58% of offenders sentenced to work 
orders for crimes against the person, property 
and conduct offences committed subsequent 
offences -
3; p<::::::.001 
(Figure 42) 
(Figure 43) 
(Figure 44) 
(Figure 45) 
(Figure 46) 
A multiple contingency table was compiled to determine whether com-
binations of those variables most statistically related to recidiv-
ism could be used for predictive purposes. The four variables used 
were: up to 25 years of age, unstable work record, single, and prior 
Children's Court convictions. The multiple contingency table is 
shown in Table 18. 
* Of those offenders sentenced to work o'rders who were under 
l<ey Age 
Ion Recidivists 
53' 
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D 16·17yrs. ~ 18-20yrs. II 21·25yrs. 
• 
26-30yrs. 
• 
Jl-40yrs. D 41• yrs. 
Rec1d1vlS1R • g • 16·17yrs 18·2!!yrs. 21·25Y">. 26·3oYrs. 31-~rs. .\1+yrs. 
No 36 61 ~I 23 12 
v .. 58 66 23 4 
64 30 16 
x2 • 24.63; d.f. • 5: 1Tq. • 0.0002 
FIGURE"' 'r-rtlonol 
•nd •ge. distribution ,..,._,Ing reletlonshlp betwMn recldl•I• 
Recidivists 
47t 
1Cey Mllrl t•l St•tus 
D Single 
• 
Mmrrled 
lllecidl'vl!lft Kerl tal Status 
51~1· Marr fed 
No 114 65 179 
Vos 12~ 35 158 
238 100 338 
x
2 
• 7.59; d.f • • 1 i slq. • 0.0059 
FIGURE l/l 'roport10M1 dlstl"lbutlon showing the relationship 
b9twre•n recldlvlu:i •nd urlt•l st•tus. 
180 
160 
JliO 
Recldlvl1U 
47t 
... ldlvl1t1 
47t 
Koy Work llocord 
D Stobie 
• 
UnU•ble 
Recldlvl1111 Work Rec:ord 
St•ble Unst•ble 
No 121 54 175 
Yos 72 85 157 
193 139 332 
x
2 
• 11.49: d.f • I; slq, • 0.0000 
FIGUllE 4f Proportlcn•I distribution sha.tlng the relationship 
betw:en recldlvh• •nd 111110rk recol"'d (st•ble or unst•ble) 
Koy FOOll ly llelotlon1hlps D legul•r 
• lrregul•r 
Non Aec1dlvlstt 
53t 
Recidivism F~lly Rel•t lon1h1 ps 
lll5ulal" I rl"'!51UI II" 
No 100 73 173 
Yes 69 87 156 
169 160 329 
x
2 
• 5.52. d.f •• 1 i slq • 0.0188 
FIGURE 4S Proportion•! dhttlbutlon showing the rel•t lonshlp 
between recldlvl1111 •nd family re1•tlon1hlp1 (r•iUl•r 
or lrr~ul•r). 
Rec1d1v1su 
•7t 
' Key lnte111gence D Above average 
• !lelaw1veri11ge 
Aec1d1v11191 
D-·-
lntelllgance 
- ltecldl•l1ts 
53' 
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Recldlvf1ts Non lec1d•v•"'" 
•n SJt 
key Children's- Court Aecord D No chlldret1 1 1 court cCNWfctlons 
• Children'• court convictions 
Above Aver5e ... .,.,.,. Delaw Aver!Se Rec.ldlvl1111 Children's Court Record 
No 12 
" Yes 15 70
27 169 
45 
59 
104 
156 
144 
300 
No Yes 
No 109 71 180 
Yes 61 99 160 
x2 • 6.7); d.f. • 2; 1lq. • D.0)46 170 170 )40 
FIGURE 41. 
x2 • 16.16. d.f. • I; slQ ... 0.0001 
Propor-tlonal dhtrlbutlon showing the relmtlonahlp 
betwen rec.ldl•I• •nd estlMted lnteltlgenca 
(•bove 1var-oe, 1ver99e or belOli' ewrege). FIGUAE "5 Proportlon1I distribution showing the relationship bei..en recldlvl• end previous children's court record 
ltecldl¥11t1 
47t Non Rmcldlvlsh 53\ 
..., TyPo of OffOftCe 
D Person • 
Conduct 
r~ Propmrty • 
Other ( .. l•ly traffic) 
llec:ldlvl ... Type of Offence 
'•rson Prope,.ty Conduct Other 
c ... 1.1, 
tr1ffic 
llo 24 66 a2 180 
v .. 25 92 
'" 
160 
49 158 17 116 340 
x
2 
• n.12: d.f •• J: 1lq •• 0.0000 
FIGUAE 46 lllroportlanel distribution shoirlng the relationship 
between r'ecldlvlllft and type of offence (person, 
preperty, cOftdvct and ocher - ulnly traffic). 
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Table 18. Multiple contingency table showing th~ relationship be-
tween recidivism during a 6-18 month follow-up period and 
the various combinations of up to 25 years of age, unstable 
work record, single, and prior Children's Court record for 
offenders sentenced to work orders in 1974. Note: Some 
combinations did not include any cases. 
shown. 
These are not 
Non-recidivists Recidivists 
Variable (s 1 Number Percentage Number Percentage 
Nil (42) 76.4% (13) 23.6% 
< 26 years of ,age (15) 60.0% (10) 40.0% 
<26 and unstable work record (3) 42.9% (4) 57 .1% 
<26 and single (45) 69.2% (20) 30.8% 
<26 and prior Children's 
Court record (7) 58.3% (5). 41. 7% 
<26, work and single (14) 45.2% (17) 54.8% 
<"26, single and Children's 
Court (27) 45.8% (32.) 54.2% 
<:::"26, work and Children's 
Court (6) 46.2% (7) 53.8% 
All (21) 28.8% (52) 71.2% 
Total (180) 52.9% (160) 47.1% 
* 
* 
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26 years of age, were single, had 'an unstable work record 
and prior Children' s Court convictions , 71. 2 95 we re con vi c-' 
ted of subsequent offences. This compares to 28.8% of 
offenders who had all four characteristics and were not sub-
sequently convicted of further offences. 
Of the offencers who har:l none of the atJove characteristics, 
76.4% were not convicte~ of subsequent offences compared 
to 23.6% who were. 
The strongest single variable influence on recidivism in the 
multiple contingency table was age. No other single vari-
able or combination of variables emerged which did not in-
elude the up-to-25-years-of-age variable. This of course 
was not surprising as 92% of the recidivists were under the 
age of 26. Thus amongst the group of recidivists, there 
were no offenders who had one characteristic alone apart 
' from those who were under the age of 26 and had none of the 
other three characteristics.· 
A multiple contingency table was also prepared using up to 21 years 
of age as the age variable but this decreased the accuracy of the 
table. 
The apparent influence of youth on the likelihood of committing fur-
ther offences is, however, of little predictive value when it is con-
sidered that 48% of the work order employees under the age, of 26 did 
not commit further offences. On the basis of the multiple contin-
gency table, the only combinations of va~iables to emerge as even 
moderately reliable ~redictive indicator~ of recidivism were when 
all four characteristics were found or when n9ne of the characteris-
tics were found. 
\ 
Even then, the table could only identify 32.5% 
of the total number of recidivists with 71.2% accuracy making it of 
little practical value. 
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Predictive indicators of crime and recidivism have b'een attempted 
before, notably by the Gluecks (1959), ManrJi_eim and Wilkins (1955) 
I 
and Scott (1964), all with little success in a practically applicable 
sense. It therefore comes as little surprise that no practical and 
reliable indicator of defaulting and recidivism was able to be de-
veloped on the basis of the variables considered in this analysiso 
The development of reliable predictive indicators is- of course con-
tingent on the accurate determination of those variables which 
affect the behaviour being investigated. To date no such variables 
have been foun:J. which consiste;ntly reflect the likelihood of an 
offender defaulting or committing further offenceso It would make 
the task of researchers considerably easier if offenders would oblige 
by being' more obviously p~edictable in their crintlnal behaviour but 
j n the unlikelihood of such a possibility, further research in th.Ls 
area is clearly warranted. 
CONCLUSIONS 
There is a predominance of certain types of characteristics amongst 
offenders who default in attendance on the Work Order Scheme and 
amongst those work order employees who later commit further offences. 
A large nuwber of offenders on the scheme who do not default or com-
mit further offences also have these characteristics. There is no 
clear way of,deterrr~ning whether an offender will conplete his sen-
tence $atisfactorily and go on to lead a crime-free life and this 
is where the dilemma of sentencing begins. 
The ,cou;r-t is faced with the problem of, imposing an appropriate pen-
alty related to the gravity of the offence, yet at the same time it 
must consider the effect of the penalty on the offender and his faro-
-----
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ily, particularly with regard to the offender's prospects o'f mend-
ing his ways whether by deterrence or rehabilitation. 
With t.hese considerations in mind, the court must weigh up the suit-
ability of an offender for a work order sentence against the likeli-
hood of a breakdown. 
Although at times the likelihood of an offender defaulting and/or 
committing furti 1.er offences may seem great, either the offence and 
. ) 
the circur::tStances SiJrrounding it warrant some consideration for leni-
ency, or the effects of a term of imprisonment could be considered 
detrimental to the future rehabilitation of the offender. A system 
of screening which may ensure a low' level of breakdowns on the scheme, 
would exclude such considerations. 'In the last resort ii: is a 
rna-Lter of judgement to balance the potential risk to the comnnmi ty 
resulting from a breakdown on the scheme, against the potential harm 
t.o the offender if sentenced to a term of imprisonment. 
ln any case, if the· Work Order Scheme was "saturated" or "flooded" 
with high risk offenders who did in fact regularly default, it is 
likely that neither the community nor the courts would continue to 
accept the scheme as an alternative sanction. Without public and 
judicial support, inevitably the scheme would rapidly be curtailed. 
Requests for assistance through the Work Order Scheme from indi vidu-
als and particularly pe21sioners, and the increasing numbers of off-
enders being sentenced to work orders each year would indicate that 
community and court acceptance of the scheme was high and that the 
incidence of defaulting at. least was not considered to be excessive. 
Recidivism on the other hand cannot be immediately perceiyed and it 
must be remembered that punitive sanctions are, as much as anything, 
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a means of p:cotect.Lng the community. The Work Order Scheme was in-
troduced as an alternative to imprisonment but if, over time, it was 
shown tllat offenders sentenced to work orders were more likely to 
commit further offences than their prison counterparts, thereby en-
dang·ering and. threate•1ing the rights of the com.."llunity, the schsme's 
apparent acceptance in the short term, would be equally shori:-lived. 
The next section of this evaluation compares the recidivism rate of 
offenders sentenced to work orders to t.1-i.ose offenders sentenced to 
a short term of imprisonment. 
PART V 
COMPARISON OF - RECIDIVISM R.~TES 
between 
OFFENDERS SENTENCED TO WORK ORDERS 
and 
OFFENDERS SENTENCED TO A SHORT TERM 
of 
IMPRISONMENT 
1G6. 
The imposition of a criminal sanction is,, in some respects, seen as a 
means of protecting the comrnuni ty from crim..i..nal acts, and it follows 
that one of the primary aims of such sanctions is to reduce the inci-
dence of crime, whether this be achieved by individual deterrence, 
general deterrence, rehabilitation, education, or simply by is0lating 
the offender from the community. 
The Work Order Scheme was introduced as an alternative sanction to 
a short-term prison sentence - primarily as a means qf reducing :the 
size of the prison population. But whatever the apparent benefits 
of the scheme, its value as a criminal sanction would have counted 
for little if it was found tl,1.at offenders sentenced to work orders 
were more likely to conunit further offences than offenders sentenced 
to a short term of imprisonment. 
From a political point of viewr a significantly higher recidivism 
rate amongst work order employees than amongst short-term prisoners 
would throw conside;able doubt on the continued operation of the 
schene. A scheme which not only appeared to be a "softer option" 
for offenders, but also resulted in a greater incidence of re-
offending than its prison counterpart would be just cause for public 
concern. 
F.'rom a practical, criminological point of view, correctional schemes 
wl1ich have lower rates of recidi visrn are generally considered super-
ior to those which have higher rates and, as a gener,al rule, recidiv-
ism is the key factor in measuring the success or failure of a system 
5 
of punishment. 
5 This is not always the case and other factors must also be considered. 
Whereas capital punishment may be one hundred percent effective in 
reducing recidivism, its irreversible drastic na~u~e and humanit-
arian considerations ha:ve made it increasingly un!'l.cceptable. 
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Irrespective ofc how well ;:he Work Order Scheme may have appeared to 
be operating, the most crucial test for determining its success or 
failure relates t.:o its effect on the rate of recidivism, and how this 
rate compares to its alternative - a short-term prison sentence. 
Thi~ section of the evaluation compares the recidivism rates of the 
\ 
work order group of offenders to the short-term prison group of 
offenders. 
IVJ.ETHOD 
Tne 340 male offenders sentenced to work orders in the calendar year 
1974 (described in the previous sect.ion of this evaluation) were com-
pared to all male offenders sentenced to a term of imprisonment of 
up to three months during the same pe~iod - a total of 275. In con-
sultation with Probation and Parole Officers and two Magistrates, a · 
three-month prison sentence was considered to be a conservative equiva-
lent to the maximum of a 25-day work order sentence that can be given 
for any one offence. No guidelines for the intercha11ge of prison and 
work order sentences are specified in the legislation and each case is i~-
dividually assessed by the court and the length of sentence left to 
its discretion. There were a few cases where offenders sentenced to 
work orders were considered to be facing a prison sentence of six 
months or more, but the wajority were considered to come within a 
I 
rriaximum of a three-month equivalent prison sentence category. 
To determine the comparability of ,the two groups, the 19 variables 
considered for the Work Order Group in Part IV were used as the basis 
for collecting similar information on the short-term prison group. 
In the latter case, however, complete·information on the 19 variables 
was· not available. Such information as was avail~le was used. 
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Furthermore, because of certain inherent differences between the two 
groups, it was not possible to record the do.ta. uniformly throughout 
and this was particularly applicable to the mea.su£es of length of 
sentence and the incidence of defaulting. 
* 
* 
The basis f"or determining equj_valent maximum sentences for 
the work order group and the short-term prison group has 
been outlined above. The length of short-term prison sen-
tences were recorded in days up to a maximum of 90 or three 
months' imprisonment. The length of work order sentences 
were also recorded in days but in this case up to a maximum 
of 25 days which is the maximum penalty able to be imposed 
for any one offence. A work order sentence of 25 days 
would normally take six months to complete. 
Defaulting in the prison group was obviously not the same 
as defaulting in the, work order group. It isJ after al], 
rather more difficult to abscond or fall to report whilst in 
prison than on a work order sentence. For the prison g:roup, 
any misbehaviour which resulted in a charge being recorded 
on the prisoner's file (entered in red and thus readily iden-
tifiable) was classified as oefaulting. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
RECIDIVISM; 
Offenders who were convicted of subsequent offences up to JLme 30th, 
1975 were included in the recidivism analysis. Depending on the 
month in which the offender was initially convictisd, this allowed a 
maximum of 18 months/minimum six months in which further offences 
could be recorded. 
'IWo measures of recidivism were used, the first being any court con-
viction, regardless of the offence or penalty imposed; and the second 
being any conviction resulting in a prison sentence regardless of the 
length of the prison sentence imposed. 
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Court Convictions -
* During the follow-:up period, a significantly 
greater proportion of 'che prison group were 
convicted of sllbsequent offences - 629.s com-
pared to the work order gro~p's 47% -
2 
x 12.73; d.f. = l; ~< .001 (Figure 47) 
Analysing the data further into the types of subsequent offences -
* There were no significant differences between 
the two groups in the proportion of offenders 
convicted of subsequent offences for crimes 
against the person -
2 
x ~ 1.34; d.£. l; p :> . 05 not significant. 
* The p::::-oportj_on of offenders convicted of sub-
sequent property offences in the prison group 
at 28% was significantly higher than in the 
~ork order group at 21% -
x2 = 3.88; a.f. l; p< .as 
* The proportion of offenders convicted of sub-
sequent conduct offences in the prison group 
at 38% was significantly higher than in the 
work order group at 22% -
2 
x 17.54; d.f. l; p < .001 
* The two groups were similar in the proportion of 
offenders convicted of subsequen~ traffic off-
ences -
2 
x 1.45; d.f. l; p > .05 not significant. 
(Figure 48) 
(Figure 49) 
(Figure 50) 
(Figure 51) 
Although the criterion used for recidi~ism was a subsequent convic-
tion made by the courts irrespect_ive of the frequency of such, when 
the number of subsequent convictions is considered, a similar pattern 
emerges as shown in Table 19. 
\ 
!._. 
Prison 1974 
Group 
45% 
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Key Recidivism 
D Nonrecidivists 
Recidivists 
R E C I D I V I S M 
Non recidivists Recidivists 
Workorders ~ 80 160 
Prison 105 170 
285 330 
x2 = 12.73; d.f. = 1; siq. = 0.0004 
340 
275 
615 
Work Order 1974 
Group 
55% 
FIGURE 47 Proportional distribution showing the relationship 
between individuals sentenced to work orders and 
short term imprisonment (1974) and recidivism. 
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Work Order 1974 
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short t•,.. l11prl IOMlftt (197i.) end 1ub1eqwent other 
car"'lctlons. 
/ 
Table 19. 
Type of 
subsequent 
convictions 
Person 
Property 
Conduct 
Traffic 
TOTAL 
172. 
Results of t tests comparing the number of subsequent 
convictions in four offence categories for offenders 
sentenced to work orders and offenders sentenced to 
short-term prison sentences in 1974. The total ntunber 
of suosequent convictions and the number of convictions 
resulting in a prison sentence are also shown. 
Ntunber of 
Group subsequent Mean t d.f. p 
convictions 
work order 74 33 0.10 
1.21 613 I .05 n.s. 
prison 74 36 0.13 
work order 74 127 0.37 
1.70 613 / .05 n.s. 
prison 74 139 0.51 
work order 74 107 0.31 
5.82 613 < .001 
prison 74 261 0.95 
work order 74 42 0.12 
1.17 613 / .05 n.s. 
prison 74 45 0.16 
work order 74 309 0.91 
613 < .001 
prison 74 481 1. 75 
Subsequent work order 74 112 0.33 
imprison-
ment prison 74 247 
5.89 613 < .001 
0.90 
* 
* 
The average number of all subsequent convictions for the prison 
group at 1. 75 ,was nearly twice as many as for the work order 
group at 0.91 -
t = 5.23; d.f. = 613; p--.: .001 
The average number of convictions for subsequent conduct off-
ences in the prison group at 0 .95 was three times as many as 
for the work order group at 0.31 -
t := 5.82; d.f. = 613; p «::::; .001 
* There were no significant differences between the bvo groups' 
in the nu...rnber of subsequent convictions for property offences -
t := 1. 70; d.f. 613; p ;~.05 not significant 
crimes against the person 
t = 1.21; d.f. 613; p >.OS·not si9nificant 
or traffic offences 
t = 1.17; d.f. 613; p > .05 not significant 
Thus, on the basis of these findings, recidivism, as measured by. any 
subsequent conviction, was at least no worse for the work order gr0up 
than for the short-term prison group. Moreover, on some measures, 
recidivism amongst offenders in the work order group was significantly 
less. This was particularly so of the overall- recidivism rate where 
62% of the short-term prison group were convicted of subsequent off-
ences compared to 47% of the work order group. 
Subsequent Imprisonment -
It could be argued that a measure of recidivism which only takes into 
account the proportion of offenders convicted'of subsequent offences 
or number of subsequent convictions, does not distinguish between the 
-
seriousness of the subsequent offences or the circillnstances surround-
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ing them. It could be that 0ffences comm.i..tted by the short-term 
prison group were of a particularly trivial or minor nature while 
those committed by offenders in the work ·order group were more ser-
ions. In this case, the apparently lower rates of recidivism amongst 
work order employees would be of greater public concern than the 
apparently higher rates amongst short-term prisoners. 
As a measure of the seriousness with which the court viewed' the off-
ence, the nature of the sanction imposed for subsequent offences was 
considered. Given that the courts have available to them a number 
of sanctions which they may impose ranging from a simple conviction 
recorded to the "end of the line" option of imposing a prison sentence, 
subsequent imprisonment may be used ds a guage to determine whether 
the offenc'e and/or the circumstances surrounaing it wel'.e considexed 
sufficiently serious by the court to warrant such a sentence. 
* During the follow-up period, a significantly 
greater proportion of the prison group were 
sentenced to a subsequent term of imprison-
ment than the work order group (40% compared 
to 19%) -
2 x ~.32.57; d.f. l; p <:. .001 
* The number of subsequent imprisonments also 
differed between the two groups wi_th the prison 
group r~ceiving an average of 0.90 subsequent 
imprisonments compared to 0.33 for the work order 
group -
t 5.89; d.f. 613; p ".001 
* The di~tribution of other court sanctions for 
subsequent convictions was also analysed and 
showed no significant differences between the 
two groups in the proportion of offenders being 
(Figure 52) 
(Table 19) 
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fined (28% for the prison grotip compared to 
25% for the work order group} -
x
2 
==·Oo44; d.f. l; · p > .05 not significant 
or being placed on a probation order (8% for 
I 
Tl1e prison group compared to 4% for the work 
order group) -
2· 
X == 3 < 53; do L = l; p? . 05 not significant 
There was, however, a marginc.lly significant 
difference between the two groups in the pro-
portion of offenders being sentenced to work 
orders for subsequent ofiences (11% of the 
work order group compared to 6% of the prison 
group) -
3.87; d.£. l; 
' 
(Figure 53) 
(F lgv-··e 54) 
(Figure 
Thus, on all counts considered, recidivism for the work order group 
was at least no worse than for the short-term prison group and on the 
basis of the two major recidivism measures - the proportion of off-
enders convicted of subsequent offences ,1and the imposition of a term 
of impris~nw2nt for the offences committed - the work order group 
fared better. Not only was a significantly smaller proportion of 
the work order group convicted of subsequent offences (42% compared 
to 62%), but a smaller proportion of the work order group was sen-
tenced to a subsequent term of imprisonment (19% compared .to 40%) o 
The results obtained so far would tend to indicate that a work order 
sentence may be more effective in reducing recidivism than a short 
term of imprisonment. Differences in ~he recidivism rates, however, 
may have been as a result of inherent differences between the two 
groups rather than on the basis of the effect of the type of sentence 
imposed. If, for example, it was shown that offenders sentenced to 
Prison 1974 
Group 
45% 
176. 
Key Subsequent Imprisonment 
D NO 
YES 
Subsequent imprisonment 
No Yes 
Workorder 276 64 
Prison 165 110 
441 174 
x2 = 32.57; d.f. e 1; siq •• 0.0000 
340 
275 
615 
Work Order 1974 
Group 
55% 
FIGURE 52 Proportional distribution showing the relationship 
between individuals sentenced to work orders and 
short term imprisonment (1974) and subsequent 
imprisonment for further offences. 
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prison had characteristics which differed significantly to the 
characteristics of offenders sentenced to work orders, comparisons 
of recidivism between the two groups would not really be valid. 
SIMILARITIES J'.\l..JD DIFFERENCES BET1i\7EEN T'HE 1974 WORK ORDER A."l\!D SHORT-
'IBRM PRISON GROUPS: 
A comparison was made between the 340 offenders sentenced to work 
orders and the 275 offenders sentenced to a teem 0£ imprisonment of 
up to three months on the basis of the variables for which comparable 
information was available. 
Similarities -
* Both groups had a similar proportj_oil of offenders 
from each of the five regions. Al thougr1 the.ce 
' were twice as many offenders from the West Coast 
region (a 'frontier-type' mining area) in the 
prison group, this difference was not s t:atistic-
ally significant -
8.50; d.f. 4; p :;o-.05 not significant 
* There were no significant differences between 
t~e two groups for the month in which the off-
enders were sentenced -
(Figure 56) 
12. 34; d. f. 11; p _;;::.-.OS not significant (Figure 57) 
* Differences in the occupational status of off-
enders in the two groups were not significant -
0.23; d.f. =·3; p :;:::-.05 not. significant 
* Both groups had similar proportions of single 
and married of fenders -
0.02; d.f. 1: p /.05 not significant 
(Figure 58) 
(Figure 59) 
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* ThG proportion of offenders with prior crimir1al 
records was similar between the two groups -
2 
x 0.01; d.f. = l; p / .05 not significant 
Differences -
* There were sig11i£icant differences between the 
two groups in the ages of offenders with offenders 
in the prison group being older -
x
2 
:= 64.00; d.f. = 5; p <.001 
*· Offenders in the prison group had left school 
at an earlier age than those in the work .order 
group -
2 
x 33.94; d.f. = 3; p "".001 
The differences in age and levels of education 
beb.Yeen the two groups are probably related in 
that the school leaving age has tended to in-
crease over the years. The younger of fenders 
found in the work order group would therefore 
have been more likely to have attended school 
for a longer period of time, while those in 
the prison group, being older, would probably 
have left school at an earlier stage. 
* There were significant differences between the 
two groups in the type of primary of fence for 
which offenders had been convicted. The work 
order group had a higher proportion of property 
offenders while the prison group had a higher 
proportion of conduct offenders -
2 
x = 54.79; d.f. = 3; p "".001 
* Tl:J.e length of the sentences imposed, although 
crudely matched, also differed between the two 
groups. This comparison would not, however, 
seem a valid one. There are obvious difficul-
/ 
(Figure 69) 
(Figure 60) 
(Figure 61) 
(Figure 62) 
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ties in comparing the length of a wo:r:k order 
sentence witll that of a pYison sentence. On 
the one hand, a work order employee is free to 
lead a normal life for the greater part of the 
week ~itp_ the only disruption to his routine 
being the requirement to work one day a week 
on a community project. On the other hand, 
a prison sentence represents a complete dis-
ruption to the normal life of an offender in-
volving a complete loss of liberty -
2 
x 59.83; d.f. 5; p <"001 
* Not surprisingly, there were fewer incidents of 
defaulting in the prison group. Whereas 
failing to report on a work order project is a 
relatively si1nple matter, it is rather more diffi-
cult not to attend whilst in prison -
2 
x = 66.64; d.f. l; p <.001 
Factors Influencing the Type of Sentence Imposed -
(Figure 63) 
It is apparent that the work order and short-term prison groups were 
I ' 
not comparable in all respects and the factors which influenced the 
type of sentence imposed warrant further examination. 
Type of Offence: 
Here it must be remembered that it is the short-term prison group 
and its al te rna ti ve, the work o'rder group, which are being compared. 
This excludes from consideration offenders convicted of the more 
serious types of offences such as bank robbery, rape, murder, etc. 
In such cases, lengthy prison sentences would presumably be imposed 
and the OP.tion of a work order sentence would not be considered. 
Given the types of offences being considered, it is possible-to dis-
tinguish between certain types of offences, particularly conduct 
181. 
offences r which were more likely to ref;ul t. in a work order sen ten cc 
' 
and those more likely to result in a prison sentence. 
If the conduct offence was a court violation such as failure to pay 
fines or roBintenance, or contempt of court, a prison sentence was 
typically irnposecL Similarly, the old alcoholics charged with vag-
rancyr with being drunk and disorderly or drunk and incapable were 
usually, but not always, sentenced to prison rather than placed on 
a work order. The types of conduct offences which resulted in a 
work. order sentence tended to be more of an anti-social natu~e typi-
cally associated with youth, such as disturbing the peace by figl].ting, 
disorderly conduct, indecent language, creating a nuisance and so on. 
The type of sentence imposed for property offences related more to the 
previous criminal history of the offender than to the Yalue of the 
property involved or to any inherent qualities of the offences them-
selves. 
Bearing in mind that conterrpt of court offences typically resulted in 
I 
a prison sentence, this was not the case for the offence of driving 
whilst disqualified. Although driving whilst disqualified is gener-· 
ally regarded by the courts as contempt of court, there was no con-
sistent pattern in the sentencing of this type of off~der. Thirty 
were sentenced to imprisonment and thirty to work orders for driving 
whilst disqualified. 
Prior Criminal 1 Record: 
A prior criminal record did not necessarily exclude an offender from 
consideration for a work order sentence (see Part IV) but the number 
and types of prior offences did affect the type of sentence irnposedo 
' * 
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A prior Children 1 s Court record was not si.gnifi·" 
cantly related to the type of sentence imposed. 
Of the prison group 45% had a Children's Court 
record compared to 50% of the work order group -
LSO; d.f. l; p ;:;-.05 not significant 
* Offenders with prior convictions for crimes 
against the person were more likely to receive 
a prison sentence. Of the prison group, 3l9o 
had prior convictions for crimes of th~s nature 
corrpared to 14% of the work order group -
2 
x - 25.26; d.f. l; p ,.001 
* Offenders with prior convictions for property 
offences were more likely to receive a prison 
sentence. Of the prison group, 66% had prior 
convictions of this nature compared to 45% of 
the work order group -
x
2 
= 26. 66; a.. f. l; p ,.001 
* Prior convictions for conduct offences were 
also related to the type of s·entence imposed 
and 60% of the·prison group had prior con-
victions of this nature corrpared to 51% of the 
work order group -
* 
x
2 
= 4.36; d.f. l; p ..;:::::- .05 
A prior court traffic record was not signi-
ficantly related to the type of sentence im-
posed. Of the prison group, 20% had a prior 
court traffic record compared to 16% of the 
work order group -
2 
x 1.50; d.f. l; p :> .05 not significant 
* Prior imprisonment was one of the factors most 
strongly related to the type of sentence imposed, 
with 46% of the prison group having previously 
'(Figure 64) 
{Figm:e 65) 
(Figure 66) 
(Figure 67) 
(Figure 68) 
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served a term of impri.sonm2nt cornpared to 
17% of the work order group -
2 
x 58.61; d.f. (Figure 70) 
In sum, the 1974 prison group had a significantly higher proportion 
of offende-cs who had prior convictions for crimes against the person, 
property offences and conduct offences. It also had a significantly 
higher propoition of offenders who had previously been to prison. 
The actual number of prior convictions further highlights the differ-
ences bebveen the two groups. The results.of a series oft tests 
on the number of prior convictions for each type of offence cmmui tted 
by offenders in the 1974 work order and short-term prison groups are 
shown in Table 20. 
* Offenders in the work order group had an average of 
4 .17 prior convictions cmrpared to the prison group's 
6.73 -
t = 7.03; d.f. 613; p ~ .001 
* The number of prior convictions for crimes against the 
person was significantly higher in the prison group at 
0.59 compared to 0.22 for the work order group -
t 4.97; d.,f. = 613; p "<::::: .001 
* The number of prior convictions for property offences 
was significantly higher in the prison group at an 
average of 2.43 compared
1
to 0.90 for the work order 
group -
t 8.64; d. f. 613; p < .001 
* The number of prior convictions for conduct offences 
was significantly higher in the prison group at l.97 
compared to 1.30 for the work order group.-
t = 3.65; d.f. = 613; P<·OOl 
'---
* 
* 
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The average number 'of prior p.cison s.entences served was 
significantly higher in the prison group at 2.02 compared 
to 0.46 for the work order group 
t 7.03; d.f. == 6131 p < oOOl 
There were no significant differences between the two 
groups in the nUiflber of prior Children's Court convictions 
with an average of 1. 41 for the work order group compared 
to 1.30 for the prison group -
t 0.66; d.f. 613; p ::::;:>.05 not significant 
nor in the number of prior court ·traffic convictions 
with an avera9·e of 0. 44 for the prison group compared to 
0.34 for the work order group -
t Ll7; d.f. 613; p > .05 not significant 
It is therefore apparent that the 1974 work order group and the 
1974 short-term prison group were not really compFJ.rciJ:ile. Not only 
were there quite marked differences in the characteristics of off-
enders in both groups but also in terms of their prior criminal 
histories. 
On the basis of these findings~ the results obtained in the recidivism 
analysis, although showing that the work order group had a significant-
ly lower recidivism rate than the short-term prison group, cannot 
validly be linked to differences in the type of sentence imposed. More 
likely they would be due to the inherent differences in the composi-
tion of the two groups. It has been found that there were signifi-
cant differences between the prior criminal records of offenders in 
the work order group and offenders in the prlson group and it is this 
characteristic particularly which, in other studies, has been shown· 
to at least have a significant bearing on, if not a reasonable indi-
cator of, recidivism (Mannheim and Wilkins 1955). 
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FIGURE$~ Proportionate regional distribution for Individuals 
sentenced to work orders and short term imprisonment, 1974. 
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FIGURE tt1 Proportionate monthly distribution for individuals 
sentenced to work orders and short term imprisonment, 1974. 
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FIGURE A Propo,.tlonal distribution showing the rel•t1onst11p 
between l,n61v1du11ls sentenced to work orders and 
short term [MprltolWflent (1971t) and •occupH Iona Ir 
status according to the Cong11lton Scale. 
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FIGURE61 Proportional distribution showing the relationship 
between Individuals sentenced to work orders and 
short term imprisomnent (1974·) and type of primary 
offence for which the sentence was qiven. 
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FIGURE~ Proportional distribution showing the relationship 
between individuals sentenced to work orders and 
short term imprisonment (1974) and length of sentence. 
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Table 20. 
Type of 
prior 
convictions 
Children's 
Court 
Person 
Property 
Conduct 
Traffic 
TOTAL 
Prior 
imprison-
rrent 
190. 
Results of t tests corrparing the number of prior convic-
tions in five categories for offenders sentenced to work 
orders and offenders sentenced to short-term prison sen-
tences in 1974. The total number of prior convictions 
and the number of convictions resulting in a prison sen-
tence are also shown. 
Number of 
Group prior con- Mean t d.f. p 
victions 
work order 74 478 1.41 
0.66 613 / .05 n.s. 
prison 74 357 1. 30 
work order 74 75 0.22 
4.97 613 < .001 
prison 74 162 0.59 
work order 74 307 0.90 
8.64 613 < .001 
prison 74 669 2.43 
work order 74 441 1.30 
3.65 613 < .001 
prison 74 542 1.97 
work order 74 116 0.34 
1.17 613 )' .05 n.s. 
prison 74 122 0.44 
work order 74 1417 4.17 
7.03 613 < .001 
prison 74 1852 6.73 
work order 74 156 0.46 
8.55 613 < .001 
prison 74 302 2.01 
191. 
A RECIDIVISM ANJl.LYSIS BETWEEN COMPARABLE GROUPS~ 
Significant differences between the characteristics of the 1974 \'7ork 
order group and the 1974 short-term prison group tr'!row considerable 
doubt on the validity of a direct conparison of the relative effec-
tiveness of either type of sentence in producing a l'ower recidivism 
rate. P..ny direct comparison wou.ld only be valid if the groups wer~ 
properly matched to make then comparable. This sec~ion of the 
evaluation describes the rationale and varlous methods w:;ed to con-
struct roatched short-term prison and work order groups as a basis 
for comparing the recidivism rates between these groups. -A nurriber 
of prelimi~ary but fruitless analyses were conducted and i::hese have 
been included to show the rationale for the final metJ-10a adopted" 
·First Analysis -
Work orders did not become available as an alternative to short--term 
imprisonment until 1972 so that the group, of offenders sentenced to 
short~-terrn prison sentences in 1971 would have consisted of those 
offenders who would have received a work order sentence had work 
orders been available and those offenders who would have received a 
prison sentence regardless. It was considered that the combined 
1974 work order and prison groups would therefore be representative 
of the 1971 prison group. 
Information was collected on all offenders sentenced to a prison 
sentence of three months or less in 1971 (320 in all) on the basis of 
the variables considered for the 1974 work order and prison groups 
as outlined earlier. A similar period of time was allowed for the 
recording of subsequent offences; that is up to June 30th, 1972. 
This aliowed a maximum of 18 months/minimum six months depending on 
the month in which the offender was ini-l:ially convicted. 
1920 
Chi-square freqoency tables for prior record, prior imprisonment, re-
cidivism and subsequent imprisonment for the 1971 prison group and the 
composite 1974 work order a,nd prison groups are shown in Tables 21 (a) 
- 2l(d). The results of t tests on these variables are shown in 
Tables 22(a) and 22(b). 
* No significant differences were found in 
the prior record of the two groups -
0.21; d.f. ~; p >.05 not significant 
nor in the average number of prior convictions -
t 0.6S; d.f. 933; p :;>.05 not significant 
* There were, however, .significant differences 
between the two groups in the pr0portion of 
offenders who had a prior prison record 
* 
(4L 6% of the 1971 prison group compared to 
29.9% of the 1974 composite group} -
x
2 
= 12.74; d.f. a; p.;::::: .001 
and in the number of prior prison sentences 
serve0, at an average of 1.55 for the 1971 
prison group compared to 1.15 for the 1974 
composite group -
t 2.37; d.f. = 933; p ~.05 
No significant differences were found in the 
rates of recidivism between the two groups -
. 2 
x 0.88; d.f. = l; P>·OS not significant 
but there_were significant differences in the 
number of subsequent conviction9, at an aver-
age of 1.52 for the 1971 prison group com-
pared to L28 for the 1974 composite group 
t 2.10; d.f. = 933; p "".OS 
(Table 21 (a)) 
(Table 22 (a) ) 
(Table 21 (b)) 
(Table 22(a)) 
(Table 2l(c)) 
(Tabl'e 22 (b)) 
Table 21. 
Table 2l(a) 
PRIOR 
CONV.:IC'l'IONS 
------
PR+ W074 
PR71 
2 0.21; x 
Table 2l(c) 
SUB~EQilENl' 
CON..VICTIONS 
PR+ W074 
PR71 
193. 
Frequency tables and results of x2 analysis comparing off-
enders sentenced to a short-term prison sentence or work 
orders in 1974 (PR + W074) and offenders sentenced to a 
short-term prison sentence in 1971 (PR71) • Prior con-
victions, prior imprisonment, subsequent convictions and 
~ubsequent imprisonment are shown in Tables (a) to (d) 
r~specti vely. 
cl• f. 
NO YES 
65 
37 
102 
= 
NO 
285 
138 
423 
550 615 
283 320 
833 935 
-- . 
l; p .>.05 n.s. 
... /' - -
330 615 
182 320 
512 935 
lr p >.05 n.s. 
- > .. 
Table 2l(b) 
PRIOR NO 
IMPRISONMENT 
PR + W074 
PR71 
2 12. 74; x = 
Table 2l(d~ 
. S~SEQUENT 
IMPRISONMENT 
PR+ W074 
PR71 
431 
187 
618 
- -
d.f. = 
NO 
441 
201 
642 
YES 
184 615 
133 320 
317 935 
l; p <.001 
YES 
174 615 
119 320 
293 935 
x
2 
= 7.74; d.f. = l; p <:.01 
Table 22. 
Table 22 (a) 
PRIOR 
RECORD 
Prior con-
victions 
Prior 
imprison-
ments 
Table 22 (b) 
SUBSEQUENT 
CONVICTIONS 
Subsequent 
convictions 
Subsequent 
imprison-
ments 
194. 
Results of t tests conparing the number of convictions 
for offenders sentenced to a short-term prison sentence 
or a work order in 1974 (PR + W074) with offenders sen-
tenced to a short-term prison sentence in 1971 (PR71). 
Prior convictions and subsequent convictions are shown 
in Tables (a) and (b) respectively. 
Group 
PR+ W074 
PR71 
PR+ W074 
PR71 
Group 
PR + W074 
PR71 
PR + W074 
PR71 
Number of 
prior con- Mean 
victions 
3269 
1694 
710 
497 
5.31 
5.29 
1.15 
1.55 
Number of 
subsequent Mean 
convictions 
790 
485 
359 
244 
1.28 
1.52 
0.58 
0.76 
t d.f. p 
0.65 933 >.05 n.s. 
2.37 933 
"". 05 
t d.f. p 
2.10 933 <.as 
2.02 933 
* 
1.9_5. 
T'ne two g·c01J.ps differed in the proporcion of 
offenders who were sentenced to a s ubseque~t 
term of imprisonmentr at 37-. 2% of the 1971 
prison group compared_to 28.3% of the 1974 
composite group -
7.74; d.f. l; p <::.: .01 
and in the number of subsequent prison 
sentences served, at an average of 0.76 
for t.he 19 71 prison group corrpared to 
0.58 for the 1974 composite group -
t 2.02; d.f. '= 933; p < .05 
(Table 21 (d)) 
(Table 22 (b)) 
~'he results of this analysis indicate that recidivism in the composite 
1974 group was at least no worse than in the 1971 prison group. As 
mentioned earlier, it is impossible to deterinine the effect. of differ--
ent types of sentences on recidivism unless the two groups being com·· 
pared are comparable to begin with. Even if the composite work order/ 
, 
prison group was comparable to the 1971 prison group, on the basis of 
this analysis, the effect of a work order sentence on recidivism in 
relation to a short-term prison sentence cannot be determined. The 
nature of the composite group means that both types of sentences are 
affecting the overall recidivism rate and the effect of one or the 
other cannot be singled out. Clearly such an analysis brings little 
new light to the problem at hand. 
Second 'Analysis 
It was shown in Part II of this evaluation that not all offenders 
sentenced to work orders would have received a prison sentence had 
work orders not been available. Some, presumably the less serious 
offenders, would have received a non-prison sentence. That is, the 
work order ·group was also a composite group comprised of potential 
196. 
prisoners and those offenders who would have received a non-prison 
sentence. 
The sanctions available to the courts for the punishment of offenders 
vary in severity with imprisonment being the most severe sentence that 
can be imposed. On the basis oi the information available to it, 
the court imposes what it considers to be the most appropriate sen-
tence. Factors such as prior record. and prior imprisonment would 
obviously be taken into account. This evaluation has shown that 
offenders sentenced to certain types of sanctions c~n; to some extent, 
be distingu..i..~hed on the basis c,f cercain characteristics and it would 
appear t!'at these characteristics can be ordered in terms of the 
sentence they are likely to attract. Thus, it could be expected 
that those offenders who have committed the more serious types 0£ 
offences and who have more extensive_prior records would be sentenced 
to a term of imp~isonment while the less serious types of offenders 
would receive a non-prison sentence. If no significant differences 
were found in the seriousness of offenders in relation to the serious-
ness of the sanction, the implication would be that the courts showed 
no consistency in sentencing and it would not be possible to separate 
out the composite groups into their sub-groups. 
To determine whether the work order group could be refined into a 
group of offenders who would have received a work order sentence as 
distinct from those who would have received a non-prison sentence had 
work orders not been available, a sample of 100 offenders sentenced 
to a non-prison sentence in 1971 was compiled. These offenders 
were selected on the basis that a pre-sentence report had been pre-
pared on them by the Probation and Parole Service and the required 
information was therefore available. Eighteen cases were later dis-
carded because of lack of information or because the report referred 
to an offender on parole. This lefi:. a total of 82 offenders sentenced 
to a non-prison sentence in 1971 who could be included in the analysis. 
Information was compiled on these offenders on the same basis as for 
the offenders in the other groups considered and a siIT~lar period of 
time was allowed to record recidivism; that is up to June 30th 1972-
allowing a maximum of 18 months/minimum six months. 
If there was a rank ordering of groups with regard to the extent of 
prior record, it would be expected that the .1971 non-prison group 
would have the least extensive prior record; -followed by the 1974 
work ordel'.' group, which comprised potential prisoners and non-
prisoners; the 1971 prison groupr which comprised _potential work order 
en-y?loyees and prisoners; and the 1974 prison group, which was a "pure" 
prison group. 
The four groups of offenders thus formed - non-prison 71, work order 
74, prison 71, and prison 74 - were compared in terms of their prlor 
convictions, prior imprisonments, subsequent convictions and subse-
quent imprisonments. The results of these comparisons, both the pro-
portion of offenders and average number in each category, are shown 
in Table 23. 
It can be seen that both prior convictions and prior imprisonment 
follow the postulated rank ordering between the groups. That is, 
from a low level in the non-prison 71 group through the work order 
74 group, the pr~son 71 group to the highest level in the prison 74 
group. <There was, however, a minor non-significant displacement of 
1% between t.lte work order 74 and the prison 71 groups for the pro-
portion of offenders with prior convictions. 
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Table 23. Rank order of four groups of offenders as marked, showing 
prior convictions and imprisonments as well as subsequent 
convictions and imprisonments. Both the proportion and 
the mean are shown in each category. 
Non-prison Work order Prison Prison 
71 74 71 74 
Prior % 65.9% 89. 4% 88.4% 89.5% 
-
convictions X 2.9 4.2 5.3 6.7 
Prior % 17.1% 17.1% 41.6% 45.8% 
-imprisonment X 0.5 0.5 1.6 2.0 
Subsequent % 42. 7% 47.1% 56.9% 61.. 8% 
convictions X l.O 0.9 1.5 1. 7 
Subsequent % 24.4% 18.8% 37.2% 40.0% 
-imprisonment X 0.5 0.3 0.8 0.9 
Figure 72. 
199. 
PRIOR CONVICTIONS 
' 2 Results of X analysis testing for differences in the pro-
portion of offenders with a prior conviction between the 
groups as marked. 
- = p> .05 n.s.; x = p< .05; xx= p<..Ol; xxx = p.( .001 
PRIOR CONVICTIONS 
Figure 73. Results of t test analysis testing for differences in the 
number of prior convictions between the groups as marked. 
- = p) .05 n.s.; x = p< .05; xx= p..(- .01; xxx = p <.OOl 
Figure 74. 
200. 
PRIOR PRISON 
45.8% 
2 Results of X analysis testing for differences in the 
proportion of offenders with a prior prison record 
between the groups as marked. 
- = p::::;:...05 n.s.; x = .1?<•05; xx= P<:·Ol; xxx = p,.001 
PRIOR PRISON 
Figure 75. Results of t test analysis testing for differences in 
the number of prior imprisonments between the groups 
as marked. 
-=p>.05n.s.; x=p<.05; xx=p<:'._.01; xxx=p<.OOl 
201. 
SUBSEQUENT CONVICTIONS 
Figure 76. Results of x2 analysis testing for differences in sub-
sequent convictions between the groups of offenders as 
marked. 
- = P> .05 n.s.; x = p:<..05; xx= p·<,.01; xxx = p(; .001 
SUBSEQUENT CONVICTIONS 
Figure 77. Results of t test analysis testing for differences in 
the number of subsequent convictions between the groups 
as marked. 
- = p) .05 n.s.; x = p< .05; xx= p(. .01; xxx = p(. .001 
Figure 78. 
202. 
SUBSEQUENT PRISON 
2 Results of X analysis testing for differences in sub-
sequent imprisonment between the groups of offenders 
as marked. 
-=p..>.05n.s.; x=p<.05; xx=p<.01; xxx=p<.OOl 
I 
SUBSEQUENT· PRISON 
Figure 79. Results of t test analysis testing for differences in 
the number of subsequent imprisonments between the 
groups as marked. 
- = P>•05 n.s.; x = P<·05; xx = p <·01; xxx = p <.001 
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Subsequent convictlons and subsequent imprisonment also follow a sirri~ 
lar pattern from a low level in the non-prison 1971 group to the high-
est level in the prison 74 group. The trend was not, however, con·-
sistent between the non-prison 71 and the work order 74 groups. The 
difference, which was not statistically significant, was probably due 
to the change in sentencing policy which occurred with the introduc-
tion of the Work Order Scheme. 
The differences and levels of significance between the four groups 
on the four variables are shown in Figures 72 - 79 and are self-
explanatory. On all four measures of recidivism (that is, the pro-
portion of offenders with subsequent convictions, the number of sub-
sequent convictions, the propo:r-tion of offenders sentenced to srib-
sequent terms of imprisonment and the number of s11bsequent impriscn-
ments), the 1974 work order group had significantly lower J'."ates than 
both the prison 71 and prison 74 groups, but was not significantly 
different from the non-prison 71 group. 
It has already been shown that there were significant differences in 
the characteristics of the four groups particularly in terI11s of the 
levels of prior convictions and prior imprisonment. It is therefore 
likely that differences in recidivism between the groups were due to 
differences in the characteristics of the offenders within those 
groups rather than as a result of the type of sanction imposed. 
Final Analysis 
So far it has been shown that there were significant differences in 
the recidivism rates of the 1974 work order group and the prison 71 
and prison 74 groups. But whether these differences were due to the 
effect of the type of sentence imposed has yet to be established. 
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Any valid comparison between the recidivism -cates of offenders sen-
tenced to the different types of sanction would have to controJ. 
for the differences in the characteristics of the offenders through 
the construction of matched grou~s. In testing the effect of a work 
order sentence versus a short-term prison sentence on recidivism, the 
matched groups would comprise those offenders sentenced to a short-
term prison sentence in 1971 who would have received a work order 
sentence had work orders been a.vailc.ble, and those offE:nders sentenced 
to work orders in 1974 who would have received a short-term prison 
sentence had work orders not been available. Thus, without the 
a\lailability of work orders, both groups of offenders would have 
gone to prison and had both groups of offenders been sentenced aft.er 
I 
work orders were introduced, both would have received d work order 
sentence. 
As work orders were introduced in 1972, offenders sentenced to a short 
term of imprisonment in 1971 consisted of -
* those offenders who would have received· a work order 
sentence had work orders been available at the time; 
* those offenders who would have received a prison sentence 
regar,dless of the availability of work orders. 
By identifying and separating out the two groups of offenders in the 
1971 prison group, the recidivism rate of the potential work order 
group in 1971 could be compdred with the recidivism rate of those 
offenders who in fact received a work order sentence in 1974. 
The problem of deriving matched groups was, howeve;i:-, compounded in 
that not all offenders sentenced to work orders in 1974 would be 
expected to have received a prison sentence had work orders not been 
available (see Part II). Some would be expected to have received 
a non-prison sentence: 
Thus the 1974 work order group consisted of -
* 
* 
those offenders who would have received a non-prison 
sentence had work orders not been available at the time; 
those offenders who would have received a prison sentence 
had work orders not been available as an optionc 
In order for a valid comparison to be made between the effects of the 
two types of sanctions, four distinct groups would therefore have to 
be identified and separated out; those offenders in the 1971 
prison group who would have received a prison sentence regardless 
of the availability of work orders and those offenders in the 1974 
work order group who would have received a non-prison sentence had 
work orders not been available e These two groups would. then be, 
excluded from the analysis, allowing for a direct comparison of the 
recidivism rates between those offenders in the 1971 prison group 
who would have received a work order sentence and those offenders in 
the 1974 work order group who would have received a prison sentence. 
Tlie Construction of Matched Groups: 
A discriminant analysis was carried out to separate the prison 71 
and work order 74 groups into the desired sub-groups. 
Discriminant analysis is a classifying procedure whereby the vari-
ables which distinguish between two or more known groups are given 
a weighting according to the degree to which they differentiate be-
tween the groups. The resultant variable weightings are calculated 
for each subject to give a discriminant score and the subjec~s are 
then classified according the probability of belonging to one or 
other group. Previously unclassified subjects are also given a 
discriminant score and allocated to one or other of the known groups 
according to the pro:::iabili ty of that subject belonging to the group 
on the basis of the variables included in the analysis. The pro-
portion of previously unclassified subjects allocated to each group 
can be controlled 1'y varying the probability levels for inclusion in 
each of the known groups. (See SPSS Manual, 1975 Discriminant Analy-
sis'l a 
Four groups of subjects were considered in the analysis -
* 
* 
* 
* 
all male offenders sentenced to work orders in 1974 (340); 
all male offenders sentenced to up to three months' 
imprisonment in 1974 (27S); 
all male offenders sentenced to up to three months' 
imprisonment in 1971 (320); 
a sample of 82 i11ale offenders sentenced to a non-prison 
sentence in 1971. 
This gave a total of 1,017 offendersa 
The proportion of offenders who were sentenced to work orders in 
1974 who would have been expected to receive a prison sentence had 
work orders not been available has been estimated previously in this 
evaluation (see Part II, Table 2). In this recidivism analysis, 
calendar years rather than financial years have been used and app-
ropriate ad~ustments madeo 
In 1974, the projected number of convicted prisoners received (based 
on the five years prior to the introduction of work orders), was 923. 
The estimated number of prisoners received for the calendar year 
(based on the post-work-order number of convicted prisoners received) , 
was 677. Thus, the estimated number of offenders sentenced to w~rk 
orders in the 1974 calendar year who would have been expected to 
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receive a prison sentence had work orders not beP-n available was 246. 
Based on these figures, the 1974 work order group of 340 offenders 
could be diviaed into a sub-group of 246 offenders who would have re·-
ceived a prison sentence, and another sub-group of 94 offenders wr.o 
would have been,expected to receive a non-prison sentence had work 
orders not been available" 
This projection of the number of offenders sentenced to work orders in 
1974 who would have received a prison sentence had work orders not been 
available can also be used to derive an estimate of the number of short-
term prisoners in 1971 who would have received a work order sentence had 
the option been available at that time" As outlined, above, ctn es ti-
ma.t.ed 246 of the offenders in the 1974 wor)~ order group would have been 
expected to recdive a prison sentence had they been sentenced befo:~e 
work orders were introduced. This number represents 26.7"o of the pro--
jected 923 convicted prisoners re~eived for that year. Using the same 
proportion for the 19 71 short-term prison group, 86 of the 320 convic-
ted short-term prisoners received would have been expected to be seit-
tenced to work orders if the, alternative sanction had been available 
at that time" The 1971 short-term prison group of 320 o'ffenders can 
thus be divided into a sub-group of 234 offenders who would have re-
ceived a prison sentence regar~less, and 86 offenders who would have 
received a work order sentence had work orders been available. 6 
Offenders in the 1974 work order group and the 1971 short-term prison 
group were classified into the respective sub-groups by discriminant 
analysis" 
6 Here and in the remainder of this thesis the rather categorical 
expression "would have received a work order (or other type) of 
sentence" is used in place of more accurate but more c1J.mbersome 
terms signifying that the numbers are projections or es~imates, 
and the allocations can only be approximations to the outcome of 
a real sentencing procedure by the courts. 
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Those variables which had been found to differ significantly between 
the 1974 work order and 1974 short-term prison groups were used in the 
analysis. They were -
age; 
rrarital status; 
type of primary offence; 
nuniber of prior Children's Court.convictions; 
number of prior convictions for each of the 
categories of offences; 
number of prior imprisonments. 
Three discriminant analyses were carried out -
* 
* 
'l'he first to separate the 1:974 work order group into those 
offenders who would have received a prison sentence and those 
who would have receiveu a non-prison sentence had work orders 
not been available. These groups will be referred to respec-
tively as W074(PR) and W074(NF). 
The second to separate the 1971 prison group into those off-
enders who would have received a work order sentence and those 
- who would have received a prison sentence had work orders been 
available as an option. These groups will be referred to re-
spectively as PR7l(WO) and PR7l(PR). 
* Thirdly, the groups thus formed were re-analysed to check for 
accuracy of classification and determine areas of "leakage". 
-In the first discriminant analysis, the sample of 82 offenders sentenced 
to a non-prison sentence in 1971, and the group of 320 offenders sen-
tenced to three months' imprisonment or less in 1971 were used as the 
"known" groups. The discriminating function calculated on these two 
groups was then imposed on the same variables for the 340 offenders 
senten"ced to work orders in 1974 to determine those who would have re-
ceived a ppison sentence and those who would have received a non-prison 
sentence. The appropriate group weighting was included in the analysis 
so that approximately 94 of the offenders sentenced to work orders ·were 
classified into the non-pris9n group and approximately 246 were classi-
fied into the prison group. The results of the discriminant analysis 
are as follows -
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Number of Predicted Predicted Group: 
subjects: prison: non-prison~ 
Prison 71 320 229 91 
Non-prison 71 82 7 75 
Work order 340 243 97 
75.6% of known cases correctly classified 
x
2 
= 105.56i d.f. = l; p"" .001 
The classification achieved 75.6% accuracy on the known groups with 
a Chi-square value of 105.56 for one degree of freedom, significant 
I 
at the .001 level. The major leakage was from the prison group 
to the non-prison group. The appropriate number of cases from the 
1974 work order group was classified into the correct groups. 
The second aiscriminant analysis was carried out to-determine those 
offenders from the 1971 prison group who would have received a work 
order sentence had work orders been available, and those v.rho would 
have received a prison sentence irrespective of the availability of 
work orders. 
The "known" groups used were the 340 offenders sentenced to work 
o+ders in 1974, and the 275 offenders sentenced to three months or 
less imprisonment in 1974. The discriminating function calc,ulated 
on these two groups was 'imposed on the 320 offenders sentenced to 
three months or less imprisonment in 1971, discriminating petween 
those offenders who would have received a work order sentence, and 
those who would have received a prison sentence had work orders been 
available at that time. The appropriate weighting was included in 
the analysis so that approximately 86 0£ the offenders sentenced to 
a short-term prison sentence in 1971 were classified. into the work 
order group, and approximately 234 were classified into the prison 
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group. The results of this discriminant analysis are as follows: 
Group: Number of Predicted Predj cted 
subjects: work orders~ prison: 
Work order 74 340 166 174 
Prison 74 275 45 230 
Prison 71 320 87 233 
64.4% of known cases correctly classified 
2 
x = 50.94; d.£. = l; p ~ .001 
The classification achieved 64.4% accuracy on the known groups with a 
chi-square value of 50.94 for one degree of freedom and was significant at 
the • 001 level. The major leakage, was from the 1974. work order groi_1p 
into the predicted prison group. The appropriate number of •·ase::: fro~t'\ 
the prison 1971 group was classified into the correct g::oups. 
A third discriminant analysis was conducted to check for accuracy in 
classification, and to determine areas of leakage. 'I'he six yroups 
considered in the previous analyses were combined to form three groups 
according to actual and predicted classification in the following way -
* The 97 offenders in the 1974 work order group who would have 
received a non-prison sentence had work orders not been avail-
able (W074 (NP)), were combined with the sample of 82 off-
enders sentenced to a non-prison sentence in 1971 (NP71) • 
* The 243 offenders in the 1974 work order group who would have 
received a prison sentence had work orders not been available 
(W074 (PR)), were combined with the 87 offenders in the 1971 
prison group who would have received a wor~ order sentence 
had work orders been available (PR71 (WO)). 
* The 233 offenders in the 1971 prison group who would have re-
ceived a prison sentence regardless of whether work orders 
were available (PR71 (PR)), were corrbined with the 275 off-
enders sentenced to prison in 1974 (PR74) • 
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The results of this discriminant analysis a.ce as follows: 
Number of Predicted Predicted Predicted Group: 
subjects: non-prison: work order: prison: 
NP"il + W074 (NP) 179 75 42 62 
W074 (PR) + PR71 (WO) 330 4 210 116 
PR7l(PR) + PR74 508 7 77 424 
69. 7% of knmm subjects correctly classified 
x
2
=605.75; d.f.=4; p"'".ocn 
The classification procedure attained 69.7% accuracy with a chi-square 
value of 605.75 for 4 degrees of freedom, significant at the .001 level. 
The major leakage was from both the work order and non-prison groups 
into the predicted prison group. The proportionate levels .of this 
leakage is shown in Figure 80 -
* 
* 
83.4% of the prison group were correctly allocated with a 
15.2% leakage towards the work order group; 
63.6% of the work order group were correctly allocated with 
a 35.2% leakage towards the prison group; 
* 41.9% of the non-prison group were correctly allocated with 
a 34.6% leakage to the prison group and 23.5% leakage to-
wards the work order group. 
On the basis of these findings it can be said that the prison group 
has been clearly di?tinguished but there has been a fairly large de-
gree o~ overlap between offenders sentenced to a non-prison sentence 
and those sentenced to other types of sanction. These findings would 
indicate that there is a certain degree of tolerance in sentencing 
ma11.ifesting itself in a reluctance to impose a prison sentence which 
is, after all, the most severe sanction which can be imposed. This 
apparent willingness to give the offender the benefit of the doubt has 
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NON-PRISON WORK ORDER PRISON 
41.9% 63.6% 83.4% 
Figure 80. Results of the discriminant analysis testing for the 
appropriateness of the classification into the non-
prison, work order and prison groups derived from the 
previous two discriminant analyses. The proportion 
of cases correctly classified and the "leakage" between 
the groups is shown. 
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meant that many potential prisoners are disper.sPd among the non-
prison and work order groups, while the group of offt-:!nders actually 
sentenced to prison contains few potential work order or non-prison 
offenders. 
The overlap of potential sentences imposed makes the establishment of 
adequate control groups difficult and even more so because of a lack 
of refinement in the variables which affect the type of sentence im-
posed and the variability in the sentencing of the courts. Moreover, 
the leakage between the groups fo~med in the discrirr~nan~ analysis, 
whlch resulted in the wide dispersion of potential prisoners among the 
work order and non-prison groups, makes -it more difficult to estab-
lish significant differences between any of the groups" Any differ-
ences that were found, however, would be more likely to he due to 
the effect of the sentence than to personal characteristlcs. 
A further chebk on the accuracy of the discriminant analyses classi-
fications was carried out through a comparison of prior convictions 
and prior imprisonments between the groups. If the classifications 
were accurate it could be exr)ected that the seriousness and extent of 
prior records be tween the groups would be reflected in the type of 
sanction imposed, ·for, al though a large component of the discriminant 
analyses consisted of the number and types of prior convictions, 
several personal variables were also considered. 
Piiior Convictions and Imprisonments Compared be-tween Matched Groups: 
Comparisons were made between the six groups formed in the discri1nin-
ant analysis on the basis of -
* the proportion of offenders in each group with a pr~or 
record; 
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the average nmrber of prior convictio!'l.s; 
* the proportion of offenders in each of the groups who 
had served a prior term of imprisonment; 
-J: the average number of prior prison sen !:ences served 
in each group. 
The results of these comparisons are shown in Figures 81-84. 
In all cases the offenders sentenced to work orders in 1974 who would 
have gone to prison had work orders not been available (W074 (PR)) 
had a significantly worse prior record than those offenders sentenced 
to prison in 1971 who would have received a work order sentence had 
work orders been available. (PR71 (WO)) -
*'The proportion of W074(PR) offenders wii.:h a 
prior record.at 91.4% was significantly greater 
than in t.he PR71 (WO) group at 8J..69o -
5.18; d.f. l; p < .05 
* The average number of prior convictions in the 
W074(PR) group at 4.6 was significantly higher 
than in the PR71 (WO) group at 3 .O -
t = 3.43; d.f. = 328; p""'" .001 
* Similarly, the proportion of offenders in the 
W074(PR) group who had served a prior prison 
sentence· at 21.0% was significantly greater 
than the 9.2% in the PR7l(WO) group -
2 
x = 5.29; d.f. l; p "° .05 
* A similar pattern was found with regard t,o the 
average number of prior prison sentences served 
with an average of 0.59 for the W074(PR) gro~p 
compared to 0 .13 for the PR71 (WO) group -
t = 2.73; d.f. = 328; p --=::-.Ol 
(F'igure Sl) 
(Figure 82) __ 
(Figure 83) 
(Fig .... rre 84) 
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' No significant differences were found be tween -che two prison groups, 
that is, between the group of offenders sentenced to a short-term. 
prison sentence in 1971 who would have gone to prison whethe:i:: or not 
work orders had been available (PR71 (PR)) and the 1974 short-term 
prison group (PR74). 
I ' \ 
* 
* 
The proportion of offenders with a prior record 
was similar be~ween the two groups with 91.0% 
of the PR7l(PR) group compared to 89.5% of the 
PR74 group -
2 
x == 0.18; d.f. 1; p >·05 not significant 
•rhe avera.ge nurriber of prior convictions was 
similar between the -cwo groups (6.1 compared 
to 6.7) -
t l.30; d.f. == 506; p>.05 not significant 
* There were no significant differences between 
the two .groups in the proportion of offenders 
who had served a prior prison sentence (53.6% 
compared to 45.8%) -
2 
X = 2. 79; d.f. = l; p > .05 not slgnificant 
* There were no significant differences between 
the two groups in the average number of prior 
(Figure 81) 
(Figu~e 82) 
(Figure 83) 
prison sentences which had,been served (2.1 and 2.0) -
t ==·0.27; d.f. = 506; p :::> .05 not significant (Figure 84) 
In comparing the 1971 non-prison group with those offenders sentenced 
to work orders in 1974 who would have been expected to receive a non-
prison sentence had work orders not been available, significant 
differences were found on two of the four variables. 
* The W074(NP) group had ~higher proportion of 
offenders with a prior record at 84.5% compared 
to 69.5% for th~ 1971 non-prison group -
x2 = 4. 9 5; d. f. l; p -=::.::-.05 (Figure 81) 
* 
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The non-prison 71 group, however, had a bJ.gher 
average number of prior irrprisonments than the 
W074(NP) group (0.54 compared to 0.12) -
t = 2 • 3 2_; d. f. == 177 ; p < . 0 5 
Similarly, the proportion of offenders in the 
non-prison 71 group who .ha.a previously served 
a term of imprisonment was higher than in the 
W074(NP) group but this differ~nce was not 
statistic~lly significant (17.1%· for the NP71 
group compared to 7"2% for the W074(NP) group) -
3.27; dof. = l; p :::>.OS not significant 
* There was no significant difference between 
(Figure 84) 
(Figure 83) 
the two groups in the number of prior convictions 
(2.9 compared to 3.0)-
t = 0.52; d.f. = 177; P.:>.05 no~ significanL (Figure 8:2) 
The anomaly, on the one hand where a greater proportion of the group 
of offenders in the 1974 work order groupp who would have received a 
non-prison sentence had work orders not been available, had a p:i;ior 
record and on the other where the 1971 non-prison group had a sig-
nificantly greater number of prior imprisonments, tends to weaken 
the· case for the accurate formation of matched groups. This anomaly 
could also deI119nstrate the changes in sentencing policy which had 
occurred following the introduction of the Work Order Scheme in 1972. 
Before work orders were introduced, offenders with a prior record had 
-· 
a greater likelihood of being sentenced to prison because of the lack 
of a suitable alternative thereby reducing the numbers in the 1971 
non-prison group who had prior convicti~ns. It should also be noted 
that the NP71 group consisted of those offenders for whom the court 
had requested a pre-sentence report. Such requests are usually 
made when the court is in some dilemma as to the appropriate sentence 
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PRIOR RECORD 
NON-PRISON WORK ORDER PRISON 
1971 
1974 
Figure 81. Results of x2 analysis testing for differences in the pro-
portion of offenders with a prior conviction between the 
groups as marked. 
-=p>.05n.s.; x=p<..05; xx=p<..01; xxx=p(.001 
PRIOR RECORD 
NON-PRISON WORK ORDER PRISON 
1971 
1974 
Figure 82. Results of t test analysis testing for differences in the 
number of prior convictions between the groups as marked. 
- = p).05 n.s.; x = p<(..05; xx= p<,.01; xxx = p~.001 
1971 
1974 
Figure 83. 
1971 
1974 
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PRIOR IMPRISONMENT 
NON-PRISON WORK ORllCl\ l'RlSON 
2 Results of X analysis testing for differences in the pro-
portion of offenders with a prior prison record between 
the groups as marked. 
- = P> .05 n.s.; x = P"- .05; xx= p<..01; xxx = pL..001 
PRIOR IMPRISONMENT 
NON-PRISON WORK ORDER PRISON 
Figure 84. Results of t test analysis testing for differences in the 
number of prior inprisonments between the groups as marked. 
- = p> .05 n.s.; x = p< .05; xx= P< .01; xxx = p..(, .001 
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to i~pose and when '1. term of imprisonment is being considered. Thus, 
tli.e 1971 non-prison ~roup would comprise the more serious types of 
offenders who narrowly averted a term in prison. The leakage shown 
in Figure 80 tends to substantiate this view and it can be seen that 
the NP71 and W074.(NP) groups contained a large proportion of potential 
prisoners. 
From the point of view of this evaluation, however, it is the differ-
ences between the-! group of offenders sehtenced to prison in 1971 who 
would have received work orders had they been available (PR7l(WO)), 
and the group of offenders sentenced to work orders in 1974 who would 
have received a prison sentence had work orders not been available 
(W074 (PR)) wl?.ich is of the most importance. As outlined earlier 
the W074(PR) group was, on all measures of prior record and imprison-
ment, significantly worse than the PR7l(WO) group. On this basis, 
and in line with the findings of Mannheim and Wilkins that ·the number 
of prior convictions is a reasonable indicator of recidivism, it cc,uJd 
be expected that offenders in the W074(PR) group would be more likely 
to commit further offences than.offenders in the PR7l(WO) group. 
Accordingly, the matching of the two groups must be regarded as con-
servative when used to test the effect of a work order sentence and 
a short-term prison sentence on recidivism. 
Bearing in mind that the essence of any valid comparisons between the 
groups and their recidivism rates was corttingent on the matching of 
groups, a further check on the appropriate matching of groups was 
built into the recidivism analysis. If the offenders had been 
correctly matched in the discriminant ~nalysis, it could be expected 
that there would be no significant differences between the recidivism 
rates of the PR7l(PR) group and the PR74 group. Offenders in both 
groups had undergone imprisonment and would have been sentenced to 
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prison whether work orders had been available or not. On thG 
other hand, a comparison between the recidivism rates of the NP71 
and W074(NP) groups need not show the same similarities because the 
two groups had expei-:ienced different. types of sentences. 
Suhseqi~nt Convictions and I~prisonments Compared bet:ween 
Matched Groups: 
The cut-off poini. for recidivism in this. analysis was June 30th in 
the year following the conviction for which the of fender first ca.me 
under observation. That is, until June 30th, 1972 for those off-
enders sentenced in 1971 and up co June 30th, 1975 for those off-
enders sentenced in 1974. 
In measuring the rate of recidivism, consideration was also given to 
the seriousness with which the court viewed the subsequent offence 
so that not only subsequent convictions were recordeG. but also those 
subsequent convictions considered serious enough by the courts to 
warrant a prison sentence. 
are shown in Figures 85-88. 
The results of these recidivism analyses 
The proportion of offenders convicted of subsequent offences in each 
group and the significant differences between the groups is shown 
in Figure 85, while the average number of subsequent convictions for 
each of the groups and the significant differences between them is 
shown in Figure 86. The proportion of offenders sentenced to a sub-
sequent term of imprisonment in each group and the differences be-
tween the groups is shown in Figure 87, while the average number of 
subsequent imprisonments and differences between the groups is shown 
in Figure 88. 
On all measures, the offenders sentenced to work orders :in 1974 who 
'' 
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would have received a prison sentence had work orders net beeu avail-
able (W074 (PR)) , had lower rates of recidivism than these offenders' 
sentenced to prison in 1971 who would have received a work order sen-
tence had work orders been available at that time (PR7l(WO)). These 
findings have the most important implications fer the recidivism 
analysis. 
* 44.4% of t..~e W074(PR) group were convicted of subsequent 
offences compared to 57.5% of the PF.7l(WO) group -
2 
x - 3.85; d.f. = l; p < .05 
* Offenders in the W074(PR) group were convicted' of 
an average of 0. 84 offences compared to l. 62 for 
the PR7l(WO) group -
(Figure 85) 
t 3.78; d.f. 328; p «::: .001 · (Figure 86) 
* 18.1% of the W074(PR) group were sentenced to 
a subsequent term of imprisonment compared to 
31.0% of the PR7l(WO) group -
5.60; d.f. = l; p < .05 
* Offenders in the W074 (PR) group were sentenced 
to an average of 0.33 terms of subsequent im-
prisonment compared to 0.60 for the PR7l(WO) 
group -
t 2. 36; d. fo 328; p"' .05 
(Figure 87) 
(Figure 88) 
These findings are even more significant when the prior records and 
prior imprisonment rates of the two groups of offenders are taken 
into account. 
It has been established earlier that offenders in the W074(PR) group 
had significantly more extensive records than offenders in the PR7lfWO) 
group. After an equal follow-up period, which did not take into 
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RECIDIVISM 
NON-PRISON WORK ORDER PRISON 
1971 
1974 
Figure 85. Results of x2 analysis testing for differences in the propor-
tion of recidivism between the groups of offenders as marked. 
1971 
1974 
- = P> .05 n.s.; x = P"- .05; xx= p <..01; xxx = p<., .001 
NON-PRISON 
RECIDIVISM 
WORK ORDER PRISON 
Figure 86. Results ©f t test analysis testing for differences in the 
number of subsequent convictions between the groups as 
marked. 
- = p) .05 n.s.; x = P< .05; xx = p <'... .01; xxx = p<.. .001 
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SUBSEQUENT IMPRISONMENT 
NON-PRISON WORK ORDER PRISON 
1971 
1974 
Figure 87. Results of x2 analysis testing for differences in the propor-
tion of subsequent imprisonment between the groups of offenders 
as marked. 
-=p,>.OSn.s.; x=p<..05; xx=p(.01; xxx=p<.,.001 
SUBSEQUENT IMPRISONMENT 
NON-PRISON WORK ORDER PRISON 
1971 
1974 
Figure 88. Results of t test analysis testing for differences in the 
num0er of subsequent iI111?risonments ~etween the groups as 
marked. 
- = p> .as n.s.; x = p< .05; xx= p<. .Ol; xxx = p<. .001 
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account the fact tbat the J?I-Z7l(WO) group was out of circulation for 
some time, the PR7l(WO) group had a greater rate of recidivism by 
whatever criterion used" This represents a reversal of the differenc.es 
between the two groups and is contrary to the findings of mos'"" studies 
on recidivism which show prior record to be a reasonable .indicator of 
recidivism. 
It could be argued that the reversal in trends between prior and 
subsequent convictions was due to an overall decrease in the nurober of 
convictions made by the courts between 1971-72 and 1974-75, or that 
the reversal in trends in prior and subsequent imprisonment between -Lhe 
two groups was due to a change in the sentencing policy of the com:: ts. 
The first argument is not substantiated by the findings in Part II of 
this evaluation which showed a continuing increase in -::he numbel'." of 
convictions made by the courts" However, there was a decrease in 
the proportion of convictions resulting in a prison sentence after 
the introduction of the Work Order Scheme (Part II) and this rnay in 
some part account for the reversal in trends in prior and subsequent 
imprisonment between the W074 (PR) group and the PR7'l(WO) group. On 
the other hand, there was no similar reversal between either the 
non-prison or prison groups as shown in Figures 87 and 88 1 and these 
findings woul·d tend to negate the argument. In fact, no significant 
differences were found either in subsequent convictions or subsequent 
imprisonment between the PR7l(PR) and PR14 groups, nor between the 
W074(NP) and NP71 groups (Figures 85-88) •. The similarities between 
the recidivism rates of both the prison and non-prison groups lends 
further support to the appropriate classification of offenders by the 
discriminant analysis. 
One major, unaccounted for, anomaly remains and that is the high 
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recidivism rate of those _offenders who would have received a non-
prison sentence had work orders not bcx~n available .wo74 (NP). This 
group of offenders had a higher, although no-:: significantly so, rate 
of recidivism than the W074(PR) group and there were similarities 
between this group of offenders and the PR7l(WO) group both- in terms 
of the proportion of offenders who had subsequent convictions anc1 
tl1e proportion of offenders who served subsequent terms of imprison-
ment. Thus, the presumably less serious offenders in the 1974 work 
order group (that is, those who would have received a non-prison sen-
tence had work orders not been available) had a slightly highei::- recidi-
vism rate than the presumably more serious offenders (that is, those 
offenders who would have received a prison sentenc::e had work orders 
not been available). Furthermore, although the W074 (NP) group and tl1e 
PR7l(WO) group experienced different types of sentences and offenders 
in the latter group were presumably tl1e more serious types of off-
enders, there were no significant differences between the two groups 
in the proportion of offenders convicted of subsequent offences nor 
the proportion of offenders sentenced to subsequent terms of im-
prisonment. This anomaly cannot be readily explained, except on a 
speculative basis. Here it should be noted that the basis on which 
the non-prison component of the 1974 work order group was separated 
out in the discriminant analysis related to t~e·characteristics of 
thos'e offenders in the 1971 non-prison group. The discriminant 
analysis showed. a leakage from the N:Ji'7l and W074(NP) groups towards 
the prison and work order groups. It should also be noted that the 
non-prison group, on which the W074(NP) group was based, consisted of 
offenders for whom a pre-sentence report had been requested by the 
courts. Pre-sentence reports are generally requested by the court 
only when there is some qoubt as to the appropriat~ sentence and parti-
cularly so when a prison sentence is being considered as the most 
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likely possibility. '!'he non-prison 71 group used in this ctnalysis 
was therefore not a representative sample of those offenders sentenced 
to a non-prison sentence in 1971. The hj_gh prior iraprisonrnent rate 
of this group would tend to suppurt such a conclusion (Figures 83 and 
84) . The sample of offenders selected for t.he non-prison 71 group 
was, however, the only group for which sufficient information was_ avail-
able tO' be included in the discriminant analysis. 
IMPLICATIONS OF 'l'HE RECIDIVISM ANl\LYSIS 
------ ---
The finding which has the wost significant implications in thls 
conservative analysis is that.offenders sentenced to work orders had a 
lower recidivism rate than a comparable group of offenders sentenced 
to a short-term of imprisonment. This is true whether r'2cid:i.visrn 
is measured by a conviction for any subsequent offence or by only 
those subsequent convictions which were considered serious enough to 
warrant a prison sentence. The difference in recidivism rates be-
tween the two groups, although statistically significant, does not 
by any means indicate that the perfect criminal sanccion has at last 
been found and a fairly high 44.4% of those offenders sentenced to 
work orders were still convicted of subsequent offences, whilst 18.1% 
were sentenced to a subsequent term of imprisonment within the 18-
month follow-up period. 
A number of other important implications in relation to sentencing 
have emerged from this analysis. 
When the 1971 prison group was separated into those offenders who 
would have received a work order sentence had vork orders been avail-
able and those who would have gone to prison regardless, significant 
differences were found between the two groups on a·11 measures relating 
to previous criminality. 
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* A greater proportion of the PR7l(PR) group 
had a prior record than the PR7l(WO) group, 
(91.-0% compared to 81. 6%) -
2 
x = 4.57; d.f. ,= l; p "'.05 
* Offenders in the PR7l(PR) group had a more 
extensive prior c'.'."iminal record at an average-
of 6~1 convictions each compared to an aver-
age of 3.0'each for the PR7l(WO) group -
t 5.69; d.f. 318; pcc:::-.001 
* A significantly greater proportion of the 
PR7l(PR) group had served prior prison 
sentences, 53. 6% compared to 9. 295 for the 
PR7l(WO) group -
2 
x 49.72; d.L li p < .001 
* Offenders in the PR7l(PR) group had also 
served a greater number of prior terms of 
imprisonment at an average of 2.09 compared 
to 0.13 for the PR7l(WO) group -
t 6.43; d.f. 318; p <.001 
(Figure 81) 
(Figure 82) 
(Figure 83) 
(Figure 84) 
Thus, on all counts, the PR7l(PR) group had a worse record of previous 
offences and previous imprisonments than the PR7l(WO) group. After 
both groups had served their term of imprisonment, however, no sig-
nificant differences were found in tbe recidivism rates. The poten-
tially more "promising" PR7l(WO) group had a recidivism rate which 
was "just as bad" as the PR71 (PR) group. This finding is even more 
significant in the light of the reversal of trends between the W074(PR) 
group and the PR7l(WO) 'group, where the-former group, although beginn-
ing with a significantly worse record, had a significantly lower rate 
of recidivism. 
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On the basis of this evidence alone, - it wou1d not be possible to sub-
stantiate a claim that imprisonment actually le.d to a higher rate of 
recidivism for the PR7l(WO) group in relation to the W074(PR) group. 
' The findings do, however, tend to support such a view. But the 
question arises as to whether the recidivism rate for these offenders 
would have been as high had they been sentenced to some alternative 
sanction. 
It could be argued that as there were few significant differences in 
either the prior or subsequent convictions of offenders in the PR7l(WO) 
group and the NP71 g.coup, no case has been established for the effective--
ness of a non-prison as opposed to a prison senterice in producing a 
low rate of recidivism. Al though the differences between th(':'Se two 
groups were not statistically significant, a reversal of trencs s:i..mi-· 
lar to that which occurred between the PR7l(PR) and PR7l(tv0) groups,-
did emerge. The problems associated with the selection procedure 
for the 1971 non-prison group have been outlined earJier and it could 
be argued just as strongly that if the recidivism rates between the 
PR7l(WO) and the NP71 groups were similar then little worthwhile 
purpose has been served in imposing a prison sentence. The lack of 
effectiveness of a prison sentence in curbing recidivism is particu-
larly highlighted by the lower recidivism rate of the W074(PR) group 
in relation to the PR7l(WO) group. 
'l'his analysis, which has erred on the side of conservatism, has att:emp-
ted to determine the effects of different types of sentences on matched 
groups of offenders. It has been found that a work order sentence 
not only p~oduced a recidivism rate which was no worse than the short-
term prison sentence it was replacing, but in fact, when comparable 
groups are considered, such a sentence resulted in a significantly 
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lower rate 6f reciai_yisrn. The results of this analysis have a ls·:) 
shown that there wer.·e no significant differences in the recidivism 
rates of those offenders sentenced to a short term of inprisonment 
in 1971 who would have received work orders had they been available 
and those offenders sentenced to a non-prison sentence in 1971. 
The i.jilplication in this case is that neither sanction (prison or 
non-prison) could be considered more effective in producing a 
lcwer recidivism rate than the other and. that those offenders sen-
to::nced to prison might just as well have received a non-prison 
sentence as far as subsequent offences are concerned. Considered 
in an overall sense, these findi,1gs have important and far-reaching 
implications' for sentencing policy. 
PART VI 
COMPARATIVE COSTS 
of 
WORK ORDERS 
and 
I MPRI som1;ENT 
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'rhe part that economic considerations played in the formulation of 
the Wbrk Order Scheme has been out.lined in Part I. A new prison had 
been planned tc cope with problems of overcrowding, but the two-and-
a-1::.alf million dollars required for its construe-Lion was not available. 
Given the financial limitations, an economic alternative to imprison-. 
ment had to be found. The alternative decided upon was thG Work Order 
Scheme. 
It is obvious that a scheme which allows an offender to live at home, 
I 
and to continue at his norr:;al eITlployment must be cheaper to operate 
than a system which requires an offender t.o be housed in a secure 
setting, fed' and clothed for 24 hours a day, seven days a week. The 
determination of the differf?nce in cost between a work order sentence 
and a prison sentence is the aim of this section of the evaluation. 
COST OF IMPRISONMEN~: 
The cost of mainta.ining Tasmania's prisons is given in the Controller 
of Prisons Annual Report. The cost for the financial yen.r 1974/75 
is shown in Table 24 of this evaluation. 
The total cost of operating Tasmania's prisons in 1974/75 was $2 ! 584, 708 
and this figure includes the recurring expenditure, capital expenditure 
and the cost of running the prison indust:ries. With a daily average 
prison population of 342 for the year, the annual gross cost per pri-
saner was $7,557.63 or $145.34 per prisoner per week. 
In Tasmania, the prison industries operate a Suspense Account, the 
details of which are also presented annually in the Controllel.~ of 
Prisons Annual Report. Goods produced in the industries, whether 
consumed in the priso.n itself, or supplied to government or 'semi-
govern,ment autho.ri ties, are recorded at their commercial value. That 
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Table 24. Cost of imprisonment in Tasmania for l974/75. 
Controller of Prisons Annual Report, 1975) • 
(From 
Costs 
Recurring expenditure 
Capital expenditure 
Cost of prison industries 
Total cost 
Daily average of 342 prisoners 
Annual gross cost per prisoner 
Weekly gross cost per prisoner 
Value of production 
Nett 
Commercial value of production of 
prison industries 
Annual commercial value of production 
per prisoner 
Weekly commercial value of production 
per prisoner 
Annual nett cost 
Annual nett cost per prisoner 
Weekly nett cost per prisoner 
$2,088,987 
$ 222,000 
$ 273, 721 
$2,584, 708 
$7,557.63 
$ 145.34 
$359,l75.00 
$ 1,050.22 
$ .20.20 
$2,225,533.00 
$ 6,507.41 
$ 125.14 
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is, the price which would have had to be pa_id ha.d the goods .been pur-
chased' elsewhere. 
The commercial value of, the goods produced in prison indus t:cies in 
1974/75 was $359,175, giving an annual value of production,per pri-
7 
saner of $1,050.29, or $20.20 per prisoner per week. 
'I'he cost of operating- the prison industries is included in the total 
cost of operating Tasmanian prisons, so that wben the annual value of 
production from prison industries is subtracted from this total, tbe 
armual nett cost of the pxison system in Tasmania for 1974/75 was 
$2 F 2?.5 ;5JJ. For the daily average prison population of 342, the 
annual nett cost per prisoner was $6507.41, or a 11ett cost of $125.14 
per prisoner per week. 
COST OF THE WORK ORDER SCBEME: 
Tl1e administration of the Work Order Scheme by tl1e Tasmanian Pro-
bat.ion and Parole Service meant that the operational costs of the 
scheme were absorbed into b.'-ie overall costs of the Probation and 
Parole Service. No separate costing for the work order component 
of the Service is available. An estimate of the costs involved in 
operating the scheme was derived in consultation with re:Levant mem-
bers of the Attorney-General's Department and is shown in 'I'able 25. 
It was considered that the estimated costing was a generous one, err-· 
ing on the side of over-estimation rather than under-estimation. 
7 This low value of production is no doubt related to a number of 
factors indluding the type of equipment used, the motivation of 
the prisoners, and the time taken up with security procedures -
particularly musters and roll-calls. The reasons for low prison 
productivity are not, however, a central issue in this evaluation. 
\ 
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The total gross cost o;e operating' the Work Order Scheme in 1974/75 
was estimated to be $39,520. This figt1re includes salaries, office 
space, postage, telephones and the provision of, ~nd :r:epairs to, 
equipment. For a weekly average of 20 l employees on the scheme, ' as 
shown in Part III, the annual gross cost per employee was $196.62 
or $3.78 per employee per week. 
/ 
No information was available on the value of the work undertaken by 
the work order employees and it is difficult to estimate this value 
when a service is provided rather than a tangible product produced, 
The value of work undertaken by work order employees was costed on a 
similar basis to the value of production in the prison industries; 
in this case, the estimated commercial value of the work undertaken,. 
The rates of payment for most services are calculated on t:he baGis of 
8 
the time spent performing the tasko The eight hours work required 
of work order employees was costed in a siwJ_lar way using the ruling 
minimum adult wage as the scale of payment. 
The value of w9rk undertaken by work order employees was calculated 
according to the estimated number of man-days of wo.ck completed. The 
average weekly attendance on work order projects, as shown in Part I·II, 
was 63.3% which, as a proportion of the average 201 employees involved 
each week, gives 127.23 man-days of labour per week. The ruling mini-
mum adult wage at that time was $60.70 per week or $12014 per day. On 
this basis, the estimated value of work undertaken was $1,544.57 per ' 
week or $80,317.75 per year, giving an estimated value qf productimi 
per employee of $399.59 per year or $7068 per employee per week. 
8 
Work order employees are eA~ected to work a full eight-hour day 
and their productivity is not hindered by the necessity to partake 
in musters and roll-calls. 
--- -
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Table 25. Estimated cost of the Work Order Scheme in Tasmania 
for 1974/75 
Salaries 
1 full-time administrator for the Hobart 
region plus half-time typist/clerk 
3 x one-third administrator and support staff 
for the Launceston, Devonport and Burnie/ 
West Coast regions 
3 paid supervisors for one day per week 
at $20 per day 
General expenses 
Office space, postage, telephones, repairs to 
equipment, etc. estimated $200 per week 
Total cost 
Weekly average of 201 employees 
Annual gross cost per work order employee 
Weekly gross cost per work order employee 
Value of production 
Nett 
Average attendance of 63.3% for 201 employees 
= 127.23 man-days of labour per week 
127.23 man-days of labour at ruling minimum 
adult wage of $60.70 per week 
Total annual value of production 
Annual value of production per employee 
Weekly value of production per employee 
Annual nett production 
Annual nett production per employee 
Weekly nett production per employee 
$13,000 
$13,000 
$ 3, 120 
$10,400 
$39 ,520 
$196.62 
$ 3.78 
$ 1,544.57 
$80,317.75 
$ 399 .59 
$ 7.68 
$40, 797. 75 
$ 202.97 
$ 3.90 
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This leaves the anomalous situation, at least as far as correctional 
schemes are concerned, where the value of work undertaken actually ex-
ceeds the cost of operating the scheme. The estimated nett value of 
work carried out by work order employees when subtracted from the 
cost of operating the scheme, gives an estimated annc;al nett "profit" 
of $40,797.75, which works out at a "profiti; of $202,97 per employee 
per year, or $3.90 per employee per week. 
COMPARISON OF COSTS: 
Clearly, ~he Work Order Scheme was cheaper to operate "L~an the prison 
system. 
The following comparison of costs is not intended to imply that time 
spent in prison is equivalent to time spent-on a work order, but as 
no exchange rate is stipulated in the legislation between prison and 
work order sentences, the base cost per week of each scheme is pre-
sented to allow for cost comparisons at whatever exchange rate is 
co~sidered appropriate. Whichever exchange rate is used, and one 
I 
week of imprisonment to two weeks of work orders seems most appro-
priate, the cost differential increases in favour of the Work Order 
Scheme. 
The gross cost of imprisonment in 1974/75 was $145.34 per prisone~ 
per week, compared to $3. 70 per work order employee per week - a 
difference of $141.56 per offender per week. Further, the esti-
mated value of work carried out by offenders on the Work Order Scheme 
exceeded the estimated cost of operating the scheme by $3.90 per 
offender per week. This nett "profit" compares with a nett "loss" 
of $125.14 per prisoner per week. A comparison between the two in 
nett terms shows a "saving" of $129.04 per offender per week on the 
Work Order Scheme in relation to the weekly nett cost of imprisonment. 
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ll. comparison of this kind does not take into account the fact that the 
cost of operating the prison sys tern incluaes large overhead' ,expenses 
which remain relatively stable, irrespective of the number of prisoners 
in the system. In this ~1ay, a decrease in tlle prison population is 
not reflected in a similar decrease in the cost of operating the prison 
and, in such a case, the cost per prisoner would actuiflly increase. 
A. corresponding increase in the prison population would in turn reduce 
tl1.e cost per prisoner. It should be pointed out, however, that at 
the time the Work Order Schene was introduced the prisons were over-
crowded and, in the absence of a suitable alternative, a new prison 
would have had to be built. 'l'he cost of building a new prison was 
estimated at two-and-a-half million dollars and with it would lJave 
come additional annual operating costs. Thus, not only was the ·dork 
Order Scheme cheaper to operate than imprisonment but it also saved 
I 
the State an additional two-and-a-half million dollars plus operating 
costs, which would have been required to build and maintain a new 
prison. 
, 
It could be argued that the value of production in the prison indus-
tries should have been calculated on the basis of the mlnimum adult 
wage as was the case for the work order calculations. It has already 
been exp~ained that the value of prison production was based on its 
commercial value and that the price of goods on the commercial market 
take account of the labour costs. Furthermore, a substantial por-
tion of the prison working day is spenr in routine prison matters 
including musters, roll-calls, security checks and maintaining the 
prison itself. _These procedures reduce the time available to be 
spent in working in the industries and correspondingly, result in a 
decrease in prison productivity. Work order employees, on the other 
hand are npt involved in the maintenance of the scheme and are put 
\~ 
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to work for a normal ej.ght-hour day as soon as they arrive on the pro--
ject. The diligencE: with which work order employees carried out 
their work may, of course, be questioned but, if the work was unsatis-
factory, it would be expected that a poor conduct report would have 
neen submitted and, as outlined in Part III, an average of only 2.8% 
of the employees received poor conduct reports each week. 
It could also be argued that on the basis of the Trades and Labour 
Council' stipulation that no work was to be undertaken by work order 
employees which would normally be pa.id for, (sec~ Part I) , the work 
which was undertaken had no commercial value. But as the supervisor 
of one geriatric home pointed out "Without the Work Order Scheme, 
this Home would have had to employ two full-time gardeners at a cost 
in excess of $10,000 a yearo This is money uhich we pensioners just 
do not have, so the grounds around he're would have been a veritable 
jung·le without the work order chaps". The value of the work is 
therefore apparent even though it is likely the work wouJ.d not have 
been undertaken had t.h.e scheme not been introduced. 
OTHER COSTS AND BENEFITS: 
A direct Gomparison of the costs of imprisonment and the costs of 
the Work Order Scheme does not, however, give a complete account of 
the cost differences between the two schemes and there are a number of 
other costs and savings which cannot readily be measured. These in-
elude the cost of Social Welfare payments to the depenqents of pri-
soners, the loss of employment and tax revenue through imprisonment 
and the usual payment of unemployment benefits to a prisoner on re-
lease from prison until employment is found. These added costs are 
not generally incurred by offenders sentenced to work orders where 
work order employees are expected to continue at their normal employ-
ment, supporting their own families and contributing to tax revenue~ 
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It is not w:Lthin tr.a scope of ::.his evaluation, howeveJ:, to deterrn;ine 
the cost differentials between the two schemes on these items. 
CONCLUSIONS: 
This section of the evaluation has shown that the costs of operating 
the Work Order Scheme are considerably less than for iinpd.sonrnent -
by around $140 per offender per week. 
It is beyond the scope of this evaluation to attempt to d·=termine just 
how much money the State saved in 1974/75 as a result of the introduc-
tion of the Work Order Scheme in 1972. A rough estimate can, however, 
be made on the basis of the expected daily average prison population 
in 1974/75 had work orders not been introduced. 
Based on the daily average prison population regression line for the 
five years prior to the introduction of work orders, the expected 
daily average prison population for 1974/75 was 473. The actual 
daily average was 342 prisoners or 131 less than expected. 
A daily average of an additional 131 prisoners at an annual gross 
cost of $7,557.63 per prisoner gives an additional gross cost of 
$990,049.53 for the year 1974/75 had the alternative sanction not 
been available. From this must be taken, the cost of operating the 
Work Order Scheme estimated at $39,520 for 1974/75, leaving a total 
additional cost for 131 prisoners of around $950,000. 
This estimated additional cost is 'given as a guide only and it has 
been mentioned earlier that the high overhead expenses in operating a 
prison mean that fluctuations in the prison population are not reflec-
ted in corresponding fluctuations of cost. It must be remembered 
however, that the Work Orde~ Scheme was seen as an alternative to a 
new two-and~a-half milJ.ion dollar prison and the cost of builaing 
tJ1is new prison, together with its annual operating costs, should 
also be weighed up against the cost of operating the Work Order Scheme. 
There is no doubt that a work order sentence is far more economical 
than a prison sentence ;:i.nd, on the figures available, the new scheme 
could be said to bave saved Tasmani<m taxpayers something in the 
order of between half a million and one ·millioa dollars in 1974/750 
PART - VI I 
CONCLUSIONS 
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The preceding sections of this ev:aluation have deal'.: with s-pecific 
aspects of the Work Order Scheme, and analysed rJ1em in isolation from 
each othero ~r.his section of the evaluation will give an overview 
of .:he findings, focus some attention on th2 qualitative aspects of 
the scheme and suggest ways in which the ,scheme could be improved. 
OVERVIEW: 
The impetus for th2 introduction of the Work Oxder Scheme into the 
Tasmanian criminal justice· system was purely economic brought about 
by an overcrowding of the prison capacityr and a lack of funds to 
extend this capacity. 
The Probation and Parole Service, in consultation with the Judiciary 1 
Police, Prisons, Trades and Labour Council, Service Organisations, 
and interested merr.bers of the community, devised a scheme whereby an 
offender could be sentenced to a number o.E days of work in the cornm-
uni ty, up to a rnaximuiu of 25 for any offence, as an option2.l .:1.lterna-
tive to imprisonment. The scheme was implemented on a State-wide · 
basis and administered regionally by the Pr0bation and' Parole Service. 
The projects undertaken were of a charitable nature, ranging from 
cleaning dog compounds for the Canine Defence League, clearing and 
maintaining Pioneer Cemeteries, developing and constructing child::::en's 
playgrounds, grounds maintenance at geriatric homes and children 1 s 
homes to general maintenance of individual pensioners' horoes and 
gardens. The necessary supervision was provided on an honorary basis 
by the beneficiaries of the work being done. 
'rhe introduction of the Work Order Scheme in February 1972 was accom-
panied by a reversal of tren~s in the prison population. Prior to 
the introduction of the Work Order Scheme, the prison popula ti rm was 
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increasing, after t:he scheme 1 s introduction, it began to decrease. 
In 'rasmania it was considered that this was largely due to the avail-
ability of the alternative sanction,,~ A cornpa:cison with prison popu-
la'i. .. lon trends in the other States, however, shewed similar trends, 
even though no alternative scheme had been adopted in these States 
at that time. 'Ihis would seem to indicate c_n Australia-wide change 
in sentencing poJ icy, which coincided with L'!e introduction of work 
m-:-ders in 'I'asmania. It is, therefore, not possible to determine 
the effect of the introduction of work orders on the Tasmani~n prison 
populationr ir1dependent of the Australia-v1ic1e change j_n sentencing 
policy. lt seems reasonable to conclude, however, that the intro-
duction 0£ the Work Order Scheme did play a sigrd ficant part in the 
reversal of trends in the Tasmanian pri~on population. 
An analysis of the operation of the scheme showed an average weekly 
attendance of 63.3% of the 201 employees on the scheme each week. 
An average of 12. 3% were absent without leave each week, and the re-
maining 24.4% were absent with permission. Excellent conduct re·-
ports were issued to an average of 5.5% of ~he employees per week, 
while 2. 8% r'ecei ved poor conduct reports o Forty-three percent of 
the 451 offenders in the operational analysis were absent without 
lea.ve at some time during the 6-month abservation period; 5. 5% ab-
\ 
sconded; and lo6% were returned to court for non-compliance with 
their work order instructionso Attendance and conduct rates differed 
significantly between the various types of projects on which off-
enders were placed. There were also differences,in performances 
' between the regions under whose jurisdiction the offenders came. 
The most successful projects \Jere of an individual assistance nature 
where an offender worked on a one-to-one basis for a pensioner. The 
least successful were those classed as impersonal group projects 
/ 
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where two or more offenders worked on projects which did not involve 
personal contact with other people such as clearing pioneer cemeter-
ies, or cleaning dog kennels for the Canine Defence League. Although 
an experimental design to test whether this difference in attc1dance 
\ 
and conduct on work order projects was due to the nature of the pro-
ject. or the nature of the offender could not realistically be im-
plemented, :it. was considered tI1at both factors played a part. 
'rhe regional differences in attendance and conduct which emerged 
were more obviously related to the type of regime imposed by the 
F.e<::.rional Adminis t~a tor. A firm but fair regime, with a system of 
remissions had the highest overall success while an u.J.involved, un-
enthusiastic regime had the lowest overall success. 
The characteristics of offenders sentenced to work orders were sirni-
lar to those found throughout the criminal justice system in the 
western world. The majority were young, single males, who had left. 
school at an early age and were working in unskilled or semi-skilled 
jobs. Eighty-nine percent had prior convictions and 17% had served 
prior prison sentences. The of fences for which of fenders were sen-
tenced to work orders covered a wide range and included robbery (not 
armed), assault, break enter and steal, burglary, receiving stolen 
goods, illegal use of a motor vehicle, drunk and disorderly, drunk 
and incapable, disturbing the peace, creating a nuisance, drunken 
driving (exceed .08) , and driving whilst disqualified. 
On the information available, it was not possible to accurately iden-
tify offe:i.ders who were likely to default on the scheme by either 
non-attendance or recidivismo 
A comparison of recidivism rates between offenders sentenced to work 
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orders and offenders sentenced to three ltiOnt.1-is r imprisonment or less 
showed that,47.1% of the work order group were convicted of subsequent 
offences compared to 6L 8% of the short- term prison group during a 
similar follow·-up period which ranged from 6-18 months. Similar 
differences betw~en the two groups were found when convictions which 
resulted in subsequent imprisonment were used as the criterion for 
recidivismp with 18.8% of the work order group being sentenced to 
a subsequent term of imprisonment compared to 40c0% of the short-
term prison g-roup. While these differences in recidivism are im-
portant, i'c could not be claimed that they were due to the type of 
sentence imposed, as there were significant differences in the prior 
criminal record and personal characteristics of offenders in the two 
groups. 
Comparable groups of offenders sentenced to a short-term prison 
sentence and a work order sentence were constructed by separating 
out those offenders senter;ced to a short-term prison sentence in 
,' 
1971 (the year before work orders were introduced) who would have re-
ceived a work order sentence had the option been available, and those 
offenders sentenced to work orders in 1974 who would have received a 
prison sentence had work orders not been available. 
A comparison of the recidivism rates between these two groups of 
offenders showed'that 44a4% of the offenders sentenced to work orders 
who would have received a prison sentence had work orders not been 
available, were convicted of subsequent offences, compared to 57.5% 
of the offenders sentenced to prison wh~ would have received a work 
order sentence had the option been availableo Similar differences 
were found between the two groups when any subsequent conviction which 
resulted in a prison sentence was used as the cr~terion. Of the, 
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cffend~rs sentenced to wcrk orders who would have received a prison 
sentence had work orders not been available, 18.1% were sentenced to 
a subsequent term of imprisonment, corr\E)ared to 31.0% of the offenders 
sentenced to prison who would have received a work order sentence had 
the option been availableo 
These differences were statistically significant, and show that off-
enders sentenced co work orders had a lower rate of recidivism than 
a comparable group of offenders sentenced to a term of i1nprisonment. 
A compa::--ison. of the costs of imprisonment and the co,sts of the Work 
Order Scberne showed that the gross cost of imprisonment in 1974/75 
was $145034 per prisoner per week, compared to an estimated-gross 
cost of $3.78 per work order employee per week. Taking in to accourit 
the value of production in the two schemes, the nett cost of imprison-
ment was $125.14 per prisoner per week, compared to a nett "profit" 
of $3. 90 per 1work order employee per week. It could not 'be assur:ied 
that the transfer of offenders from one scheme to the other would 
result in similar increased costs or savings, and it was not poss-
ible to determine accurately the amount saved by the State through 
the introduction of work orders. However, with all factors con-
sidered, an estimate of the savings would seem to be within the range 
of half a million to one million dollars for 1974/75. 
ANECDOTAL EVIDENCE: 
The evidence presented so far in this evaluation has been of a quan-
titative kind and has shown that the Work Order Scheme is a viable 
optional alternative to imprisonment. But, a purely quantitative 
analysis does not give the full story and the qualitative aspects of 
the scheme must also be taken into accounto This is perhaps best 
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achieved by detailing the most outstanding successes ~nd failures of 
the schen12. 
The most outstanding failure involved a_young compulsive thief who 
was completing his work order by clearing and maintaining- the garden 
'-
of an elderly widowed pensioner. The pensioner leased a small flat at 
the rear of her house to a young.married couple who were absent for 
a time, leaving a purse and money on the table behind an unlocked door. 
It does not take too much imagination to piece"the story together. 
The work order employee stole the money, left his work project, and 
headed for the nearest hotel, where he was picked up shortly after-
wards by the police. This was the only breakoown of this nature, 
namely a betrayal ~f trust on the part of the work order employee, 
which had occurred in the first four years of the scheme's operation. 
Another example of a breakdown, of a less serious nature this time, 
concerned an employee who did a "break and enter job" while he was 
absent without leave from his work order project. 
Not all breakdowns, however, can be attributed to the work order em-
ployee; at times it was the supervisor at fault. A minister of 
religion was appointed as a work order supervisor for employees in a 
rural area in which he was stationed. The projects nominated had been 
accepted by the Work Order Projects Committee and involved cleaning up the 
the old cemetery around the church, clearing the church grounds, some 
minor work involving painting and cleaning of the church itself, and 
then providing assistance to individual pensioners in the area. Work 
order supervisors can claim a nominal $20 per day for supervision, to-
gether with·an allowance for travelling expenses. This supervisor 
claimed the maximum allowable each week. A number of weeks passed 
before it was discovered that the supervisor was capitalising on the 
scheme to have his own privat .. e garden improved and maintained by 
the work order employees, rather than supervising their ·.,.;ork on the 
projects which had been accepted by the Projects C01m11ittee. The 
sur:-ervisor was rapidly phased out of the scheme in as diplomatic way 
as possible to avoid repercussions and ill-feeling. 
Along a similar vein, a work order employee was placed with a de-
serted wife who had a nlli!lber of small children and needed some assis-
tance around the home. Not long after a.cquiring the services of the 
work order employee she took in a new male corrpanion, who then estab-
lished himself on the verandah, can of Foster 1 s in hand, and pro-
ceeded to issue instructions and ultimatums to the work order em-
ployee. Rapid intervention was required and the work order employee 
transferred to another project to preven't the very real possibility 
of violence erupting. 
The other major breakdown occurred in the early days of the scheme 
and has been outlined in Part I. A local council employee acted as 
a work m:der supervisor- on a project which involved pickir1g up stones 
from a 250 hectare reserve, a ~ather dull and monotonous task at the 
best of times. To make matters worse, the supervisor viewed the 
employees as a convict chain-gang, and ordered that they work :ten 
feet apart without talking to each other. After only a few weeks 
he had a rebellion on his hands, with the work order employees re-
fusing to take any more orders from him, claiming they would rather go 
to prison than work under his supervision. Once again, rapid 
diplomatic intervention was required to defuse the situation. 
These were the most serious breakdowns in the first four years of 
the scheme's operation, and are well balanced by some of the-out-
standing successes. Breakdowns of the nature' outlined above a:re, 
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however, potentially very dangerous to such a scheme as they are 
likely to receive wide-spread p-Ublid.ty, and can severely damage 
community acceptance of the scheme. 
One of the success stories involved a 40-year-old alcoholic who had 
completed 14 of the 20 work order days to which he had been sentenced 
for driving whilst disqualified. He was taken from the project 
facing charges related to a previous offence, and was remanded in 
custody for three weeks pending a pre-sentence report. The qdminis-· 
trator for the region received at least three phone calls and several 
other reports from concerned pensioners fo..r whom the work order emplo_yee 
had been working. They wanted to know if there was anything they 
could do to be of assistance to the employee who had done so much for 
them during his 14 weeks on the work order. Among those who were 
prepared to appear in court on t__he offender's behalf were some who 
were incapacitated or handicapped. Their willingness to help would, 
in itself, have caused them some personal hardship. The administrator 
assured the pensioners that he would incorporate their comments into 
the pre-sentence report. Later in court, the Magistrate complimented 
the employee on the impression he had created amongst the elderly 
folk, and allowed him the option of a further 20 days of work rather 
than a term of imprisonment. After c0mpleting both sentences, the 
employee continued to work for the pensioners on a voluntary basis on 
several occasions until another employee could be allocated to the 
project. 
On a similar vein, the construction of an adventure playground at a 
home for retarded children proved to be one of the more successful 
personal group projects undertaken in the Hobart region. Over the 
period of the programme, -four young employees put in a considerable 
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amount of time over and above the reg_uirements of their work order$. 
One of them vollmtarily worked for seven Saturdays beyond the original 
20 days to which he was sentenced. The group included one youth who 
had spent most of his younger days in various institutions and as well 
as working on the work order project each Saturday, he returned on 
Sundays when he organised games for the children and provided o sher 
assistance in the rrmning of the home. 
The importance of matching offenders to projects is illustrated in 
a case involving a 17-year-old youth who was originally assigned to 
a.group project. After a number of weeks, it was apparent that he 
was not settling into the project, and was in fact becoming disrup-
ti ve to the other emp~oyees. He was tro.nsferred from this p'l'.'oject c:md 
sent to work for an elderly pensioner who had specifically asked 
for some of the more difficult cases. He completed his work order 
in a satisfactory manner. Upon completing his sentence no-one else 
was available to take over the project, so the work order employee 
worked for another five Saturdays rmtil a replacement had been found. 
In the meantime, while the employ~e worked in the garden, his girl-
friend kept the pensioner-supervisor company. 
Some of the u.Tiquantifiable side-effects of the Work Order Scheme 
can be illustrated in the case of another 40-year-old alcoholic. 
Sentenced to a work order for driving whilst disqualified; the em-
ployee had an extensive record of imprisonment and rmstable employ-
ment. When he arrived for his appointment with the Regional Ad-
' . 
ministrator to discuss allocation to a work project, he was ordered 
from the office because of his drunken state. At the interview 
the following day, the administrator told the employee he would be 
placed on a group project, as his drink problem could lead to further 
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problems if he was placed on a one-to-one basis with a. pensioner. 
Furthermore, he could not be trusted to attend on a regi.;lar basis. 
The employee warned that his placement with a group would only 
compound the drinking problem. Once the day's work was finishecl 
he would no doubt head off to the pub with the other employees on 
the project. The administrator decided to give him the chance to 
prove himself, but subject to the strictest supervision. If there 
were any problems or any complaints, he w_ould not hesitate to take 
the employ~e back to court for non-compliance with his work order 
instructions. Over the next 12 weeks, the ernployee worked in the 
garden of a pensioner who commenced him as an extremely good worker. 
Other people in the area also commended on the quality of his work, 
in that he made the garden "the showpiece of the street". Since 
completing the programme, the work order employee has maintained 
contact with the administrator and has found stable employment. He 
is determined not to be out of work again. His wife reports that bis 
drinking habits have moderated, and that he is now taking an active 
interest in maintaining his own garden. 
The development of social relationships between work order employees 
and their supervisors are not uncom..inon as 0utlined in the case of 
"Old Doug" (pp. 24-25). Another case concerned a young man who was 
convicted of a drug offence, and assigned to assist a pensioner 
couple. The couple, an elderly wo_man and. her husband who had ter-
minal cancer, are reported to have looked forward to each Saturday 
when the employee would come to work in the grounds of their home. 
To such an extent, that only on Saturdays did the old man get out of 
his bed and show any interest in what W<?-S going on around him. He 
would sit in the garden talking to and discussing work with the employee. 
Since the completion of the work order, social contact has been main-
tained between the emp+oyee and the pensioner couple. 
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The advantages of flexibility in ad1ninist1:ation a.nd of having avail-
able a wide range of supervisors of different types, aLe highlighted 
in the follow~ng example. The case involved an offenc3er who was 
frequently in fights a.nd had an Pxtensive record. Known far and 
wide as "Dracula", a seemingly appropriate name, he began to cause 
trouble shortly after beginning ~ork on a group project. More often 
than not he was absent from the project, and when he did attend he 
created more disruption than his work was worth. Prosecution was 
imminent when, as a last resort, he was re-assj_gned to an elderly 
people's Home. A widowed pensioner supervisor for whom he was to 
woik had supervised other work order employees for a number of years, 
and had built up a reputation as being able to handle difficult cases. 
In spite of this experience and her reputation, however, shP. exprc::ssed 
tlLe pessimistic view that this was one case with which she would not 
be able to cope. As the weeks ·went by, "Dracula's" conduct gradually 
improved, until finally his conduct was exe.mplary. The widow later 
died and the emp:J_oyees working on the project were excused from attenC.-
ing until a new supervisor could be found. "Dracula" f however, took 
lt upon himself to initiate his own assistance to the pensioners 
living in the Home until a new supervisor was appointed. 
'J;he development of a sense of pride anq achievement: in the work order 
project is apparent in many of the scheme's success stories. There 
are several exarrples .of employees who have put in time over and above 
that required of them in their work order sentence to see a proj,ect 
through to its end. One involved a 42-year-old employee with a long 
history of crimes of violence. A concrete finisher by trade, he was 
assigned to a project at a local Priory which involved work related 
to his own trade skills. The employee assumed the role of unofficial 
supervisor and often came back later in the afternoon or early the 
next moJ.:ning to do the necessary work at the approrpiate times for the 
pouring of the concrete. As a result, 40 yards of concrete were 
pouredf solving the problem of waterlogged grounds. 
Many of the examples recounted above sound "almost too good to be true" 
but they are only a few of a nL.UIJt.::!r of similar success stories and no 
attempt has be2n made to paint a ,rosier picture than was actually the 
case. Suffice i.t to say that the numb~r and types of successes f,ar 
outweigh the number and 'types of breakdowns, and that these successes 
have been instrumental in ti'1e acceptance of the Work Order Scheme by 
both the courts and the community. 
SUGGESTIONS FOR H1l?ROVEivJENT: 
This evaluation has shown the Work Order Scheme to be a useful eco-
nomic optional alternative to imprisonment. In the course of this 
evaluation, however, a nurriber of ways in which the scheme could be 
improved have also become apparent and warrant consideration by the 
Tasmanian Attorney-General 1 s Department for possible implem9ntation 
in to the s-chellte . 
Provide Proper Choice of Alternative Sentences to Offenders -
Currently the procedure for sentencing an offender to a work order 
is: the court finds the offender guilty and offers him the option 
of a work order instead of a prison sentence. There has been only 
one case in the scheme's first four years of operation in which an 
offender has selected imprisonment. Hrn1ever, the offender is not 
given a real choice, inasmuch as the court is not required to, and 
generally does not, specify the length of each sentence between which 
the offender is to choose. This resulted in a feeling of ·resent-
ment on the part of a num.~er of offenders in that they received a 
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longer-than-expected \vork orde:r: sentence. Many felt t.hat if they 
had elected to go to prison, they would have been "Lequired to serve 
a much shorter term. There is no way of determining whether they 
would have been sentenced to a longer or shortel'. term but the practice 
of failing to s:r-ecify the length of each alternative sentence has 
nevertheless caused some ill-feeling. 
It is not suggested that a fixed rate of exchange be established 
between work orders ancJ imprisonment and the flexibility in sentencing 
options, aliowing the court to tailor the sentence to the offender, 
seems desirable. However, it is suggested that the full sentencing 
alternatives between which the offender is to choose, should be spelt 
out. That is, the offender may be told "one month in prison or eight 
work order days", or whatever the court .deems to be a suitable sent·-
ence. The offender then has a proper choice and, if convicted of 
non-compliance with his work order instructions, there is no ambigu-
ity as to how much of his original sentence remains to be served. 
Limit the Length_ of a Work Order Sentence which can be Imposed -
Currently, a work order sentence is limited to a maximum of 25 work 
order days for an offence, which normally takes six months to com-
plete. This has been interpreted by the-courts as 25 work order 
days for only one offence, so that an offender convicted of more th.:=m 
one offence can be sentenced to more than 25 work order days. As 
a result, a small number of offenders have 'been sentenced to 100 or 
more work order days, which would take in excess of two years to 
complete. Sentences of this length have a disheartening effect 
on the employee in that they often see their sentence as being 
interminable. Such sentences also impose a considerable burden on 
the family of the offender when he is lu1able to spend any Saturday 
~-- -
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at home for such a long period of time. 'These lengthy work order 
sentences tend to make the offender lose heart, he becomes disinter-
estedr and can become a disruptive influence on the work: project. 
There are possibly two alternative solutions to this problem. The 
first would be to make the sentences concurrent; the second would 
be to defer passing sentence until a suitable amount of time has 
elapsed for the first work order sentence to have been completed. 
This would alleviate some of the problems created by the long sen-
tences, a.nd would also allow the courts to monitor the offender's 
progress before passing sentence on him again. 
Introduce a System of Remissions -
The low defaulting rates in the Burnie and \"Jest Coast regions seeff, 
to have been largely influenced by the unofficial system of giving 
remissions of one day off for every ten days satisfactorily completed, 
practised in these regions. This system of rewards for satisfac"'.:.ory 
work and attendance appears to have increased the motivation of the 
work order employees, resulting in a relatively trouble-free opera-
tion of the scheme. It is suggested that a similar system of re-
missions be officially adopted on a State-wide basis. 
Develop a Greater Number of Individual ·Assistance Projects -
'I'he opera t.i.onal analysis, together with the anecdotal evidence, has 
shown that individual assistance projects, where an offender works on 
a one-to-one basis for a pensioner r are generally the most successful 
I 
both in terms of attendance and an apparent change of attitude on the 
part of the offender. Although it must be remembered that offenders 
should be matched to suitable projects, and that not all offenders 
are suitable for individual assistance projects, it is suggested that 
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"':.he further dGvelppment of projects of this nature, particularly in the 
Launceston and Devonport regions, would help to decrease the relatively 
high defaulting rates in those regions. 
Develop Guidelines for Accepted Levels of_Flexibllity in Attendance -
One of the major advantages of the Tasmanian Work Order Scheme is the 
degree of flexiliili ty in attendance which has been buil i: into the 
scheme. While i:i.i t.ially, the legislati·on allowed work orders to be 
completed only on Saturdays, this was changed so that work could be, 
carried out 0n any day of the week. The change in legislation was 
of particular importance to shift-workers who would not otherwise 
have been able to complete a work order sentence without interference 
to their normal employment. 
rwo other advantages· of this flexibility are that an employee can 
be excused from attendi~g for a period of time if circumstances 
warrant this; or the length ?f time taken to complete a sentence can 
be reduced by allowing the employee to work more than one day per 
week. An example of the former is the case where a work order em-
ployee's wife deserts, leaving him with a number of children. In 
this case, .the employee is excused from attending until the domestic 
situation sorts itself out. An example of the latter case is where 
an unemployed work orqer employee has been accepted for the Armed 
Services, but cannot join until his indebtedness to the court is 
cleared.· In this case the employee is permitted to work his days 
consecutively so that he can join the Services at the next intake. 
Both of these cases actually occurred and it is to the scheme's 
credit that it could cope with these types of situations-
However, it was noticed that in some instances, unemployed offenders 
sentenced to work orders were permitted to work their. days during the 
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week, thereby allowing them the weekend to themselves. It was even 
suggested that one or two offenders sentenced to work ordexs had left 
their employment so that they could complete their sentences in a 
leisurely pace at their own convenience. 
This would appear to be contrary to the spirit of the scheme, i·Thich is 
based on a loss of leisure rather than a loss of liberty, and a.1so 
loses the intermittent reinforcement component of the punishment. 
Stricter legislative control does not seem warranted, as this would 
unnecessarily restrict and hamper the desired degree of flexibility 
'\'hi ch the scheme currently has. However, it is suggested that more 
rigorous guidelines be dr~wn up to assist the administrators in their 
discretionary powers. 
Provide Roving Supervisors -
It was found that a large number of pensioner/supervisors were left 
very much to their own devices in the supervision of work order em-
ployees and a number of them expressed some concern about decisions 
which they had to take in relation to their charges. These were, 
gen~rally speaking, of a minor nature, such as how much flexibility 
is allowed in starting and finishing times when the employee has 
worked well, has not stopped for lunch and has a good reason to leave 
half-ari-hour early; is the employee allowed to do some urgent work 
for my widowed pensioner neighbours or must he only work in my garden. 
They can, however, involve more serious matters such as when an 
employee disqualified from driving arrives for work in his own car; 
or an employee going for a counter-lunch, returning to work late, 
drunk and insolent. These problems and the decisions to be made for 
dealing with them, can cause considerable stress on the pensioner-
supervisor, particularly widows living alone. Roving supervisors who 
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vis:;_t each ,_project. each day th<:l project is active have been appointed 
in some regions. It is sugges·ced that an appropi~iate number of 
:<:oving supervisors be appointed throughout the State so that each pro-
jec I: is visited by a roving supervisor for a short time on every day 
in which the project is active. This would overcome most of these 
problems, and would help boost the morale of the pensioner/supervisors, 
so that they do not feel isolated or threatened in a situation beyond 
their control" 
'1'ake Steps to Maintain Morale on the Scheme -
Work order projects and their supervisors are widely scattereu 
throughout the State. In visiting some of these outlying projects, 
it was found that some of the supervisors had had no persona] contact 
with any of the Probation and Parole staff for one or more years. 
They were extremely pleased to find that "some-·one from Head Office" 
kne·w of their ex'istence and what they were doing, and had enough 
interest to come and see at first-hand what was being done. 
Staff of the Attorney-General's Department put a lot of time and 
effort into developing the scheme particularly in a public relations 
sense to get community support and involvement. However, once the 
scheme was operating, little effort was expended in maintaining or 
boosting the morale within the scheme. It is suggested than an 
officer from the Attorney-General's Department visit each supervisor 
at least twice a year in order to maintain the morale and community 
involvement which this scheme has generated. This task could be 
undertaken by a State Work Order Co-ordinator, suggested later. 
Intro<luce Welfare Component -
The anecdotal evidence of this evaluation has highlighted nuinerous 
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cases where personal relationships were developed between work order 
employees and their pensioner-· supervisors. These relationships 
allowed for a situation of "give and take'' to develop where the em-
plo_yee provided assistance to a pensioner and in t.urn,_many pensioners 
were cible to help the employees working for them. This was not always 
the case however, and the ability of a pensioner to deal adequately 
with certain types of problems is somewhat limited. 
It is suggested that a wel£are component be incorporated into the 
Work Order Scberpe to provide assistance to employees through educa-
tion, gnidc.nce and counselling. 'I'h:i.s welfare corr.ponent would be 
/ 
available Eo employees at the discretion of the ad:rriinistrator and 
would be voluntary. Time spent on welfare programmes would be con-
sidered to be pare of the sentence but only up to c.i. certain rnaxjmum · 
proportion - say around 25%. 
Cases where offenders might benefit from a welfare component could 
include illiterate traffic offenders \,onvicted of driving without a 
licence or driving whilst disqualified, and who had been unable to 
Verbal obtain a licence because they ~ould not read or write. 
instructions on the traffic code could be provided and of fenders 
assisted in completing the necessary forms. Offenders with drug 
or alcohol problems, financial, marital or employment problems could 
be assisted through the welfare prograrrnne in a similar way. 
The administrator would have to exercise careful screening to ensure 
employees were not taking up the welfare option simply to get out of 
work. Similarly, employees should not· be forced to take part in the 
welfare component of the scheme if they would prefer to complete their 
entire sentence on a work order project. 
---
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The welfare programme could be provided by trained volunteers, 
of which a large number are already available in the community. 
\ 
Appoint a State Work Order Co-·ordinator -
I-c was found that there was a lack of co-ordination and lack of staff 
to administer the YtJork Order Scheme at an optimum level. This was 
apparent in all regions but particularly so in the Devonport region 
where two probation cfficers were responsible :..-or a heavy case-load 
oE probationers as well as the administration of 37 work order 
employees. Regional differences in administration such as the prac-
tice of allowing unemployed offenders sentenced to work orders, to work 
<1uring the week, and the rmofficial system of remissions practised 
in particular regions, show a lack of overall co-ordination. It lS 
snggested that a Work Order Co-ordinator be appointed to be respons-
ible for the operation of the Work Order Scheme throughout the Sta.te. 
His duties would be to oversee and co-ordinate the work of the Regional 
Administrators; to visit each of the work order projects at least 
twice a year as outline? above; to provide feedback to the courts on 
the operation of the scheme; to plan and work towaros the future 
development of the scheme; and to generally promote the sehcme in 
the community. 
Develop the Scheme to Accommodate More Female Offenders -
At the time this evaluation was undertaken, very few females were 
sentenced to work orders largely because there were few projects 
suitable for them. It is suggested that this area be further de-
veloped, to accorrunodate a larger number of female offenders. The 
development of such projects woQld 9e an appropriate task for the 
State Co-ordinator. 
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.Bxtend the Scheme a;::; an Option to Other Pe1i.al ties -
l t ~s suggested thc>.c the Work Order Scheme be extended as an optic..:m2.l 
c:'.lternative to com:t sanctions ot:her than imprisonment. Currently, 
if an offender is fined and fails to pay his fine he is generally 
sentenced to a term of imprisonment. A work/fine option programme 
could be developed along similar lines to the Work Order Scheme. 
Jn a work/fine option programme, an offender who is fined could 
eithe.c pay the fine, or work out the value of the fine on community 
work. ·A number of problems would have to be resolved, such as the 
'/alue of the work (the minimum adult wage would seem an approprlate 
starting point for initial' discussion); whether a fixed scale for 
the value of the work should be applied; and whether the scheme 
would apply to offences under the State law only, or include offences 
under Conm1onweal th law~ Administrat~onal problems and issues wol.'.ld 
also have to be resolved, and this would seem an appropriate task 
. for the Sta.te Work Order Co·-o:cdinator. 
/ 
In conclusion, the Hork Order Scheme was found to be a successful., 
unique, innovative, and viable alternative to imprisonment, with 
numerous beri~fits to both the offender and the community. The 
scheme is worthy of consideration by other Australian. States and 
Territo:i,:-ies, and even other western countries with a view to imple-
mentation in their own criminal justice systems. 
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1?'ROBATION OF OWENDERS. 
No. 82 of 1971. 
Af\J ACT to amend the Probation of Offenders Act 
1934. [14 December 1971.] 
DE it enacted by His Excellency the Governor of Tasmania, by and 
D with tbe advice and consent of the Legislative Council and House 
of Assembly, in ParEament assembled, as follows:-
Jj,-(1) This Act may be cited as the Probation of Offenders Act ~~~1t~~con. 1971. ' 
(2) The PJObation of Offenders Act 1934, as subsequently 
amended, is in this Act referred to as the Principal Act. 
l 
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' -Heading_ 2 Before section one of the Principal Act the following heading 
is inserted:-
"PART I 
"PRELIMINARY". 
Interpretation. 3 Section two A of the Principal Act is amendeu by omitting sub-
section (1) and sub~tituting the1dor the following subsection:-
Heading. 
Probation 
officers. 
Heading. 
Conditional 
release of 
offenders. 
It offender 
fails to 
observe 
cond1t10ns. 
" (1) In this Act, unless the contrary intention appear<>-
' er,' pl oyee ' !TI cans a person wbject to a work order; 
'probation order' means an order under section three placing, 
or requiring a person to be placed, under the supe1 vision 
of a probation officer appointed under this Act or or 
such other person as may be named in the order; 
'supervisor' means a person appointed under section seven G 
-as a supervisor for the purposes of section seven n; 
' work order ' means an order made under subsection (1) of 
section seven A; 
' work order committee ' means a committee appointed under 
sectipn seven F.". 
4 After section two A of the Principal Act the following heading 
is inse1ted:-
"PART II 
"ADMINISTRATION". 
5 Section seven of the Principai Act is transposed to follow the 
heading inserted by section four of this Act, and is renumbered 
two B. 
6 After section two B of the Principal Act as renumbered by 
section five of this Act the following heading is inserted:-
" PART III 
" PROBATION ". 
if Section three of the Principal Act is amended by inserting in 
subsection (2B), after the word "imprisonment", the words ", or 
made a work order,". 
S Section six of the Principal Act is amended-
(a) by omitting subsections ( 1) to ( 4) and substituting. 
therefor the following subsections:-
" (1) Where an offender is ~ound by a recognizance 
under this Act to appear for conviction or sentence----
(a) before the Supreme Court, proceedings may 
be taken, as prescribed by rules of court 
made under section twelve of the Criminal 
Code Act 1924 as if this Part were con-
tained in the Criminal Code, to bring tI)e 
offender before that court for the purposes 
of subsection (3 )' of this section; or 
I I 
r-----
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(/;) before a court of summary jurisdiction, pro-
ceedings may be taken, as prescnbed by 
rules made under section one hundred and 
forty-four of the hl.1tices Act 1959, to bring 
the offender before a court of summary 
jurisdiction for the purposes of sul)section 
(3) of this section. 
"(2) Rules made for the purposes of either para-
graph of subsection ( 1) of this section may provide 
for the arrest of an ofiender and for proceedings 
thenxm before a justice or court of ·summary juris-
diction."; 
(b) by renumbering wbsection (5) as subsection (3); and 
(c) by omitting from that subsection the words "bound by 
a recognizance under this Act" and substituting foere-
for the words " brought under subsection (1) of this 
section ". 
9 After section six of the Principal Act the following Part is 
inserred:-
"PART IV 
" WORK ORDERS 
"7. This Part shall commence on a daie to be fixed by prociama- Comr.icn.ce-
. d , all . h d f . d f t f . ' mcnt ona lion an sn cxplfe at t e en o a perro o wo years rom tl1aL c;xpiry of 
date. Part. 
" 7 A-(1) Instead of sentencing a person to undergo ::.i term of.Power to 
• • ] <' C d f ··a·· malewo1k Dnpnsonment, t 1c 0upreme ourt an courts o summary Jlir1s 1ct1on oidm. 
may, with the per~on's consent, adjudge that he for his offence 
attcng at such places and times as shall be notified to him in writing by 
a probation oilicer or a supervisor, on so many Saturdays, not exceed-
ing twenty-five, as the comt may order, and thereafter to du such 
things for such times as may be required of 11im under. section 
seven R. 
"(2) A memorandu·m of an order under this section in the 
prescribed form and supplemented by the prescribed information 
shall be drawn up, be scaled or signed as prescribed, and be given to 
the person against whom the ·order is made before he is entitled to 
depart from the court by which the order is made . 
. "(3) A work order shall be made only \Vhere it appears to the 
court that provision has been or will be made for the doing of work 
by the person against whom it is made. 
" ( 4) A copy of a work order shall be sent forthwith to the 
Secretary of the Attorney-General's Department. 
" 7B-( 1) Where a work order has been made against a person, Effect of 
a probation oiliccr or a supervisor shall notify him in writing that "erk ordcrn. 
on a specified Saturday or Saturdays he is required to report to a 
supervisor at a specified place and tune and of any special provision 
made for his transportation to that place. 
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"(2) Subject to subsection (3) of this section, transportation for 
the purposes of subsection (1) may be by public transport, or by 
departmenrnl transport, or by one for part of the way and by the 
other for part of the way. 
( 
"(3) For the purposes of ~ubsection ( 1) of this section, an 
employee shall not be required to travel between bis place of abode 
and the place at which he is required to report, in addition to the 
distance for which transportation is provided, a distance, measured 
by the shortest practicable route, of more tlian seven miles. 
"(4) In pursuance of subsections (f), (2), and (3) of tlfr; 
section, it is lawful to provide thar an employee shall travel by depart-
mental transport leaving a specified place at a specified time for a 
specified destination and then by public transport similarly, leaving 
him to use such means as he may have or choose lo go to the first-
mentioned place and from the specified destination of the public 
transport to the place at which he is required to report, or to make 
any similar simpler or more complicated provision. · 
"(5) If an employee in attempt;ng to comply with subsection (1) 
of this section finds, after due inquiiy, no means of transportation 
as mentioned in the notification thereunder or no supervisor to report 
to, as the case may be, he shall \vait for it or him one hour and, if at 
the end of that hour he still cannot travel or report,, he is at 11bcrly 
for rhe rest of the relevant Saturday, and shall be deemed to h[lve 
done all that was required of him under this section on that day. 
"(6) When an employee has reported to a supervisor in com-
pliance with subsection ( 1) of tbis section, he shall do such work or 
other activity as the latter orders subject to the regulations made 
under this Act. 
"(7) That which an employee is required to d9 under a work 
order shall-
(a) be such work or other activity or such kind or class of 
work or activity as a work order committee has 
approved; and 
(b) not be continued for more than eight hours, exclusive of 
any time allowed for lunch, on any one day. 
""(8) An employee shall, in w;pect of his attendance, travelling, 
and work or activity under a wo1k order, be deemed to be a worker 
employed by the Crown for the purposes of the Workers' Compen-
sation Act 1927 and to be a worker within the meaning of that Act, 
notwitlistanding anything to the contrary in subsection (3) of section 
four of that Act, paid-
( a) at a rate equal to the basic rate. as defined in that Act; 
or 
(b) at the rate of his average weekly ean}ings, if any, within 
the meaning of that Act, · · 
whichever is the greater rate. 
"(9) In this section 'departmental transport' means transport 
arranged by the Attorney-Gene1al's Department, a probation officer, 
or a supervisor. 
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. " 7c--( 1) On application on behalf of the Crown or by the Var;ation, &c. 
1 l 
. d . . of work order. 
emp oyee, a work orcer may at any time urrng its currency be 
reviewed by the Supreme Court or a court of summary jurisdiction, 
according as the order was made by the Supreme Court' or a court 
of s1µ111nary jurisdiction. 
"(2) Before a court reviews a work order under this section, it 
must appear, by affidavit or otherwise, that-
(a) the condition or circumstances of the employee-
(i) has or have changed since th!! order was made; 
or 
(ii) was or were not such as the court making the 
order thought it or them to be, 
so that the order should not, in consequence, be put 
into or continued in execution; 
(b) the employee is in cmtody awaiting trial or under a 
sentence of imprisonmer.t; 
(c) the employee is resisting or evading, or attempting to 
resist or evade, the execution of the order; 
(d) the employee's conduct in respect o[ any matter required 
of him by or under this Act in respect of the order is 
wch as to make the exec1.ition of the order-
(i) impossible; or 
(ii) d1fllcult for any person concerned with- or 
affected bv its execution; or 
(e) the employee has bee~ convicted of a contravention 1 of 
subsection ( 1) of section seven D. 
"(3) On review of a work order under this section, the court 
reviewing it may- , 
(a) discharge it without more; 
(b) revoke it and order and adjudge that the employee for 
the offence for which it was made be fined or 
imprisoned; or 
(c) reduce the number of Saturdays for which it is to last. 
" ( 4) Jn exercising its power under paragraph (b) of subsection 
(3) of this section the court shall take into account-
( a) that the work order was made; and 
(b) anything done under it. 
" 7D--(1) If an employee-- Operation and enforcement of 
or work order. 
\ 
(a) fails to attend as required by a probation officer 
supervisor; 
(b) fails to carry out in a proper or reasonable manner the 
work or activity required of him; 
(c) disturbs or interferes with any other person working or 
qoing anything under a work order; 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
assaults, threatens, insults, or uses abusive or unfitting 
language to a probation officer or a supervisor; 
fails to comply with subsection ( 4) of section seven E; 
changes his place of abode for the purpose of evading 
the execution of this Act; or 
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(g) commits a breach nf the regulations, 
he commits an offence for which a probation officer may proceed 
against him under the Justices Act 1959. 
"(2) The court before which a complaint under this section is 
heard may-
(a) impose a penalty of one hundred dollars; or 
(b) increase the number of Sarnrdays specified in the order 
by not more than twenty-five more. 
"(3) If it appears to a justice that !here is re~son to suspect that 
an employee will-
( a) leave the State before the expiration of; or " 
(b) not comply with, 
the work order to which he is subject, he may issue his warrant for 
the employee's arrest. 
"( 4) On the arrest of an employee under such a warrant he shall 
be brought before justices forthwith and if it appea1s to them likely 
tbat the employee will w leave or fail to comply they may-
(a) if the work order was made by the Supreme Court, 
remand him in cus1ody to be brought before that 
court, which may revoke that order and adji.:dge that 
the employee for the offence for which it was rn<:dc 
be, fined or imprisoned; or 
(b) if the work orde~ was made by a court of summary 
jurisdiction-
(i) remand him to another .court of summary juris-
diction, which may; or 
(ii) themselves, 
revoke that order .and adjudge that the employee for 
the offence for which it was made be fined or im-
prisoned. 
" 7E-(l) For the purposes of subsection (3) of section seven n 
an employee's place of abode shall be determined by the person 
giving the notification referred to in subsection (1) of that section. 
"(2) If an employee considers that-
( a) his place of abode has been wrongly determined for the 
purposes of that subsection; and 
(b) he has, in consequence, been required to travel further 
than that subsection permits, 
he may, after consultation with the person giving the notification, 
apply forthwith to a justice, who may confirm the notification or refer 
it to a court of summary jurisdiction, which may on hearing the 
employee and the person giving the notification or a probation officer 
confim1 or quash the noti~cation. 
" ( 3) For the purposes of subsection (2) of this section-
( a) a justice shall not refer a notification to a court of 
summary jurisdiction without first consulting the 
person giving the notification; and 
., 
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(b) consultation may be done by telephone, for which pur-
pose a person answering to a name, personal or of 
office or position, at a number where the person of 
that name is reasonably expected to be shall be 
deemed in the absence of evidence to the contrary 
to be the person of that name. 
" ( 4) If an employee changes his place of abode he shall give 
notice of the change forthwith in writing to the Secretary of the 
Attorney-General's Deparanent. 
367 
" 7F-(1) The Minister may appoint so many committees for Committees. 
the purposes of section seven B as he thinks fit. 
"{2) A committee appointed under this section-
(a) shall consist of three, four, or five persons of \vhom one 
shall have been nominated for the purpose by the 
body of persons known as the Tasmanian Trades and 
Labor Council; and 
(b) shall not decide upon a form of work or activity for the 
purposes of section seven B without the concurrence 
of the member so nominated. 
·" 7G--(1) The Minister may appoint supervisors for the purposes Appointment 
of this Part, 
1 
either by name or by reference only to an office or of officers. 
position held by the person to be appointed. 
"(2) A prcbation o!Ticer or a supervisor appointed under sub-
section ( 1) of this section may appoint any person a supervisor to 
act in his place on a specified day. · 
"(3) Every supervisor shall on his appointment be given a war-
rant of appointment in the prescribed forrn, which by its production 
to an employee shall be conclusive evidence that the person producing 
it is a supervisor. 
" 7H. Nothing in this Part afiects the operation of Part III.". Effect of Part. 
1 O Before section eight of the Principal Act the foliowing heading Headlng. 
is inserted:-
"PART V 
11 MISCELLANEOUS.". 
::!l. ! Section. eight of the Principal Act is amended by adding, at Regulatioru. 
the end thereof the following subsection:-
. "(2) Regulations for the purposes of Part IV may--
(a) regulate the execution of work orders; 
\ 
(b) prescribe the conduct of supervisors and of employees; 
(c) provide for the health and safety of supervisors and 
employees; 
(d) prescribe the effect of injury and sickness in relation 
to work orders; 
(e) regulate the conduct of the public at places where 
employees attend or act; and 
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(f) provide for penalties not exceeding one hundred dollars 
for contraventions of regulations made pursuant to 
paragraph (e) of this subsection.". 
12-(1) The Minister may rµake rules for the purposes of 
subsection ( 1) of section six and of section seven c of the Principal 
Act with all the powers of the judges within the meaning of section 
twelve of the Criminal Code Act 1924 or of the Governor and the 
rule committee under section one hundred and forty-four of the 
Justices Act 1959, as the case may require. 
(2) Rules made under this section shall come into force on their 
publication in the Gazette and continue in force until rescinded by 
rules made under the relevant section mentioned in subsection ( 1) 
of this section. 
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r 
AN ACT to consolidate and amend the la\N on 
probation of offenders and related matters. 
(3 May 1973.J 
BE it enacted by His Excellency the Governor of Tasmania. by and 
with the advice and conse;-it of the Le£!:sbtive Council and House 
of Assembly, in Parliament assembled. as ·foUows:-
PART I. 
PRELlMI::-<ARY. 
1-(1) This Act may be ci~ed as the Probation of Offenders Act Short title aru1 
1973. commence-
(2) This Act shall commenr..:e on a date to be fixed by proclama-
tion . 
.'\d Serial No !009-197.3-Pricc J-Oc 
ment. 
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Interpretation. 
2S Geo. V 
No. 74, s. 2A. 
No. 2. Probation of Offended 1973. 
2-( 1) The Acts specified in the schedule are repealed. 
(2) The Child Welfme Act 1960 is amended by omitting from the 
schedule thereto the paragraph relating to the Probation of Offenders 
Act 1934. 
3 In this Act, unless the contrary intention appears-
" employee" means a person subject to a work order; 
"police officer" has the same meaning as in the Police 
Regulation A ct 1898; --
"supervisor., means a person appointed under section seven-
teen as a supervisor for the purpo3es of section tv;elve: 
"work order " meam an order made under subsection ( 1) of 
section eleven; 
"work order committee" means a committee appointed under 
section sixteen. 
PART II. 
AD:MINISTRATION'. 
~~~~.on 4-( 1) The Governor may appoint ~uch and so many probation 
25 Geo. v officers of either sex as he may think necessary or desirable for the 
No. 74, •· 2B. p vposes of this Act. 
Probation 
officers' 
reports. 
(2) It is the duty of a probation officer-
(a) to visit or receive reports from the persons under his 
supervision as the probatkm officer may think fit; 
(b) to endeavour to ensure that such persons observe the 
conditions of their probat10n orders; 
(c) to advise, assist, and befnend such persons an~. when 
necessary, to endeavour to fi.."l.d suitable employment; 
and 
(d) to carry out such other duties as may be prescribed or as 
the court in any case may direct. 
5-(1) A court may, when informing itself on matters relevant 
to its decision-
r 
(a) whether or not to make use of subsection (1) of section 
seven; or 
(b) as to the sentence proper to be passed on a com icted 
person, 
receive as evidence a wntten report or oral statement of a nrobation 
officer, giving it such weight as to tLe court appears proper. 
(2) Where a written report is made as mentioned in subsection 
(1) of this section, the proper officer of the court shall give the 
defendant or his attorney .1 copy or the report, unless the ccurt orders 
that the report, or part of the report, be--
(a) not so given; or 
(b) shown only to the defendant's counsel. 
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(3) Where a court receives eYidence under subsection (I) of this 
section, it shall gi\ e the deL:ndant such an opportunity as it thinks 
reasonaCle to controvert that evide::ice or any part of it 
( 4) No obje.:tion may be taken or allowed to evidence so received 
on the ground that it is hearsay. 
(5) Th~s section has e!Iect notwithstanding anyth~ng contained in 
subsection (8) of section three hundred and eighty-six of the Criminal 
Code or any other enacunent or rule of law to the contrary. 
PART III. 
PROBATION. 
6-0) For the purposes of this Act a probation order is an Pr~!'atton 
order of a court that the per~on against \\horn it i'i made be of good or .. rs. 
behaviour during tl1.:: period of ti1e order and do or refrain from 
doing such otb.::r thin;s a~ are sp.::cifi.::d in the order in accordance 
with ~ubsection (..2) of this sect10n. 
(2) A probation order may, subject to this Part. contain-
(a) a provision that the person a_gamst whom it is mace shall. 
when called on at any t1r:ie during the period of the 
order, appear for conviction and sentence. or for 
sentence only; 
(b) a provision that the person against whom it is made 
shall during the penod of the order submit to the 
supervision of a prob:.won ofiker or such other person 
as is nar.1e<l in the order; 
(c) such prmisions relating to the supervision. conduct. or 
welfare of the person against \Vhom 1t is made as the 
court may consider d<?sirao!e; and 
(d) such provisions with re~pect to residence. abstention 
from intoxica~ing hquq.r 01 drugs, a:1d orher GJ.atters 
as the court may consider necessary for preventing a 
repetition of the same offence or the commission of 
other offences. 
(3) The period of a probation order may be such period not 
exceeding three years as the court thinks proper to specify m the 
order. 
( 4) Where a rrobation order contains a provision as provided in 
paragraph ( b) of subsection (2) of this section it is sufficient to 
pro\'ide for submission to the supervision of a p::obation officer 
without naming one. 
7-( 1) Where a person is charged be!:ore a court of summary C:9.;1.~'!1on:tl 
jurisdiction \'• ith an offence punishable by such a court. and the ~ir~~c-e~: 
court thinks that the charge is proved, but is of the opmion that 2s Ge5'· v 
havincr regard to-- No. 7~. s. 3. 
"" ~ (a) the chracter. antecedents. age, health, or mental con-
dition of the defendant; 
(b) the trivial n::l!urc of the offence: or 
(c) the extenu::it.ng c1icumstances under \\ilich the offence 
was C0mrmtted. 
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it is inexpedient to inflict any punishment, or that it is expedient to 
release the offender on probation, the court, without proceedmg to 
conviction may-
(d) dismiss the comolaint; or 
(e) make a probation order against the defendant in which 
it shall provide that the defendant appear for conviction 
and sentence as provided in paragraph (a) of sub-
section (2) of section si"<:. 
(2) Where a person has been convicted on indictment or under 
the provisions of scct10n sixty-three of the Justices A ct 1959 of an 
offence pu111shable with imprisonment, and the court is of the 
opinion that, having regard to--
(a) the character, antecedents, age, health. or mental con-
dition of the defendant: 
(b) the trivial nature of the offence; or 
(c) the extenuating circumstances under which the offence 
was committed, 
it is inexpedient to inflict any punishment, or that it is expedient to 
release the offender on probation. the court. in lieu of imposing a 
sentence of fine or impnsonment, may make a probation order 
against the defendant in wh~ch it shall proYide that the defendant 
appear for sentence as prO\·ided in paragraph (a) of subsection (2) 
of section six. 
(3) \Vhere a defendant ha5 been convicted of an offence. the court 
before which he has been conYicted may, whether or not i.t imposes 
a fine or a term of imprisonment upon, or makes a work order 
against, him, make a probat10n order against him in which it shall 
include a provision in accordance with paragraph (b) of subsect10n 
(2) of section six. 
( 4) \Vhere a court has imposed a term of imprisonment on a 
defendant and made a probation order against him as provided in 
subsection (3) of this sec~on. the probation order shall take effect 
on the date of the defendant's release from prison. 
(5) Where an 'order (including an order of dismissal) is made 
under subsection ( l) of this section, the order has for the purposes 
of-
( a) section twenty-nine of the Sale of Goods Act 1896; and 
(b) sections seventy-two and one hundred and forty of the 
Justices Act 1959, 
th~ effect of a conviction of the offence in respect of which the order 
was made. 
(6) The court by which a probation ortler is made shall explain 
to the defendant in simole lan!rua2e what he must do or refrain 
from doing under the order and -what may happen to him if he does 
not obey the order. 
~-(1) \\"here a court of summary junsdiction has made a 
probation order. a justice may on the applicat10n of a police officer 
or a probation officer summon the person against \\.horn it was made 
to app~ar before any court of ;;ummary juri..:diction on the hearing 
of an application by th:H office:- for the v:mat1on of the order. 
(2) \Vhere the Supreme Court h..:.s m:ide a probation order, 
proceedings may be taken as prescribed by niles of court made 
0 
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under section twelve of the Criminal Code Act 1924, as if this Part 
were contained in the Criminal Code, to bnng the person against 
whom it was made before the Supreme Court on the heanng of an 
appiication on bdialf of the Crown for the varianon of the order. 
(3) On the hearing of an application under subsection ( l) or 
subsection (2) of this section, the court may receive evidence on 
affidavit or otherwise and may--
(a) if it appears to it that the provisions of the probation 
order should be vaned, vary the probation order by-
(i) extending or diminishing the duration thereof; 
(ii) altenng or onuttrng a provision thereof; or 
(iii) inserting additional provisions therein; or 
(b) on being satisfied that the conduct of the person against 
whom the probation order was made has been such as 
to make it unnecessary that he should remain longer 
under supervision, discharge the probation order. 
(4) No such variation may extend the duration of a probation 
order beyond the penod of three years from the date of the original 
order. 
9-(1) Except as provided in sub~ecr.ion (2) of this section, ~;;~~~10~t 
where a pe:-son against whom a probation order has been made has order. 
contravened any provision of the order, and the order was made-
(a) by a court of summary jurisdiction, a police officer or a 
probation officer may proceed agamst that person in 
any court of summary jurisdiction upon complaint of 
the contravention; or 
(b) in the Supreme Court, proceedings may be taken as 
prescribed by rules of court made under section twelve 
of the Criminal Code Act 1924. as if thi<> Part were 
contained in the Criminal Code, to bring that person 
before the Supreme Court to answer for the contra-
vention. 
(2) Where a person is required by a probation order to appear 
for conviction and sentence or for sentence-
(a) before the Supreme Court, proceedings may be taken. as 
prescnbed by rules of court made under section twelve 
of the Criminal Code Act 1924 as if this Part were 
contained in the Crimrnal Code, to bring that person 
before the court for the purposes of subsection ( 4) of 
this section; or 
(b) before a court of 5ummary jurisdiction, proceedings may 
be taken, as prescnbed by rules made under section one 
hundred and forty-four of the Justices A ct 1959, to 
bring the offender before any court of summary juris-
diction for the purposes of subsection ( 4) of this 
section. 
(3) Rules made for the purposes 'of either paragraph of sub-
section (1) or subsect10n (2) of this section may provide for the 
arrest of an offender and for proceedings thereon before a justice or 
court of summary jurisdiction. 
5 
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( 4) A court before which a person is brought under subsection 
( 1) or subsection (2) of this section, on being satisfied that he has 
contravened a provision of the probation order made against him 
may forth\vith- · 
(a) in the case of a probation order under subsection (1) of 
section seven, without further proof of his guilt-
(i) convict and sentence him for the original 
offence; or 
(ii) if the case is one in which the court in the first 
instance might, under the Child Welfare Act 
1960, have m:id~ a supervision order in res-
pect of him, declared him to be a ward of the 
State, or committed him to an institution, and 
he is still apparently under the age of eighteen 
years, make such an order, declaration, or 
committal; 
(b) in the case of a prob:ition order under subsection (2) 
of section seven-
(i) sentence him for the original offence; or 
(ii) if the ca~e is one in which the court in the first 
instance might. under the Child Welfare Act 
1960, have mad~ a supervision order in respect 
of him, declared him to be a ward of the State, 
or committed him to an institution, and he is 
stil! apparently under the age of eighteen 
years, make such an order, declaration, or 
committal; and 
(c) in the case of a probation order under subsection (3) 
of section seven, sentence him iO a fine of such amount, 
not exceeding one hundred dollars. or to such a term 
of imprisonm-ent, not exceeding six months. or to both, 
as the court may think desJrabie in the circumstances. 
(5) The powers set forth in paragraphs (a) and (b) of sub-
section ( 4) of this section may be exercised during the period of the 
probation order or within six months thereafter. 
(6) The power set forth in paragraph (c) of that subsection may 
be exercised at any time withm twelve months after the contravention 
of the probation order. 
PART IV. 
WORK ORDI:RS. 
10 This Part shall expire on the first day of March 1974. 
11-(1) Inste&~ of sent~ncing a person to undergo a term of 
imprisonment, the Supreme Court and courts of wmm:iry jurisdic-
tion may. wirh the person":> consent. adjud~~ that he for his offence 
attend at rnch places and times a~ shall h: nnt:!ied to him in writing 
by a probation officer or a superv1'ior. on "O many Saturdays, not 
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exceeding twenty-five, as the court may order, and thereaft::;r to do 
such things for sDch times as may be required of him under section 
twelve. 
(2) A men:orandum of an order under this section in the prcscnbcd 
form and suppl~mented by the prescribed information ~hall be 
drawn up, be s,eakd or signed as prescribed. and be given to the 
person ag::ti11~,t '' hom the order is made b.::fow he i~ entitled to 
depart from tht; court by which the order is made. 
(3) A work order shall be made only where it appears to the 
court that pro, is1on has been or will be made for the doing of work 
by the person agamst whom it rs made. 
( 4) A copy of a work order shall be sent forthwith to the 
Secretary of tbe Attorney-General"s D:!partment. 
!2-( 1) Where a work order has been m::ide a2:ainst a person, Effe~ o~ 
a probation officer or a supervisor shall notify him- in writing that ~~0~ ~r ;:· 
on a specified Saturday or Saturdays he is required to report to a 1 •• • • 
supervi~or at a specified place and time and of any special provision 
made for his transportation to that place. 
(2) Subject tD subsection (3) of this section. transportation for 
the purposl"s of subsection ( 1) may be by public transport, or by 
department:il transport, or by one for part of the way and by the 
other for part of the way. 
(3) For the purposes of subsection ( 1) of this section. an 
employee s!1all not be required to travel between his place of abode 
and the pl:ice at which he is required to report. in addition to the 
distance for wh;ch transportation is provided. a distance. measured 
by the shortest practicable route, of more th::m seven miles. 
( 4) In pursuance of subsections (1), (2), ar.d (3) of this section, 
it is lawful to provide that an employee shall travel by departmental 
transport leaving a spx1fied place at a specified time for a specified 
destination and then by public transport srmilariy, leaving him to 
use such me.an, as he mav have or choose to go to the flrst-mentioned 
place and from the specified destination of -the public transport to 
the place at which he is required to report, or to make any similar 
simpler or more complicated provision. 
(5) If an employee in attempting to comply with subsection ( l) 
of this section finds. after due inaurrv. no means of transoortation 
as mentioned in the notification thereu-nder or no sup:!rvisor 'to report 
to, as the case may be. he shall wait for it or him one hour and, if 
at the end of that hour he still cannot travel or report. he is at 
liberty for the rest of the relevant Saturday. and shall be deemed 
to have dcne all that was required of him under this section on that 
day. 
(6) When an employee has reported to a supervioor in compliance 
with subsection ( 1) of this section. he shall do such work or other 
activity as the latter orders subject to the rcgulatio::Js m~de under 
this Act 
7 
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(7) That which an employee is required to do under a work 
order shall-
(a) 
(b) 
be such work or other activity or such kind or class of 
work or activity as a work order committee has 
approved; and 
not be continued for more than eight hours, exclusive of 
any time allowed for lunch, on any one day. 
(8) An employee shall, in respect of his attendance, travelling, 
and \Vork or activity under a work order, be deemed to be a worker 
employed by the Crown for the purposes cf the Workers' Compen-
sation Act 1927 and to be a worker within the meanmg of that Act, 
notwithstanding any thing to rhe contrary in subsection (J) of section 
four of that Act, paid-
(a) at a rate equal to the basic rate a!> defined in that Act; or 
(b) at the rate of his average \\ eekly earnings, if any. · 
within the meaning of that Act, 
whichever is the greater rate. 
(9) In this section " departmental transport" means transport 
arranged by the Attorney-General's Department, a probation officer, 
or a supervisor. 
Variation, &c., 13-(1) On application on behalf of the Crown or bv the 
of work order. d · d · · ' b 
Ibid., 1. 7c. employee, a work or er may at any time urmg its currency e 
reviewed by the Supreme Court or a court of summary jurisdiction, 
according as the order w:is made by the Supreme Court or a court 
of summary jurisdiction. 
(2) Before a court reviews a work order under this !>ection, it 
must appear, by affidavit or otherwise, that-
(a) the condition or circumstances of the employee-
(i) has or have changed since the order \Vas made; 
or 
(ii) was or were not such as the court making the 
order thought it or them to be, 
so that the order should not. in consequence. be put 
into or continued in execution; 
(b) the employee is in custody awaiting trial or under a 
sentence of imprisonment; 
(c) the employee is resisting or evading. or attempting to 
resist or evade, the execution of the order; 
(d) the employee's conduct in respect of any matter required 
of him by or under thi-; Act in respect of the order 
is such as to make the execution of the order-
(i) impossible; or 
(ii) difficult 'for any person concerned with or 
affected by its execution; or 
(e) the employee has been convicted of a contravention of 
subsection ( l) of sectio:i fourteen. 
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(3) On review of a work order under this section, the court 
reviewing it may-
(a) discharge it without more; 
(b) revoke it and order and adjudge that the employee for 
the offence for which it was made be fined or im-
prisoned; or 
(c) reduce the number of Saturdays for which it is to last. 
(4) In exercising its power under paragraph (b) of subsection (3) 
of this section the court shall take mto account-
(a) that the work order was made; and 
(b) anything done under it. 
9 
114 ( 1) If I ()peral!on and l'J, - an emp oyee- enforcement o! 
(a) fails to attend as required by a probation officer or work order. 
• Ibid., s. 7o. 
supervisor; 
(b) fails to carry out in a proper or reasonable manner the 
work or activity relJ.uired of him; 
(c) disturbs or interferes with any other person working or 
doing anything under a work order; 
(d) assaults, threatens, insults, or uses abusive or unfitting 
language to a probation officer or a mpervisor; -
(e) fails to comply with subsection ( 4) of ~ection fifteen; 
U) changes his place of abode for the purpose of evading 
the execut10n of this Act: or 
(g) commits a breach of the regulations, 
he commits an offence for which a probation officer may proceed 
against him under the Justices Act 1959. 
(2) The court before which a complaint under this section is 
heard may-
(a) impose a penalty of one hundred dollars; or 
(b) increase the number of Saturdays specified in the order 
by not more than twenty-five more . 
(3) If it appears to a justice that there is reason to suspect that 
an employee will-
(a) leave the State before the expiration of; or 
(b) not comply with, 
the work order to which he is subject, he may issu~ his warrant for 
the employee's arrest. 
( 4) On the arrest of an employee under such a warrant he shall 
be brought before justices forthwith and if it appears to them likely 
that the employee will so leave or fail to comply they may-
(a) if the work order was made by the Supreme Court, 
remand him in custody to be brought before that 
court, which may revoke that order ~nd adjudge that 
the employee for the offence for which it was made 
be fined or imprisoned; or 
/ 
10 
Place of 
aboJc. 
Ibid., 11. 7E. 
Committees. 
Ibid., I 7P. 
Appointmc:it 
o! officers. 
Ibid., c. 7G. 
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(b) if the work order was made by a court of summary 
jurisdiction-
(i) remand him to another court of summary juris-
diction, which may; or · 
(ii) themselves, 
revoke that order and adjudge that the employee for 
the offence for which it was made be tined or 
imprisoned. 
15-(l) For the purposes of subsection (3) of section twelve 
an employee·s place of abode shall be determined by the person 
giving the norificat1on referred to in sub~ecrion ( l) of that section. 
(2) If an employee considers that-
(a) his place of abode has been wrongly determined for the 
purp9ses of that sub 0 ection; and 
(b) he has, in consey_ucncc, been required to travel further 
than that subsection permits,_ 
he m:.1y, after consultation with the p.:rson giving the notification. 
apply forth\\ ith to a ju~tic.e. who may confirm the notincacion or 
refer it to a court of snmma:-v mmdiction. -.>hich mav on hearin~ 
the employee and the person gi{ mg the notificat10n or a probation 
officer confirm or qua>h the notification. 
(3) For the purposes of subsection (2) of this section-
(a) a ju~tice shall not refer a notification to a court of 
summary jumdict1on \V1thout first consulting the person 
giving the notification; and 
(b) consultation may be done by telephone. for which purpose 
a person answering to a name. personal or of office or 
position, at a m:mber where the person ot that name 
is reason:ibiy exp.x~ed to be shall be deem-:d in the 
ab~ence of evidence to the contrary to be th:! per~on 
of that name. 
( 4) If an employee changes his place of abode he shall give 
notice of th:! change forth\\ 1th in writing to the S;!cretary of the 
Attorney-General's -Department. 
16-( l) The Minister may appoint so many committees for the 
purposes of section twelve as he t:1inks fit. 
(2) A committee appo!nted under this section-
_(a) shall ccnsist of three, four, or five persom of whom one 
shali have been :!ominated for the purpose by the body 
of persons known as ;he Tasmanian Trades and Labour 
Council; and 
(b) shall not decide m;ion a form of work or activitv for the 
purposes of sect;on twelve \Vithout the concurrence of 
the member so nominated . 
. 
~. 7-fl) Tne Minister may ...:Dooint Si!pervisors for the purposes 
of this Part. either b:y name or by reference only ~o an ornce or 
pmition held by the person to be appointed. 
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(2) A probation officer or a supervisor appointed under subsection 
(1) of this section may appoint any person a supervisor to act in his 
place on a specified day. 
(3) E\ery supervisor shall on his appointment be given a warrant 
of appointment in the prescribed form, which by its production to 
an employee shall be conclusive evidence that the person producing 
it is a supervisor. 
18 Nothing in this Part afkcts the operation of Part III. 
PART V. 
MISCELLANEOUS. 
Effect of }'art. 
Ibid .• s. 7H. 
11. 9--(1) The Governor may make regulations for the purposes Regulations. 
of this Act. 25 Geo. v 
No. 74. a. 8. 
(2) R<:gulations for the purposes of Part IV n:;.ay-
(a) regulate the execution of work orders; 
(b) prescribe the conduct of supervisors and of employees; 
'(c) provide for the health and safety of supervisors and 
employees; 
(d) prescribe the effect of injury and sickness in relation to 
work orders; 
(e) regulate the conduct of the public at places wht!re 
employees attend or act; and 
(/) provide for penaltie5 not exceeding one hundred dollars 
for contraventions of regularions made pursuant to 
paragraph (e) of this subsection. 
20-0) The Minister may make rules for the purposes of sections Interim ruJca. 
eight, nine, and thirteen with all the powers of the., judges within the f91·1•8:. ~t 
meaning of section tv .. elve of the Crimmal Code Act 1924 or of the 
Governor and the rule committee under section one hundred and 
forty-four of the Justices Act 1959, as the case may require. 
(2) Rules made under this section shall come into force on their 
publication in the Ga~ette and continue in force until rescinded by 
rule<; made under the relevant section mentioned in subsection ( 1) 
of this section. 
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THE SCHEDULE. 
(Section 2.) 
ACTS REPEALED. 
Yea~ and number of Act. Short title. 
25 Geo. V No. 74 -·· -· -·· .... Probation of Offenders Act 1934 
No. 31 of 1963 ................ Probation of Offenders Act 1963 
No. 82 of 1971 _ _ ........ , Probation of Offenders Act 1971 
T. J.• Huah£S. Governmenc Prmter. 11.asmania. 
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PROBATION OF OFFENDERS (No. 2). 
No. 66 of 1973. 
Al'...J"AL YSIS. 
1. Short title, citation. and commencement. 
2. Discharge o:: susp~nsion of probation order . 
3. Expiry of Part. 
4. Power to make work orders. 
5. Effect of work orders. 
6. Variation, &c., of work order. 
7. Operation and enforcement of work order. 
8. Interim rules. 
AN ACT to amend the Probation of Offenders Act 1973. 
[28 November 1973.] 
BE it enacted by His Excellency the Governor of Tasmania, by and 
with the advice and consent of the Legislative Council and 
House of Assembly, in P.1rliamem assembled, as follo\\'S:-
J 
1-( 1) This Act may be cited as the P:·obation of Offenders Act s1·or~t1r!e, 
( N 2 ) 19 7 ., c1ta:ton, and 0. .) . com..-nencemcnt. 
(2) The Probatwn of Offenders Act 1973 is i.n this Act referred 
to as the Principal Act. 
Price 8.:: 
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( 3 ) This Act shall commence on a date to be fixed by proclama-
tion. 
2 After section eight of the Principal Act the following section is 
inserted:-
Dis.-harge or " 8A-( 1) \"X'here a person aaainst whom a probation order has 
suspension of ..... b "' 
probauon order. been made becomes subject to guardianship or liable to be detained 
Expiry of Part. 
Power to make 
work orders. 
Effect of work 
ordcn. 
under the Mental Health Act 1963 that order may be discharged 
or its operation suspended until the occurrence of a specified event-
( a) in the case of an order made by a court of summary jurisdic-
tion, by any court of summary jurisdiction on the appli-
cation of a probation officer; or 
( b) in the case of an order made in the Supreme Court, by that 
Court on an application on behalf of the Crown. 
·' ( 2) An application made under paragraph {a) or under para-
graph ( b) of subsection ( 1) of this section may be heard ex parte. 
" ( 3) In relai:ion to a probation order macie by the Supreme 
Court, rules of court may be made for the purposes of this section 
under section twelve of the Criminal Code Act 1924 as if this section 
were contained in the Criminal Code.". 
3 Section ten of the Principal Act is repealed. 
4 Section eleven of the Principal Act is amended by omitting 
from subsection ( 1 ) the word " Saturdays " and substituting there-
for the word " days ". 
5 Section twelve of the Pri.i1cipal Act is amended-
( a) by omitting from subsection ( 1) the words " Saturday or 
Saturdays " and substituting therefor the words " day or 
days"; 
( b) by inserting after that subsection the follm.ving subsection:-
"(lA) In determining a day for the purposes of sub·· 
section ( 1) of this section a probation officer or a .:mper-
visor shall endeavour to fL'{ a day on which a person, 
against whom a work order has been made, is not gain-
1 ~ 
fully employed. but except for the purposes of complying 
with the foregoing provisions of this subsection he shall 
not fix a dav other rhan a Sat~rdav.": and ; . , 
( c) by omitting from subsection ( 5) rhe uTord " Saturday " and 
substituti..TJ.g therefor rhe word " dav ". 
~ J 
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6 Section thirteen of the Principal Act is amended by omitting v:iriau.on, &c., 
from paragraph ( c) of subsection ( 3 ) the word " Saturdays ,, and or \VOrK orJer. 
substituting therefor the word " days ". 
7 Section fourteen of the Principal Act is amended- Onfperauon andf 
e orcement o 
(a) by inserting after subsection ( 1) the following subsection:- work order. 
" ( lA) It shall be a defence in any proceedings for an 
offence under par::igraphs (a) and ( b) of subsection ( 1') 
of this section for the defendant to show that the failure 
referred to therein arose from his conscientious objection 
on religious grou;}ds at any specified time or his :1ttendance 
at any place for religious \\'Orship.". 
( b) by omitting from paragraph ( b) of subsection ( 2) the word 
" Saturdays " and substituting therefor rhe word" days "; 
( c) by transposing the \Vord " or " at the end of paragraph (a) 
of that subsection to the end of paragraph ( b) thereof; 
and 
(d) by inserting after that paragraph the following paragraph:-
" ( c) impose a term of imprisonment not exceeding three 
months.". 
8 Section twenty of the Principal Act is amended by inserting in Inremn rule" 
subsection ( 1), after the word " eight,", the word " eight £\,". 
" 
T. J. Ht:GHl'.S. Go•emmcnt Pmi:er, Tasrnmi:a. 
A P P E N D I X B 
WORK ORDER REGULATIONS 
STATUTORY RULES 
1972, No. 67 
Regulations under the Probation nf Offenders Act 1934. 
I the Governor in and over the State of Tasmania and its Dependencies in ' the Commom\ealth of Au'itralta, actmg \\Ith the advice of the Executive 
Council, hereby make the folio\\ mg regulat10ns under the Probarzon of 
Offenders Ac 193.+. 
-Dated this twenty-second d:iy of February 1972. 
EDRIC 13ASTYAN, Govcrncr. 
By His Excellency's Command, 
E. M. BINGHAM, Attorne~-General. 
PROHATION OF OFFE~\'DERS (WORK ORDERS) 
REGULATiONS 1972 
1 The<;e regulations may be cned as the Probation oi Offenders (JV ork Short !!tie. 
Orders) Regula11011s 1972. 
2 In these regulallons, a reference to--
(a) a form, quoted b: a numeral. sha!I be construed as a reference 
to such of the forms m the first schedule as is indicated by 
the context; and 
(b) a schedule, quoted by a numeral, shall be Ct'nstrued as a 
reference to the schedule to these regulations that is so 
numbered. 
Interpre-
tation. 
3 For the. purposes of subsection (2) of section 7A of the Act, a '.\fomoranda of 
memorandum of a \\Ork order- work orders 
(a) shall be in accordance '.\ith form 1; 
(b) shall be deemed tc be <;upplemented by the prescribed inform..1-
tion if a short de<;cnpt10n of the operation and effect of a 
work order i5 printed at the foot of the memorandum; and 
(c) shall be-
(i) sealed with the seal of the Supreme Court or signed 
by the associate to the JUuge making the order, 
in the case of an order made b) :hat court: or 
(ii) signed by the justice, or one cf the justices. making 
the order, a' the case may be, or the cle.-k of the 
court in \\h1ch the order is made, in any other 
case. 
4 A notification under subsection ( 1 )'of se.::tion 7B of the Act shall be Notifications 
in accordance \\Ith form 2. ~~~~"~rd~~s. 
5-(1) For the purposes of su1'section (3) of -;ection 1G of the Act, a Forms relaung 
warrant of appointment of a superv1,or shall be :n accordance \\ tth form 3. ~~s~~;:er-
(2) An appointment of a person to act as a surervisor on a specified 
day under subsection (2) of secuon 7G oi the Act sh3tl b~ iri accordance \\1th 
form 4. 
Regulation No. 408j-J6c 68070 
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Remuneration 
and expenses 
of super-
visors. 
Conduct of 
supervisors, 
&c. 
No. 67. Probation of Offenders (Work Orde1s). 1972. 
6-(1) A supervisor (not bemg a person to whom the Public Service 
Act 1923 applies or an honorary probation officer) may be paid the remunera-
tion and npenses specified m the second schedule. 
(2) A payment made to a supervisor under sub-regulation (!) of this 
regulation is subject ;o an arrangement thereon previously made between 
the Secretary of the Attorney-General's Department and the supervisor. 
7-<I) A supervisor shall ensure - that every employee whom he is 
supervising carries out m a proper and reasonable manner the work or 
activity required of him. 
(2) A supervisor shall, fo:th11ith after a Saturday on which he is 
required to supervise emplo) ees, forn ard a report, in writing, to the 
Secretary of the Attorney-Genera!"s Departm~nt, giving particulars of-
(a) the attendance of the employees required to report to him on 
that day; 
(b) the manner in 11 hich the employees 11 ho reported to him on 
that day car.-ied out the 11ork or activity required of them 
by the super. isor, and 
(c) the conduct of those emplo}ees on that day. 
- (3) A super.·isor may excuse an emplo)ee from attending on any 
Saturday under a work order or may excuse an employee from contmuing 
to do any 11 ork or acti111) required of him under a work order on any 
Saturda), if the supervisor is satisfied that there are reasonable grounds 
for so doing. 
Conduct of 8-(1) An emplo)ee shall, while he is doing any work or o:her activity 
employees, &c. under a work order, 11 ear any special protective clothing suppliedi to him if 
he is so ordered by his super.·isor. 
(2) An employee shall, if he requires it, provide his mrn lunch on every 
day on \\h1ch he does any v.ork or other activity under a work order. 
(3) An employee is entitled to take-
(a) one hour off for lunch on eYery day on which he is doing any 
work or other activity under a \\Ork order; and 
(b) ten minutes in the forenoon, and ten minutes in the afternoon, 
on that day for tea-breaks, 
al such time as his supervtsor pemuts. 
(4) An employee who, through illness, is unable to report to a super-
visor on a day on v.hich, and at a place at I\ hich, he 1~ required to work 
under a work order, shall, if possible, inform tht> supenisor thereof, before 
the time at which he is so required· to report to the supervi,or, and shall, 
within a reasonable time, fornard to the supervisor a cemficate to that effect 
given by a legall}-qualrfied medical practitioner . 
.. 
(5) No emplo) ee-
(a) shall report to a supervisor in an intoxicated condition; 
(b) shall bnng any in:oxicating liquor to the place \\here he is 
required to \\ ork under a \I ork order or drink any intoxicating 
liquor during the time that he is working under that order; 
(c) shall wilfully damage or deface any implement, tool. utensil, 
or other article or any equ,rmen: \\ nh which he has been 
supplied, or any property on whkh or \11th v.hich he is 
requin:d to \I ork, under a -.1ork order; 
I 
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(d) shall, \\ hi!e \\Orking under a work order. set alight any article 
without the perm1rnon of his supcr.1sor; or 
(e) shall, \', hile \\ orking under a work order, exchange with, give to, 
or receh e any ar:1cie or thing from, any other employee or 
other person \\ ithout the perm1s5ion of the 5upervisor. 
(6) In this rcgu!:it10n, "intoxicating liquor" means liquor within the 
meaning of the Licensing A cr 1932. 
9 \\'here an cmplo~ ee \\ho is c:i.rrying out the \\ ork or :i.ctivity required Effect of 
of him under a \\ ork order on :i. Sawrchy suffers iniury or becomes ;1ck, he ~~~t~<>ss:;.n~ 
shall, if his supcr.1sor 1s satisfied that he cannot continue the \\Ork or re:anon to 
activity on thot day, be deer.ied to ha\·e carried out the \\Ork or activity for "'ork orders. 
the whole of that day. 
' 
:i.0-(1) N'o member of the public shall, at a place where an employee Cor:duct of 
is attending or act mg ur.der a \\ ork order- a;~m~~slic~f 
(a) talk to the emplo~ee \\l!hout the permission of the employee's 
supervisor; 
(b) exchange \\ ith. give to, or receive any articlr or thing from, 
the ernpio)ee, \\ nhout the permission of the ernpio)ee's super-
visor; 
(c) loiter in or at that place, unless he has good and lawful 
reason to do so; 
(d) fail to move a\\ay from that place forth'\\-ith if so directed by 
a super. isor; or 
(e) interfere \\ ith the employee \\ithout the permission of the 
employee's super.·1sor. 
(2) A member of the public \\ho contravenes, or fails to comply \\ ith, 
a provision of this regulation is liable to a penalty of one hundred dollars. 
THE FIRST SCHEDULE. 
FoitM 1. (Regulation 3.) 
Tasmania. 
Probation of Offenders Act 1934. 
ME.\-!ORA~DL'M OF WORK ORDER. 
In the .. . . ..... . ...... .. .... . .. ... . ...... (court) 
at. 
WHEREAS (Full nim1e.) 
(hereinafter called " the de-fcndant ") of 
(Address.) 
........ at/in the .. . ................... . 
(Court.) 
on the .. day of ....... 19 .... , was convicted of 
....... 
It is this day :idiudged, \\Ith the cons.!nt of the defendant, that he shall for 
his offence attenn at such places a;id !lmt:s as shall be notified to him in wnung 
by a prob::it10n o!Tka •X .i sur:en 1sor on . Saturda~s, and there-
after do such things for su~h times as may be required of him under 
section 7B of the Act. 
Dated this day of . . . 19 ... . 
*By the Court ..... . ........ . 
• 
- - - --- - -
Justice of the Peace . 
• 
Clerk of the Court. 
3 
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4 Probation of Offenders {Wo1k Orders). 1972. 
This work order requires that you spend tli.e number of Saturdays speci-
fied abo\'e, doing such \vork or other activity as will be ordered by a 
supervisor. 
You will be notified in \\ riting at a later date of the dates on which, 
and the places and ttme5 at \\ hich, you \\ J!l be required to report. 
A copy of this. order 1s to be forwarded to the Secretary of the 
Attorney-General's Department. 
• Strike out whichever is m~pphcable. 
FORM 2. (Regulation 4.) 
Tasmania. 
Probation of Offenders Act 1934. 
NOTIFICA1ION lJNDER SECTION 7n {I) OF THE ACT. 
To 
of ... 
You are hereby notified that, pursuant to a work order made against 
you in the on the . . .. day of 
(Court.) 
19. , you are required to report at the pl::ices specified he~eunder on the 
date and at the time srec1fied op po' ite each rlace. and where only one place 
is specified, you are required to continue to report at that place each Saturday 
at the time specified unless othern 1se noufied. 
The arrangements \\hich have been made for your transportation are 
as follows:-
Dated this day of ..... 19 
. . 
Probation Officer/Supervisor. 
Place. Date. 
FORM 3. (Regulation 5.) 
Tasmania. 
Probation of Offenders Act 1934. 
WARRANT OF APPOINTMENT OF SUPER VISOR. 
This is to warrant and affirm that 
(Full name.} 
of.. .. .. . ........ . 
(Address.) (Office or posuion ) 
was, on the dav of . 19 .... , appointed a 
supervisor for the purposes of Part IV of th:: Probation of Offenders Act 
1934. 
Dated this day of .... 19 
Secretary, 
Attorney-General's Department. 
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295~ 
1972. Probation of Ofjcndc1s (Work Orders). No. 67. 
FORM 4. (Regulation 5.) 
Tasmania. 
Probation of Offenders Act i934. 
APPOINTME>iT OF SUPERVISOR TO ACT ON SPEClFIED DAY. 
I, 
(Full name.) 
of 
(Address.) 
*Probation officer/ *Supervisor, hereby appomt 
of .... 
(Full name.) (Address.) 
.. . . .. .. ... . ................. . 
( OccupatiC'~.) 
a supervisor for the purposes of the Probation of Offenders Act 1934 to act 
in my place on the day of . 19 .... 
. . 
*Probation offi.cer/*Supe:'Y!sor. 
• Strike out "hi<hever ts mapphcable. 
THE SECO:"<D SCHEDULE. 
, (Regulation 6.) 
REMUNERATIO~ A~D EXPE~SES PAYABLE TO SUPERVISORS. 
PART l-RE'!l':-;ERATION". 
For every Saturday on '' hich a supen isor i~ engaged 
in the supen 1sion of emplo) ees, at a rate 
PART 11-LXPE:-;SES. 
For tra\ ell mg by a ;;upen :sor in conection with 
the f>Upervis1on of empioyees:-
(a) In h1;, 01\n rPotor 'eh1c!e 
(b) Othern tse than in his own motor 
vehicle ..... . 
Not exceeding $20.00 
a day. 
13 cents a mile. 
The expemes actually 
incurred. 
I certify that the foregoing regulations are m accordance with the law. 
E. ~f. BlNGHA~t. Artorne~-GeneraL 
Printed and numbered in accordance with the Rules Publication Act 1953. 
Notified in the Tasmanian G01·ern111ent Ga::.eue on 2..J. February 1972. 
These regulations are admmisten:d m the Attorney-General's Department. 
.. 
T. J. Ht:Gm:s, Government Pnmer, Tasmania 
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APPENDIX C 
Results for the effect of the Work Order Scheme 
on the size of the prison population 
Daily average prison population -
22.4; Yl = 338.6; Sy1 
-B2 -15.7; Y2 = 347.8; Sy2 = 26.1; r 2 = -.95; N2 = 5 
Differences between slopes of the regression lines 
t = 8.62; d.f. = 6; p < .001 
Number of convicted prisoners received -
29.9; 758. 8; 53.4 i .89; N = 5 1 
B2 -28.6; Y2 = 687.6; Sy2 = 53.6i r 2 = -.84; N2 = 5 
Differences between slopes of the regression lines 
t = 3.35; d.f. = 6; p ""'".05 
Number of convicted prisoners plus offenders sentenced to 
work orders -
-
Bl = 29.9; yl = 758.8; Syl = 53.4; rl = .89; Nl 5 
B2 = 61.4; y2 = 1099; Sy2 = 91.55; r2 = .89; N2 = 4 
Differences between slopes of the regression lines 
t = 1.37; d.f. = 5; p:;:;:...os Not significant 
Differences between means 
t = 4.08; d.f. == 7; p ".01 
---
29 7'. 
Proportion of convictions resulting in a prison sentence -
-
.175; yl 2 .57; Sy l 
-
.284; r 1 .96; N = 5 1 
- .086; y2 2.02; Sy2 = .153; r 2 = -.89; N2 = 5 
Differences between slopes of the regression lines 
t = 6.33; d.f. = 6; p""' .001 
Differences between means 
t = 10.12; d.f. = 8; p"" .001 
Number of convictions made by the courts -
-925.9; yl 29,672; Syl = 2,087; r 1 = -.70; Nl 
-B2 51.8; Y2 = 34,142; Sy2 = 466; r 2 = .~8; N2 = 5 
Differences between slopes of the regression lines 
t = 1.37; d.f. == 6; p > .05 Not significant 
Differences between means 
t = 4.67; d.f. = 8; p '(-01 
5 
Imprisonment rate pre work orders: 'I'asmania vs corribined other States -
4.97; Y1 = 87.85; Syl 7.12; r 1 5 
B2 0.89; Y2 = 78.93; sy2 = 1.73; r 2 = .82; N2 = 5 
Differences between slopes'of the regression lines 
t = 5. 30; d. f. = 6; p <: . o 1 
Differences between means 
t = 2.45; d.f. = 8; p "".05 
, __ 
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Imprisonment rate pre work orders: Tasmania vs New South Wales -
-4.97; yl 87 .85; Sy l 7.12; r 1 5 
-B2 0.56; Y2 = 80. 71; Sy2 = 1.04; r 2 = .86; N2 = 5 
Differences between slopes of the regression lines 
t = 6.49; d.f. = 6; p -=::::.001 
Differences between means 
t = 1.99; d.f. = 8; p;:>.05 Not significant 
Imprisonment rate pre work orders: Tasma11ia vs Victoria -
87.85; Sy1 7 .12; r 1 .98; N1 = 5 
-B2 0.57; Y2 = 66.38; Sy2 = 1.53; r 2 = .59; N2 = 5 
Differences between slopes of the regression lines 
t = 5.24; d.f. = 6; p" .01 
Differences between means 
t = 5.92; d.f. = 8; p ~ .001 
Imprisonment rate pre work orders: Tasmania vs Queensland -
-
Bl = 4.97; yl = 87.85; Sy 7 .12; rl 1 .98; Nl 5 
-
B2 = 0.87; y2 = 63.04; Sy2 = 2.60; r 2 .53; N2 5 
Differences between slopes of the regression lines 
t'= 4.61; d.f. = 6; _pc:::: .01 
Differences between means 
t = 6.62; d.f. = 8; p '.001 
299. 
IIl))2risonment ratP- pre W8':k ordey_-s_: -~-a_sma_n_ii:__'.J_s_Sout_J-_1 A~s·c_~_a_l_ia._ -
-
Bl 4.97; v 87.85; Sy 7.12; rl .98; Nl = 5 -1 l 
-
B2 -1.52; Y..., 82 .15; Sy = 4 .. 92; r -- -.49; N2 = 5 ,,_ 2 2 
Differences between slopes of th8 regression lines 
t = 3.15; d.f. = 6; p ".05 
Differ2nces between means 
t = 1.36; d"f. = 8; p>.OS Not significant 
..!!.irpriso~ment rate pre work orders: Tasmanic::. vs Western 1\ustralla ·-
B, 
J. 
-
87. 85; Sy l 7.12; r 1 5 
B2 - 4.65; Y2 = lJ0.26; Sy2 = 9,87; r 2 =_ • 74; N ::.o 5 2 
Differences between slopes of the regressi~n lines 
t = 0.10; d.f. = 6; p > .05 Not significant 
Differences between means 
t = 7.48; d.f. =,_8; p-.:::::.001 
Imprisonment rate post work orders: Tasmania vs corrbined other States -
-
-4. 70; y 1 86 .93; Sy l -.97; N1 5 
-
-5.85; y2 70.50; Sy2 = 9.58; r 2 = -.96; N2 = 5 
Differences between slopes of the regerssion lines 
t = 0.80; d.f. = 6; p >.OS Not significa.rit 
Differences between means 
t = 2.99; d.£. = B; p <:.os 
300 • 
.. 
Bl -4. 70; yl 86.93; Syl 7.67; rl -.97; i~ J. 5 
- 5 B2 -5.98; y2 73.4 7; Sy2 ·- 10. 14; r -.93; N,, = 2 L. 
Differences between slopes of the regression linl?s 
t =- 0.68; d.f. = 6; p >.OS Not significant 
Differences between means 
t = 2.37; d.f. = s; p °"'.os 
Imprisonment rate post work orders: Tasmania vs Victoria -
-
-4.70; yl 86.93; Sy1 7.67; r 1 = -.97; N1 = 5 
-5.96; 52.33; Sy2 = 9.62; r,.,=··.98; L. 5 
Differences between slopes of the regression lines 
t = 0.38; d.f. = 6; P-~ .05 Not significant 
D{ffer.ences between means 
t = 6.29; d.f. = 8; p..:::: .001 
I!llJ?r:i.sonment rate post work orders: Tasmania vs Queensland -
-
-4 0 70; y l 
-B2 = -0 .49; 
y 
2 
86. 93; Sy l 
72 .03; Sy2 = 3.77; r 2 = -.20 
5 
N = 5 2 
Differences between slopes of the regression lines 
t =- 3.45; d.f. = 6; p ".05 
Differences between means 
t = 3.90; d.f. = 8; p "'.01 
301. 
Imprisonmen_t rate post work orders: •rasmania vs South Au2tralJ.a --
B 1 -4. 70; y 1 86 .93; Sy l -.97; N1 5 
64.63; Sy2 = 8.81; r 2 = -.95; N2 = 5 
Differences bebveen slopes of the regression lines 
t = 0.64; d.f. = 6; p > .05 Not significant 
Differences between means 
t = 4.27; d.f. = 8; p ~.01 
_Imprisonment rate post work orders: Tasmania vs Western Australia -
-
-4.70; yl 86.93; Syl = 7.67; rl - • 97; Nl 5 
-
-15 .26 i y2 109.28; Sy2 = 24.97; r2 -.96; N2 5 
Differences between slopes of the regression lines 
t = 3.36; d.f. = 6; p<.05 
Differences between means 
t = 1.91; d.f. = 8; P> .05 Not significant 
302. 
APPENDIX D 
Results for differences between non-·prison, work order, 
and prison groups for prior convictions, prior iwprisonments, 
subsequent convictions and subsequent imprisonments. 
Prior convictions -
W074 vs PR74 0.013; d. f. l; p / .OS Not significant 
t 7.03; d.f. 613; p < .001 
PR74 vs PR71 0.07; d.f. l; p /.OS Not significnnt 
t 3.53; d.f. 593; p '.001 
PR71 vs NP71 
2 
x - 16.SO: d.f. l; p ".001 
t 4. 45; d. f. 400; p "' .001 
NP71 vs W074 X2 = 19 5 • 7; d.f. l; p"" .001 
t = 2.91; d.f. 420; pc::;:::.01 
W074 vs PR71 0.075; d.f. l; p / .OS Not signific_ant 
t 3.51; d.f. = 658; p' .001 
PR74 vs NP71 18.04; d.f. l; p "'.001 
t = 6.09; d.f. 355; p ,.001 
t -
303. 
Prior iw~risonments -
W074 vs PR74 
PR74 vs PR71 
PR71 vs NP71 
NP71 vs W074 
W074 vs PR71 
PR74 vs NP71 
58.61; d.f. 
t 8.55; d.f. 
0.92; d.f. 
t 2.02; d.f. 
15.84.; c .. f. 
t 3.40; d.f. 
0.03; d.f. 
] I p < .001 
613; p < .001 
l; p;> .05 
593; p < .05 
l; p '\.. •• 001 
400; p '(" .001 
l; p / .05 
t 0.44; d.f. = 420; p :>.OS 
2 
x = 46.95; d.f. l; P/ .001 
t 6.86; d.f. = 658; p :;>.001 
20.71; d.'f. 
t 4. 29; a. f. 
l; p >-001 
355 i p ::> .001 
Not significant 
Not s ignlfican t 
Not significar,•.: 
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Subsequent convictions -
W074 vs PR74 
PR74. vs PR71 
PR71 vs NP71 
2 
x - 12.73; d.f. 
t 
2 
x 
t 
5. 23; d. f. 
1. 30 i d. f. 
1.24; d.f. 
2 
x == 4.74; d.f. = 
.L; p < .001 
613; p < .001 
l; p > .05 
p / .05 , 
l; p < .05 
.... 
t == 2.02; d.f. == 400; p -<(.OS 
NP71 vs W074 
W074 vs PR71 
PR74 vs NP71 
0.35; d.f. 
t 0.58; d.f. 
x
2 
== 5.98; d.f. 
t 
2 
x 
t 
4.35; d.f. 
8.69; d.f. 
2.52; d.f. 
l· I p /·05 
4201 p / .05 
l; p < .05 
658; p ".001 
l· I p '( .01 
355; p<.(.05 
Not significant 
Not s_;_gnificant 
Not significa.nt 
Not significant 
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Subsequent_ irnprisonn~.2.!:!E ·-
W074 vs PR74 
PR74 vs PR71 
t 
2 
,{ 
32.57; d.f. 
5. 89; d. f. 
0.38; d.£. 
l; p<.001 
613; p <.001 
, .. 
·-I 
t l.13; d.f. - 593; 
p / .05 
p 7 .05 
PR71 vs NP71 4.18; d.f. l; p < .05 
t· 1. 73; a.. f. 400; p7.os 
NP71 vs W074 0.96; d.f. l; p /·OS 
t 1.34; d.f. 420; p / .05 
W074 vs PR71 x
2 
= 26.83; d.£. l; p ,.001 
t 4.88; d.f. 658; P< .001 
PR74 vs NP71 5.99; d.f. l; p < .05 
t = 2.34; d.f. 355; p < .05 
Not significant 
Not significant 
Not signi_ficant 
Not significant 
Not significant 
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Prior convictions ·-
NP71 vs PR7l(WO) 
2 2.74; d. f. l; ? .os Not significant. x p 
t o. 31; d.f. 167; p 7 .OS Not significant 
PR71 (WO) vs PR71 (PR) 
2 4.57; d.f. l; p < .05 x = 
t 5.69; d.L 318; P< .001 
PR71 (PR) vs PR74 
2 
0.18; d.f. x = l; p 7 .os Not significan-C. 
t L30; a.. f. 506; p 7 .05 Not significa_n.t 
PR74 VS W074 (PR) 
2 
0.34; d.f. x = l; p 7 .05 Not significant 
t = 5 .15; d. f. 516; p "'.001 
W074 (PR) vs W074 (NP) 
2 2.73; d.f. l; .05 N.:;t si.gy"t}_fj C3_Pt x p 7 
t -- 3.44; d.f. 338; P< .001 
W074(NP) vs NP71 
2 
4.95; x = d.f. l; p <. .05 
t 0.52; a. f. 177; p 7.05 Not signlfic:ant 
PR7l(WO) vs W074(NP) 
2 0.11; d.f. l· 7 .05 Not significant. x = p 
. ' 
t 0.21; d.f. 182; p 7 .05 Not significant 
PR71 (WO) vs W074 (PR) 
2 5 .18 i d.f. l; p '< .05 x = 
t = 3.43; d.f. 328; p"'" .001 
PR7l(WO) vs PR74 
2 
3.05; x d.f. l; p / .05 Not significant 
t = 6012; d.f. 360; p < .001 
W074 (PR) vs PR71 (PR) 
2 
x o. 01; a. f. l; p /' .05 Not significant 
t 3.91; d.f. 474; p < .001 
W074 (PR) vs NP71 
2 22.32; x d. f. l; p < .001 
t 3.54; d.f. 323; p < .001 ~' 
307. 
PrioE_ impr.Ls~)nments -
NP71 "\JS PR.71 (WO) 
2 1. 67; d.f. l; .05 Not significant x P> 
t 2 0 23; d. f. 167; p < .05 
PP71 (WO) vs PR71 (PR) 
2 49.72; d.f. 1; .001 x P< 
t 6.43; d. f. 318; p < .001 
PR7l(PR) vs PR74 
2 2.79; d.f. l; x p > .05 Not significant 
t == o. 27; d. f. == 506; p > .05 Not significant 
PR74 VS W074 (PR) 
2 34.26; d.f. l; p < .001 x == == 
t 6.66; d. £. 51E; p < .001 
W074 (PR) vs W074 (NP) 
2 8.34; d.f. l; p < .01 x 
t 2.87; d.f. 338; p < .01 
W074(NP) vs NP71 
2 3.27; d.f. l; p > .05 significant x Not 
t 2.32; d.f. ==I 177; p <::.05 
PR71 (WO) vs W074(NP) 
x2 0.05; d.f. l; P>· .05 Not significant 
t 0.04; d. £. 182; l? > .05 Not significant 
PR71 (WO) vs W074 (PR) 
2 
x 5.29; d.f. l; P< .05 
t 2.73; d.f. 328; p <:::::: .01 
PR71 (WO) vs PR74 
2 36. 4 7; - d.f. l; p-...-.:.: .001 x 
t 5.87; d.f. 360; p < .001 
W074 (PR) vs PR7l(PR) 
x2 53.06; d.f. l; p' .001 
t == 7.16; d.f. 474; p < .001 
W074 (PR) vs NP71 
x2 0.37; d.f. == l; p >·05 Not significant 
t 0.28; d.f. 323; p > .05 Not significant 
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Sub~::_gue~t c<Ewictio~ -
NP71 vs PR7l(WO) 
2 
d. f. l· p >·05 • • .r= • +-x 3.12, , Not signi.1..J.can _ 
t 2 .12; d.f. 167, P<:" .05 
PR7l(WO) VS PR7l(PR) 
2 
o. 01; d. f. x = l; p 7 .05 Not significaP.."'.:: 
t O.S4; d.f. 3U3j p / .. 05 Not significant 
I PRll (PR) VS PR74 
x2 1.19; d.f. J_; p 7.05 Hot significant 
t 1. 31; d. f. 506; p -7.05 No1: significant 
PR74 vs W074 (PR) 
x2 14. 97; d.f. l; p < .001 
t 4.95; d. f. 516; p < .001 
W074 (PR) vs W074 (NP) 
2 
1.98; d.f. ]_ i p 7 .05 slgn:Lficant x Not 
t l. 26; d.f. 338; p / .05 Not significant 
W074(NP) vs NP71 
2 1. 71; d.f. 11 p 7 .05 significant. x Not 
t 0.22; d. f. 177; p /' .05 Not sig'"lificant 
PR7l(WO) vs W074 (NP) 
2 0 .14; d.f. x = l; p ·7 .05 Not significant 
t 2 .16 i d.f. = 182; P< .05 
PR71 (WO) VS W074 (PR) 
2 
x 3.85; d.f. l· I P"( .05 
t 3.78; d.f. 328· . , p < .001 
PR7l(WO) vs PR74 
2 0.36; d.f. x = = l· p 7 .05 Not significant ,
t = 0.43; d.f. 360; p 7 .05 Not significant 
W074 (PR) vs PR7l(PR) 
2 6.61; x d.f. l~ p < .01 
t 3.80; d.f. 474; p '.001 
W074 (PR) vs NP71 
x2 0.02; d. f. l• , p 7 .05 Not significant 
t = 0.88; d.f. 323; p /·05 Not significant 
309 .. 
St1bsequent imprisonments -
NP°ll vs PR71 (WO) 
2 0.63; d.f. 1 • p > .05 signifi.cant x _, Not 
t 0.74; a. f. 167; P> .05 Not significant 
PR7l(WO) vs PR71 (PH) 
2 
x 1.59 i a. f. l; P> .05 Not . . ...... ~ signi1~1can .__ 
t 1.29; d.f. 318; P):· .05 Not significant 
PR71 (PR) vs PR74 
x2 0.01; d.L l; p > .05 Not signifj cant 
t 0.55; d.£. 506; p > .05 Not significant 
PR74 vs W074 (PR) 
x2 28.56; do f o l; p <:.001 
t = 5014; d.f. 516; p <·001 
W074 (PR) VS W074(NP) 
2 
0.15; x a. f. = l; p >.OS Not significa;J.t 
t 0.01; d.f. 338; P> .os Not significr:.nt 
W074 (NP) vs NP71 
x2 0.18; d.f. l; p >·05 Not significa.nt 
t 1.05 i d.f. = 177; p > .05 Not significant 
PR7l(WO) vs W074(NP) 
x2 2.10; d.f. l; p ::>·OS Not significant 
t 2.00; d.f. 182; p < .05 
PR71 (WO) vs W074 (PR) 
2 
x = 5.60; d.f. l; p <..OS 
t = 2.36; d.f. = 328; p < .05 
PR71 (WO) vs PR74 
2 
x 1.89; d.f. l; p > .05 Not significant 
t 1. 71; d.f. = 360; p > .05 Not signif.i,cant 
W074 (PR) vs PR7l(PR) 
x2 2S.60; d.f. l; p <·001 
t 4.44; d.f. 474; p < .001 
W074 (PR) vs NP71 
x2 1.16; d.f. l; p > .05 Not significant 
t 1.24; d.f. 323; P> .05 Not 9ignificant 
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APPENDIX E 
Statistical information generated in the 
three discriminant analyses 
Diticriminant analysis 1. 
Prison 71 and non-prison 7l as "kno'-'Ul" g;roups to classify the work 
- - -
order 74 ~"Toup into prison and non-prison categories. 
WORK· ORDEf< 
FH.E NONAi1E (CREATION DATE ~ 30/05/77 ) 
GROUP COUNTS 
' NUMOEr~ 
MEANS 
AGE'. 
MARITAL 
OFFENCE 
PRCC 
Pf~PER 
PRPf·WP 
PRC0~-.10 
PROTHR 
PRPRSN 
RECORO 
I 
GRCJUP 
·~~20" 
PR71 
GROUP 1 
2~51,!5131B8 
1 9 2593f\ 
2 e 5~'.l~HH-1 
.,950~(1'1 
"45q3a 
1072188 
2~1/)0000 i:i., o?.50 
1.~~313 
5'129375 -
ST ANl)ARD DEV!AT!ONS 
GROUP 1 
AGE q,9qq33 
MARITAL "lJ 3898 
OFFENCE ,/~5674 
PRCC t.,56089 
PRPt:R "94267 
PRPHOP ?.~28821 
PRCONll 2.,6~ll93 
PROTHR <!51786 
PHP[~SN C'e57L!9b 
RECORD 4.57278 
GROUP 2 T01AL. 
NP71 
GROUP 2 TOTAL 
?.2045122 C?L\"94527 
0 1/!(·dU 1,.03234 
211378'35 2p41~12 
fl 878!/15 "CJ.3532 
ri0975b "3f:.\S57 
';92t}83 1~55{U\'1 
,95122 1 11 7 !Jei\H-
.,~1;.~20 I' 13 H34 
,5365'1 1,,34577 
a.C>65RS 4 9 79851 
GROUP 2 TOTAi,.' 
8.43296 91171258 
.. 381179 Q62~J87 
,86t18t;J 1193990 
1 0 5 5 l'l '11 1. 1155116 
,33737 ll 86() 13 
1!!653138 2.,19551:} 
1, 7561'~ 2,51t)6bS 
p11klll::S ,,468t~q 
l 11 bltY51 2ql!4793 
:S,6tikl11 ~'I 5t15i;6 
311. 
SOLUTlON M~THOO • OlRECT~ 
PRIUR PROBAUILITikS m U&ER SPECIFJED 
GHllUP t 
EIGENVALUF- CANONICAL, PE:f~CEl\11' NUMBER 
RF-MOVED CORREL-Al JON OF TRACE 
Lil 
t~ H.i< S 
l,,i\MFH111 
~41620 
1 FLJMCiIONS 
AGE 
MARXTAL 
OFf f:NCE 
PRCC 
PRPEfi · 
PRPROP 
PRCONL1 
PROTHR 
PRPRSN 
1!lll0270 
CHiaSQUARE 
347!}56933 
WH.L BE 
J, 
(155138 
~!p63~52 
""11081!!;2 
IJ(r)?.630 
"'p ~11150 
'11'.,03824 
"'1121212 
"'&01083 
..... 15750 
USf-Li 
q76l.J,VJ1 H.J0fl0 
De~" SIGNIFICANCE 
9 ; 01(10!00 
IN REMA IN!tJG AN.\k.YSES 
UNSTANDARDIZED DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION C0EFFICIEN1S 
AGE 
MARiiAl-. 
.OFFENCE 
PRCC 
.PRPf::R 
PR PROP 
PRCOND 
PR OT HR 
PRPRSN 
CONSTANT 
1 
.,56~212E 0 01 
... 2 "626 t b 
"°gP.66235E .. 1211 
• tb8tH5E .. 01 
... 1113;,,p .3~1E ... 01 
"'11174166E ... 01 
""e8462441::•01 
.. p2311'.51f:: ... 01 
o:t~6!'.13420E .. 01 
1~17532. 
CENTROIDS OF GROUPS IN REOUCED SPACE 
GROUP 1 ~p59tl04 
-· GR 0 LIP a - -. -· - 2 p 3 3 3 8 2 
-----~ - --
312. 
Discriminant analysis 2. 
Work order 74 and prison 74 as "known" groups to classify the prison 
71 group into work order and prison categories. 
NORf\ ORDER 
FH.E NONA ME [CREATION DAtf : 30/05/77 
GROUP COUNTS 
GROUP 1 GROUP 2 
NUMBER 
MEAt~S W074 PR74 
\. 
GROUP 1 - GROUP 2 TOTAL 
AGE 2lq26176 2 7 ~ 8 tH5 (H1 23p827h4 
.MARITAL 1 .. 2 cl 8 2 ti 1_e2B727 1 9 28780 
OP-FENCE 2Q55B2l~ 2,c. 77ll5S 211b715l! 
PHCC 11" l!~l588 1.f'<:q8j8 1~35772 
PRPER .220sq ~ 589(39 .. ~H.~537 
PRPROP ~ %1294 2~ 1n273 1i5flb99 
PRCOND ·t,29706 1119'7Yi91 1.59837 
PROTHR ~ 34118 II Ltll364 ~38699 
PRPRSN· ,45882 2el'.Hl455 i .. 15447 
RECORD 4,16765 6~73455 51131545 
STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
.GROUP 1 GROUP 2 TOTAL 
. 91)3055~ AGE 6,.15965 11a33015 
MARITAL ,46643 ~ LI 5'3 31 ,46024 
OFF.ENCE 1, 1C'29 ~t (I! 03589 1~07659 
PRCC 2i;~5671 11!95716 2,01189 
PRf'ER _ t 6/rn25 1Q162q4 ,9~?.29 
PRPROP 1.48125 29(1.19016 2e31~26 
PRCOND !.91.947 2ah5110 2~29849 
PROTHR 1. 0 13655 1~117·02 1~08431 
PRPRSN 1G37661 2 .,98l111 2~37053 
RECORIJ 3,62938 5Q39316 tJ,678y)l~ 
313. 
SOLUTibN METHOD ~ DIRECT~ 
PRIOR PROBABILITIES ~ USER SPECJFIED 
GROUP 1 GROUP 2 
Q64000 
NUMBER E:IGf:NVALUE CANOIHGAL PERCEt·JT 
REMOVED C ORR EL. A T I 0 N OF" THACE. 
0 023176 e43377 10Qlg0 
l'HU<S CHl«>SQlJARE D ~ p'~ S!Gti!FICANCE 
L..AMflDA 
ll 81185 127e04695 9 e000 
1 FUNCTIONS WI l,..l, El E USED IN RE.MAP~ I NG ANALYSES 
STANDARDIZED DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION cnEFFICIENTS 
AGE 
MARITAL 
OFFENCE 
PRCC 
PR PER 
PRPROP 
PRCOND 
PR OT HR 
PRPRSN 
-- 1 
' 
u72394 
""~L1755S 
• 2135'!2 
d1522 
~22334 
~48628 
~d7819 
t!I!' 06635 
111872(J 
1' 
UNSTANDARDIZED DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS 
AGE 
MARITAL 
OFFENCE 
PRCC 
PHPER 
PRPROP 
PRCOND 
PR OT HR 
PRPRSN 
CONSTANT 
1 
, 777971E'\"'01 
l"lip0.5327 
9 265391 
G 572b77Em(j1 
.239560 
.211352 
,..., 775238E ... 01 
""' 611920E""01 
- ,789951E!"01 
... 1Q6811 b 
CENTROIDS OF GRbUPS IN REDUCED SPACE 
GROUP 1 
GROUP 2 
!"'~ l.13225 
~ 53141-12 
Discri~inant analysis 3. 
Combination of the groups generated in the previous discriminant 
. 
analyses using W074 (PR) + PR7l(WO); PR71 (PR) + PR74; and NP71 + W074 (NP) 
as the "known" groups to check for accuracy of classificatiqn and areas of 
~~J-eakage." 
WORf\ Ol<DER 
FILE NONA ME CCAEAlION DATE = 30/05/77 ) 
Gf<OUP COUNTS 
NUMBER 
AGE 
MARITAL 
OFFENCE 
PRCC 
PRPE.R 
PRPROP 
PRCOND 
PROTHf~ 
PRPRSN 
RECORD 
GR our 1 
W074 (PR} 
+ 
PR7l(WO} 
GROUP 1 
21~3484R 
1 p 3a1rns 
211 6~1"303 
1u16667 
02333'~ 
el387H8 
1~56667 
a32i21 
• 4 69 7 ~) 
4.,17576 
STA~OARp.DEVIATlONS 
GROUP 1 
AGE 6e 1 tB90 
MARITAL ci4873':1 
Of FE~~CE 1909572 
PRCC· 1, 791 'B 
PR PER Gb4538 
PRPROP !QIHH122 
PRCOND 2,15158 
PROTHR 1,03429 
PR.PRSN 1.,38401 
RECORD 3Q715l.\C) 
GR f)UP 2 
PR71 (PR} 
+ 
PR74 
GFWUP 2 
271o13i<H18 
1o26S75 
2,73q25 
1:91161'~ 
058£165 
2o3!.\6llo 
2. ~mesa 
'3267'1 ~ . 
29rtlll7?.4 
6oll6260 
GROUP . 2 
11 ~ ,,16329 
~a421·1. 
5 9CJ 419 
t'. 7'1982 
t'. 11 ~192 
2.65989 
2.6813:.'.l 
A q 1 2 ;17 
2 D 91 i()5•2 
5012031 
GROUP 3 
NP71 
+ 
W074(NP) 
GFWUP 3 
21,.05028 
!!59777 
2017877 
1 n lHH19:3 
a HH156 
p05922 
p68715 
I 106' 5 ~ . . ! 
~312t35 
3 p rrn~HH1 
GROUP 3 
6g684q4 
a50302 
• 88 LS9 
2.12826 
036864 
1~28S64 
1.37898 
p502'71 
1.28038 
3.17469 
TOTA.~ 
24.e ,2(:.9/J2 
1~186f.2 
2G~'J39kJ 
1~198'76 
& 3 0 r) ~l 5 
19 :17h?.i'.:J 
ie67257 
~2861'4 
1 • 2 3 ('1\'~ 9 
5Q11111 
TOTAL 
9. 513384 
• 5LU85 
(.!32576 
1~85610 
.9n651 
2.264':57 
2~38~5L1 
~901~2 
2·. 4t:12~l~ 
4 .. 61'::l37 
3l5. 
SOLUTION METHOD ~ DIRECTq 
PRIOR PnOAABI~ITIES ~ BASED ON GROUP SIZE 
GROUP 1 GfWUP 2 GHOUP 3 
NUMBEF< 
REt.JQVED 
!J.,iIL 1\S 
l.At1RD/\ 
I! 54605 
a81313 
~ 4891 i 
.. 22981 
CHI 00 SOU/1.RE 
611\)69622 
2eJ9111353vJ 
C A t J 0 rJ I C A L. 
CORREL/\TIOH 
~::;7:~11 
~43228 
~17601 
PERCENT 
OF H~ACE 
.... - - ...... 
SIG ~Hf IC A I~ CE 
0o~00 
0D0t'H1 
2 FUNCTIONS WILL BE USED IN REMAI~ING ANA~YSES 
STANDARDIZED DlSCHIMHJAfJT FUNC1!0i'4 COEFFJCJC·~·1s 
AGE 
MARITAL 
Orf ENCE 
PRCC 
PRPER 
PRPROP 
PRCO~.Jl) 
PR OT HR 
PRPRS~l 
.,56921 
~·1~21976 
f"! 9 25/H'.113 
~12Q40 
riV\1866 
"'d4887 '-
.... 37568 
~ 0~Jl C)3 
,0ti1~72 
2 
0
R 626 7 ll 
~o 3frn34 
p 3 25 1~ 1 
II HU f\'7 
~279iHi 
~47294 
""el9532 
"'-13484 
.. 2&l~55 
UNSTANDARDIZED DISCRIMHlAt,/T FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS 
AGE 
MARITAi~ 
OFFENCE 
PRCC . 
PR PER 
PRP~OP 
PRCO"l!1 
PR OT HR 
PRPRSM 
CONSTANT 
. 
1 . 
,598924E ... 01 
'i'l2p24283 
"'F246Y79 
p 697•662E ... 0 \ 
v 2 W3 i3 q ll EI"' Ll 1 
"'Q 6'5-7 3"7 6 E. .. 01 
-Q157617 
11t14~HSE .. q.2 
o 23826C:1E ... i,-12 
2.~ 121 '17 ' 
? 
!'659462F•01 
At. 5522'::)8 
,316312 
• 5 5 9 5 14 2 E. .... ~H 
• 3~:i8C!99 
.• 2llB8t12 
"'•819Ll57fr.d31 
' .... 149567 
~ 1 1 ~' 1 3 ll 
~2~23578 
CENTROIDS' OF GROUPS IN REDUCED SPACE 
GROUP 
GROUP 
GROUP 
1 
2 
3 
.. 056597 
,,.,1/4':541 
1045608 
.. ~5711~1 
.4h867 
"'· .. 2766l~ 
